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The conventional approach to teacher education has been criticised in 
recent decades. During the 1980s the concepts of reflection and reflective 
teaching became quite popular among teacher educators and researchers in 
the field of teacher education. This case study, which was carried out in 
1992 in one of the four Colleges of Education in Hong Kong, aimed at 
evaluating how a teacher education programme (namely the PTP) helped a 
team of six student teachers to reflect on their own teaching and 
performance. Particular attention was paid to study how student teachers 
with individual differences in beliefs, attitudes and emotions towards 
teaching developed their own reflective thinking. The influence of, context 
on the effectiveness of the programme was another main theme of study. 
The research methodology of this case study included interviews and 
record analysis of PTP documents. Records of preconferences and 
postconferences for clinical supervisions were significant data, too. 
Findings in the case study indicates that the six student teachers had 
developed reflective thinking with different degree after the PTP programme. 
In one way or another the PTP helped the student teachers to enlighten their 
own personal theory in teaching. However, the programme failed in 
enhancing student teachers' reflective quality to a higher conceptual loci or 
to a wider reflective perspective. It was found that the quality of the 
programme acted as an influential factor which inhibited individual student 
teachers from implementing effectively the programme's reflective 
propositions. 
Regardless of the degree of effectiveness the PTP had accomplished, it 
was quite a good attempt to help student teachers to leam to be reflective 
professionally. The researcher suggested theoretical implications and 
practical recommendations for the field of studies in the future. 
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1. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
"What does being a good teacher mean? How does teacher education 
contribute to the development of good teachers? Surprisingly, these 
questions are not always central to the design of programs to prepare 
teachers"(Valli, 1992, p.xi). It is certainly true that the current teacher 
education curriculum is so entrenched in tradition that conflicting purposes 
and expectations have been concealed. 
The traditional approach to teacher preparation has been criticized by 
various teacher educators as being technical fragmented, and shallow 
(Bames, 1987; Lanier & Little, 1986; Tom, 1986). Such traditional teacher 
education programmes emphasize on development of professional 
knowledge and training of teaching skills. These two components are 
achieved separately with the former through coursework and the latter 
through teaching practice in schools. However, this traditional notion of 
teacher education practice is increasingly challenged. This may be due to the 
fact that such kind of practice seems to have failed to develop student 
teachers' abilities to integrate theory and practice. As Zeichner and Liston 
(1990a) assent, -
There is substantial evidence that a great deal of what prospective 
teachers leam during the clinical portions of their teacher education 
programs is miseducative in nature and often in conflict with the 
intentions of teacher educators. ¢).235) 
In an effort to overcome inadequacies of learning in traditional teacher 
education, more and more teacher educators are paying attention in 
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developing students' ability to reflect critically through Reflective Teaching. 
The original ideas of the issue ofreflective teaching has to be traced back to 
Dewey(1933). 
This has emerged as a new and hot research issue in teacher education. 
One consequence of this phenomenon is that teacher education efforts 
instilling reflective practices such as�ac t ion research', ^reflective teaching', 
�reflective practitioner', ^reflection-in-action', �teacher as researcher', 
�research-based, or ^inquiry-oriented teacher education' have become 
fashionable in the United States and Canada (for example，Bolin, 1988; Carr 
& Kemmis, 1986; Elliot, 1985; Ross, 1989; Schon, 1983; Zeichner, 1991;). 
In Hong Kong, the study of the issue has just been started by some teacher 
educators (for example, Siu, 1992). 
What is the reason behind the emergence of reflective teacher 
education? One of these reasons is a change in conceptions towards teacher 
education. In recent years tHe conviction that Technical Rationality' or 
Xompetency-Based Teacher Education' is the most appropriate model for 
.prepar ing teachers has broken down. The Trocess/Product' research has 
failed to bring to light significant findings to contribute to the preparation of 
teachers (Doyle, 1990). Perhaps as a consequence of this, Dewey's notion of 
reflective practice (Dewey, 1916) and Schon's concept of reflective 
practitioner (1983) which emphasizes artistry and context-specificity seem 
to have gained increasing appeal. 
Effective teachers (and future teachers) should be empowered to be 
active, thoughtful and responsible educational decision-makers. "Renewed 
concem about teacher empowerment and professionalization has also 
stimulated interest in reflective teacher education" (Valli, 1992，p.xiv). 
Prospective teachers are expected to be autonomous and self-directed 
professionals rather than mere executors of curriculum designed by others. 
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Professional teachers have social responsibility and should be prepared to 
engage in dialogue about the goals ofeducation, to reflect in and on action. 
This is the background to the recent convergence ofinterest in teacher 
thinking and reflectivity by scholars and teacher educators. 
The researcher in this study is a teacher educator who, through close 
contact and frequent informal communication with student teachers, 
identified problems in the present system of preservice teacher training and 
was prompted to study ways and means of improving the system. An 
empathic and widespread fe.eling the researcher came across among student 
teachers in the College of Education at which she served was 
disappointment with the traditional training strategies and principles. In this 
climate, it appeared that reflective teaching might bring new life to the 
training of prospective teachers. 
This is the background to the choice of reflective teaching as a 
research area. The study was carried out in 1992 in one of the four Colleges 
of Education in Hong Kong. At that time the College had implemented a 
teacher education programme which aimed at helping student teachers to 
reflect on their own training and performance. This research studied the 
extent to which the programme was successful in accomplishing its 
objectives. It should be noted that by the completion of this study the 
College had, together with the other colleges of education, merged to 
become the Hong Kong Institute ofEducation. 
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II. AIMS OF THE STUDY 
To accomplish the purposes ofthe study mentioned in the above 
section, more precise aims are listed to guide the ongoing design of the 
research, these are : 
1. To evaluate the extent to which the programme attains its objectives; 
i.e. to see how student teachers who hold different beliefs, attitudes 
and emotions towards teaching: 
(a) show interest in reflecting on their teaching; 
(b) develop reflective ability; 
(c) grow in self-understanding and awareness; and 
(d) develop a personal theory towards teaching and learning. 
2. To understand the extent to which context and other factors act on the 
consequence and actual effect of the programme; 
i.e. to fmd out the factors and forces, if any, that influence 
individual student teachers to implement the programme's 
reflective propositions; they might be: 
(a) Input such as program strategies, procedural designs; 
(b) Context such as design of the programme, informal/formal 
power structures; 
(c) Student teachers' adverse beliefs, internal impetus or interest;and 
(d) Other factors and forces. 
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III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
It is undoubtedly true that teacher education plays an important role in 
enhancing the quality of education. However, teacher training has long been 
criticized as a practice in deskilling professional teachers (e.g., Pinar, 1989). 
Many claim that teachers trained in programmes heavily oriented towards 
technique end up being bound by routine. Publications (e.g., Clark, 1986) 
stress that mechanical performance of acts is characteristic of teacher 
behaviour. 
Educators studying psychology of teacher training advocate that 
"learning to teach” should be a different matter (Sutherland, 1985). The idea 
ofreflective teaching is a newly formulated theory that most teacher trainers 
claim to be of great value. During the 1980s when there was a call for 
professionalization of teaching and teacher education, the concepts of 
reflective thinking and reflective teaching became popular. Lots of 
researches and programmes have been carried out for the purpose. 
Teacher education in Hong Kong, especially in preservice teacher 
education, also responded to this call for changes by initiating radical 
innovations in recent years. Teacher training at both the sub-degree and 
post-graduate level was already flourishing and there were many attempts 
to improve its quality. The idea of reflective teaching in preservice teacher 
training began to attract the attention of teacher educators, their interest 
being stimulated to a large extent by the Education Commission Report 
No.5 (Education Commission, 1992). An increasing number of teacher 
education programmes were designed on the principles of reflective 
teaching (e.g., B.Ed, programme of CUHK). It was in this context that the 
College was one of the first institutions to propose a programme to promote 
reflective thinking in prospective teachers. 
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This case study attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of this 
significant step. Hopefully, the results would help to confirm, challenge or 
extend the theory of reflective teaching. These results would also enable the 
researcher to find out the feasibility of reflective teaching in particular 
context. And, with the findings, the researcher would wish to study if this 
reflective trial has any significance for preservice teacher development in 
Hong Kong. Finally, the findings would be most meaningful as a 
contribution to the curriculum design for the newly established Hong Kong 
Institute of Education. 
This is one of the very few attempts to study reflective teaching in 
teacher education, so the researcher speculates that this research is of great 
significance. 
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IV. DEFmiTION OF TERMS 
HELPn^JG...TO REFLECT 
According to the paradigm of reflective teacher education, student 
teachers should first be able to inquire into teaching and think critically 
about their work. The most important theme for this fi:amework is to “foster 
the reflective capacities of observation, analysis, interpretation, and decision 
making”（ Doyle, 1990, p.6). Ifanalyzed by the criteria of various research 
paradigms, it is a qualitatively oriented approach that aims at developing or 
shaping teacher behaviour. Here, the term “helping” is, therefore, preferable 
to "training" (a concept adopted by most traditional teacher preparation 
theory, practice and researches.). The focus of training is on "knowing how” 
rather than “knowing that” (Robertson, 1987, p.l6). Sometimes, training 
bears quite a technical meaning since it carries the connotation of"drilling" 
certain practices and discipline. 
STUDENT TEACHERS 
The term refers to students who leam to teach in a teaching education 
institution. They are different from experienced teachers and beginning 
teachers. For this research, student teachers are those one who receive 
preservice teacher education in a College of Education in Hong Kong after 
completing their secondary education. After two years' training, they would 
become teachers in primary or lower secondary schools. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVDEW OF LITERATURE 
I. TEACHER EDUCATION 
There are three consecutive phases in teacher education : preservice, 
induction and inservice. 
The nature of teacher education is strongly dependent on the level of 
economic development, the social context, the local culture and the local 
history. As a result, there is great diversity in teacher education in the 
contemporary world -- “from no specific preparation at all to sophisticated 
university education" ( Landsheere, 1987, p.77). 
Teacher education curriculum should normally comprise general 
education, specific subject mastery, psychology, educational theory and 
practice (Landsheere, 1987). The emphasis is mainly on the good command 
of instructional methods and techniques. 
In the 1980s, there were plenty of researches on teaching and teacher 
preparation and a number of new conceptions of teaching with significant 
implications for teacher education have been developed. Dunkin (1987, 
p.647-649) summarizes some of the dominant alternative conceptions as 
follows : 
1. The Expert-Novice Conception 
Teacher education based on this conception is to provide a 
detailed description and analysis of the identifiable skills of 
experts as distinct from novices. Provision ofthese skills and 
�coaching| is thereafter essential for training novice teachers. 
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2. Subject Matter Knowledge Conception 
This conception focuses attention on subject matter knowledge. 
Disciplinary knowledge and the way to transform this 
knowledge to pedagogical knowledge is essential for training 
prospective teacher. 
3. Organizational Model Conception 
This conception leads to more collaborative relationships among 
universities, teachers, school boards and government for the 
planning of teacher education. 
4. Reflective Practice / Teaching as Inquiry Conception 
This conception is discussed in many recent researches. Here, 
teaching is viewed as a reflective dialogue among teacher, 
students, subject matter and context. Teaching is 
conceptualized as a process of inquiry in which teachers' 
knowing in action is continually constructed and reconstructed 
in teaching practice. 
Besides Dunkin's work, there are several other attempts made to 
distinguish conceptual orientations or paradigms of teacher preparation. 
These typologies are generally developed for the purpose of illuminating the 
implicitly conflicting conceptions of good teaching. 
Zeichner's contribution towards developing these typologies is most 
remarkable. Zeichner (1983) identifies four alternative paradigms ofteacher 
education: the behavioristic paradigm, the personalistic paradigm, the 
traditional-craft paradigm and the inquiry-oriented paradigm. In the 
behavioristic paradigm, good teachers are those who carry out the 
prespecified competencies and principles of effective teaching. The 
personalistic paradigm equates good teaching with psychological maturity 
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and personal growth. Good teaching in the traditional-craft paradigm 
results from assimilating the implicit cultural knowledge of teachers. In 
Zeichner prefers inquiry-oriented paradigm, good teachers skillfully and 
reflectively act upon ethical, political, as well as pedagogical issues 
involved in their everyday practice. 
Doyle (1990) identifies five tliemes which determine the direction and 
matter of teacher education: the good employee, the junior professor, the 
fullyfunctioning person, the innovate, and the reflectiveprofessional These 
themes roughly correspond to Zeichner's craft, academic, personalistic， 
behavioristic and inquiry-oriented categories and seem to be partially 
determined by the different interest groups which advocate the various 
themes. 
These clarifications provide a perspective on debates about purposes 
and goals in teacher education They also illustrate diverse decisions made 
about content，time allocations, pedagogical practices, and assessment in 
teacher education. Moreover, demands and expectations for research can 
vary across these frameworks. Thus, a change in approach often results in a 
change in the perceived relationship between research and teacher education. 
In practice, as connotation of teacher education changes, so does the 
paradigm or approach that underline. 
For once teacher educators held a narrow definition of teacher 
preparation. It was viewed as effort concerned with conditioning or 
indoctrinating teachers and teacher training was seen as more or less 
Vocational' in nature. Then came a trend which advocated the notion that 
teacher training should be in the form of professional preparation. Zahoric 
(1986) urges that one goal of teacher preparation must be to help teachers 
become more skillful and thoughtful about their work. Medley ( 1 9 8 4 ) . 
expresses the thought that, “ teachers fai.l not because they are ignorant" but 
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because "they cannot apply what they know" 0^.81). Educators began to call 
for methods for bridging the gap between instruction in education and 
classroom practice. 
This brought forth a period when research and practice of teacher 
education were largely dominated by the theme of quality control. Teacher 
educators searched for ways to guarantee the effectiveness of teacher 
training program. Competency-based teacher education (CBTE) was one of 
the most appealing reactions. The basic concepts of Competency-based 
teacher education (CBTE) were simple and straightforward (Houston, 1990, 
p.86): 
1. Programme requirements are derived from, and based on, the 
practice of effective teachers; 
2. Requirements are stated as competencies; 
3. Instruction and assessment are specifically related to 
competencies; and 
4. Leamer progress is determined by demonstration of 
competencies. 
The advantages of this approach are : clarity of objectives, functional 
learning, modular individualized instruction and objective evaluation. 
However, this approach has been criticised for being�mechanistic'. Rather 
than setting free teachers' minds to question, CBTE promotes a technical 
mindset for student teachers. 
The development of CBTE has generally followed a process-product 
paradigm. According to this paradigm, teaching effectiveness must relate 
measures of classroom performance (processes) to objective measures of 
outcomes (products). It adopts a scientific approach where teaching is 
perceived as a craft in which the skills a teacher needs could be identified • 
Obviously, the behaviourist influence is significant for the approach. 
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Nevertheless, over the past decade, reaction against this technical view 
ofteaching and teacher education has grown (Doyle, 1978; Shulman, 1986). 
It has been ar2a1ed that the essential role of teachers as owners of their ^ 
knowledge and their destiny should be respected for granted of 
professionalization of teaching. 
As a result, a highly personalistic view of teaching and teacher 
education has arose. Teaching practice is seen as artistic and creative. 
Teachers are encouraged to rely on their own personal understanding of a 
situation, their values and their own purposes to make educational decisions. 
The emphasis, therefore, is on processes that stimulate “personal reflection" 
(Schon’ 1983; Zeichner, 1987), and teacher educators began to encourage 
reflective teaching practices in teacher education programs. There is a 
continuins debate on this issue. 
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II. REFLECTIVE TEACHING 
John Dewey (1933) is the first to advocate this new wave of thinking. 
His notion of "routine action” versus "reflective action” is very challenging. 
While routine action is guided primarily by tradition, external authority and 
circumstance, reflective action involves a willingness to engage in constant 
self-appraisal and development. He suggests that good habits of thought are 
best developed by providing situations that initiate and provoke reflective 
action. Dewey farther proposes that "a reflective teacher" must possess 
three characteristics: Openmindedness, Responsibility and 
Wholeheartedness. He implies a desire to develop in student teachers those 
“orientations” ( the three characteristics ) which lead to reflective action ； 
Dewey's perception of the three characteristics could be interpreted as 
follows: 
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Openmindedness is an attitude defined as "freedom from prejudice, 
partisanship, and such other habits as close the mind and make it unwilling 
to consider new problems and entertain new ideas." ODewey, 1933，p.30) It 
is an active desire to consider more sides than one, to accept alternative 
possibilities and to recognize the possibility of error even in the beliefs 
which are dearest to us. 
Responsibility means a moral trait to “consider the consequences of a 
projected step; it means to be willing to adopt these consequences when they 
follow reasonably." (Ibid” p. 32) It implies integrity; that is to say, 
consistency and harmony in belief. 
Wholeheartedness suggests that a reflective teacher should be 
dedicated, single-minded, energetic and enthusiastic. In Dewey's words, 
this is an attitude in which someone “throw(s) himself into (some object and 
cause which anyone is thoroughly interested) .... heartily, or with a whole 
heart.,,(Ibid.,p.31) ‘ ‘ 
Dewey(1910) suggests that preservice teachers should be encouraged 
to become thoughtful and alert students of education. At the heart of his 
theory is the notion of grounded belief: 
Reflection thus implies that something is believed in (or 
disbelieved in), not on its own direct account, but through 
something else which stands as witness, evidence, proof, voucher, 
warrant; that is, as ground ofbelief...(^.8-9) 
In Dewey's definition, one must always withhold judgment during the 
process of inquiry. Alertness, flexibility and curiosity are essential. The 
method of reflection is a three-step process -- problem definition, 
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means/ends analysis, and generalization whereas such process is carried out 
with operunindedness, responsibility and wholeheartedness. 
As a consequence ofDewey's innovations, the emphasis on training of 
technical skill in traditional teacher education programs shifted towards this 
broader context of reflective action. Teacher educators began to be aware 
that if teacher education was concerned primarily with the growth and 
development of student teachers in teaching roles, the term ^reflective 
teaching' should be used to identify the central goal of any teacher education 
curriculum. 
John Dewey's (1933) theory of reflective thinking actually serves as 
the primary source from which the term “reflective inquiry" has grown. 
Most definitions ofreflection in teaching and teacher education proposed in 
this century are built upon his original conceptions. 
Schon (1983) holds a yery similar perspective, He challenges the 
dominant "technical rationality，，in professional (teacher) education. He 
argues that professional activity has been seen as a process of instrumental 
problem solving "made rigorous by the application of scientific theory and 
technique." Qx21) Professionals (teachers and student teachers, for examples) 
are considered to be experts who possess a body of abstract knowledge 
which they apply, in a rule-govemed way, in their practice. Schon stresses 
that professional practitioners do not simply apply theories to practice. He 
claims that any professional activity (teaching, for instance) has a rationality 
of its own, more like an "artistic performance". He says, 
His artistry is evident in his selective management of large 
amounts of information, his ability to spin out long lines of 
invention and inference and his capacity to hold several ways 
of looking at things at once without disrupting the flow of 
inquiry. ^).19) 
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Schon proclaims that artistry should be promoted in teaching by 
encouraging "reflection-in-action" and "reflection-on-action" among 
teachers. According to his ideas, professional activity is always a reflective 
process, even if that reflection is not raised to the level of consciousness. It 
is a constant process of interpretation, action, reflection and adjustment. 
Later, Schon clarifies reflection by the stages of problem framing, factor 
naming, interpretation, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. In Schon s 
explanations, 
after a problem has been initially defined or framed, suggestions for 
. so lu t ions begin to occur to the teacher. When solutions occur to a teacher 
quickly and automatically, in the midst of classroom interaction; it is called 
reflection-in-action. On the other hand, reflection-on-action occurs outside 
ciassroom interaction and solutions come as a result of more deliberate 
thinking. 
Schon's view of professional artistry has significant implications for 
teacher educators when designing and developing . teacher education 
curriculum. It is clear that more emphasis should be placed on the�process' 
oftraining rather than the acquisition of technical skills and knowledge. 
Kenneth M. Zeichner(1983) is another famous figure who advocates 
reflection as an essential spirit in teacher education programs. His four 
alternative paradigms classify teacher education design as behavioristic, 
personalistic, traditional-craft and inquiry-oriented. Zeichner says that the 
last model (inquiry-oriented) should be a conscious choice in order to 
prepare ^reflective practitioners' through teacher training programs. It is 
quite obvious that Zeichner has an intention to modernize teacher education 
program into transforming the Apprentice through the Dialectic. 
Zeichner (1987) interprets the goal of reflective teaching as enabling 
student teachers to develop the pedagogical “habits and skills" necessary for 
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self-directed growth. Underlying the goal is a metaphor of liberation. By 
liberation Zeichner means that "Knowledge" taught to student teachers and 
the "Knowledge" they get in the school classroom is�value-govemed 
selection' from a large universe of possibilities. Learning is greater and 
deeper when teachers are encouraged to exercise their judgment about the 
content and processes of their work and to give some direction to the shape 
of schools as educational environments. 
In brief, Zeidmer emphasizes that reflective teaching is the 
preparation of teachers who are both willing and able to reflect on the 
origins, purposes and consequences of their actions, as well as on the 
material and ideological constraints and encouragement embedded in the 
ciassroom, school and societal contexts in which they work. 
Some educators relate constructivism to teachers' reflection. Glickman 
(1985) has stressed that teachers must be viewed as changing adults. These 
adults vary in their constructions of teaching and learning. In his view, a 
teacher's understanding of teaching and learning may change over time as a 
result of the constructions themselves as well as the experiences an 
individual teacher meets. Fosnot (1989) emphasizes the importance of 
teacher education programmes as channels for developing teachers who are 
empowered leamers. In Fosnot's words, empowered leamers are able to 
understand processes of human concept construction, both for themselves 
and for the students in their classrooms. 
Stones (1987), in his discussion of “Student (Practice) Teaching”， 
proclaims that the traditional structure of practical teaching experience 
should be changed. Instead ofbeing trained to be "an apprentice teacher" by 
a process of instruction, demonstration, and imitation, student teachers "will 
spend much more time in reflecting upon their teaching, in discussion with 
others, in planning and in systematic observation of their practice schools" 
(p.685). According to Stones, this type of school experience will help 
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student teachers to gain an insight into the nature of teaching in its social 
and educational context and “to deveiop pedagogical skills that spring from 
an understanding of a body of pedagogical theory rather than rule of thumb 
or ad hoc survival techniques" (p.685). 
Cruickshank's idea of "student of teaching" is synonymous with those 
of Stones and Zeichner's (Cruickshank, 1987). In Cruickshank's words, a 
student of teaching "reflect on teaching itself and becomes, in practice, 
thoughtful and wiser teachers" Q).3). A student of teaching would deliberate 
on his teaching, instead of acting strictly according to tradition, techniques, 
rules and authority. In Cruickshank's opinion, teachers who study teaching 
deliberately can free themselves from being "a slave to chance, irrationality, 
, self-interest, and superstition" but develop "life-long assurance that they 
know what they are doing, why they are doing it, and what will happen as a 
：-
result of what they do” (p.34). Thus, Cmickshank clarifies farther that 
‘ reflective teaching could liberate a teacher from thought and practice that he 
would otherwise accept unconsciously and unquestioningly. 
‘： • •, 
Although many scholars and educators plump for reflective teaching’ 
it is not altogether clear what reflectiveness looks like in action or if it is 
something that lives in abstractions but is not recognizable as teacher 
behaviour. Various teacher educators attempt to operationalizes reflective 
teaching into observable criteria. Van Manen (1977) identifies three "levels 
of reflection". At the first level of technical rationality, the dominant 
concern is with the efficient and effective application of educational 
knowledge for the purposes of attaining ends which are accepted as given. 
The second level of reflectivity is based upon a conception of practical 
action whereby the problem is one of explicating and clarifying the 
assumptions underlying practical affairs and assessing the educational 
consequences toward which an action leads. The third level, critical 
reflection, incorporates moral and ethical criteria into the discourse about 
\ 
- practical action. 
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Feiman-Nemser (1985) equates different levels or loci for reflection 
with the content of reflection: the technological orientation, the academic 
orientation, the practical orientation, the personal orientation and the 
critical • A technological orientation might focus reflection on the most 
effective or efficient means to achieve particular instructional objectives. 
The academic orientation would focus reflection on the explicit school 
curriculum or subject matter; the practical orientation on the problems of 
teaching; the personal orientation on the reconstruction of the self as teacher; 
and the critical orientation on the school's role in creating a more just and 
democratic society. These differences in substantive focus, as Feiman-
Nemser.concludes，mean that reflection is not so much an orientation as a 
disposition underlying other legitimate orientations. 
Tom's concept of the "arenas of the problematic" (1984) is very 
similar to that of Van Manen's: the arena of the problematic, or that aspect 
ofteaching which is the object of problematic thinking;.r/2^ model ofinquiry, 
or mode of reflection brought to bear on a particular problem, and the 
ontological status of education phenomena, or how real, observable, and 
law-like one views the components of schooling. Tom views the role of a 
teacher more as one of “moral craftsperson ” than as simply ''craftsperson “ 
or “technicia”. Hence, a reflective teacher is one who assesses the origins, 
purposes and consequences of his or her work at all three levels/arenas. 
Kitchener and King (1981) establish criteria to rate students' stages of 
reflectivity. The following is a summary: 
Stages 1 and 2 
# Views world as simple 
# Believes knowledge to be absolute 
# Views authorities as the source of all knowledge 
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Stage 3 
# Acknowledges existence of differences ofviewpoints 
# Believes knowledge to be relative 
# Sees varying positions about issues as equally right or equally wrong 
# Uses unsupported personal belief as frequently as "hard" evidence in 
making decisions 
# Views truth as knowable but not yet known 
Stage 4 
# Perceives legitimate differences ofviewpoint 
# Develops a beginning ability to interpret evidence 
# Uses unsupported personal belief and evidence in making decisions 
but is beginning to be able to differentiate between them 
# Believes that knowledge is uncertain in some areas 
Stages 5 and 6 
# Views knowledge as contextually based 
# Develops views that an integrated perspective can be evaluated as 
more or less likely to be true 
# Develops initial ability to integrate evidence into a coherent point of 
view 
Stage 7 
# Exhibits all characteristics listed in Stages 5 and 6 
# Possesses ability to make objective judgments based on reasoning 
and evidence 
# Is able to modify judgments based on new evidence if necessary 
~^  . 
Valli (1992), on the other hand, limits her scope of inquiry to 
examples which have an explicit commitment to examining teaching as a 
moral enterprise. Even within this more narrow scope she finds three 
approaches: the deliberative, the personalistic and the critical In the 
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deliberative approach, knowledge does not directly guide practice but, rather, 
indirectly informs it. For the personalistic approach, the primary concern is 
the teacher himself as a constructor and definer ofhis own knowledge. The 
critical approach evolves from the social reconstructionist tradition in which 
the social and political aspects of teaching are the core task in the reflective 
preparation of teachers. 
Much of these reflective practices have been attempted in the US and 
Canadian teacher education communities. Based on an historical analysis of 
educational philosophies and traditions, Zeichner and Liston (1991) have 
identified four varieties of reflective teaching practice based on their 
analysis of traditions of reforms in twentieth-century US teacher education, 
as they put it 0P.3), 
1. an academic version that stresses reflection upon�subject 
matter and the representation and translation ofsuhject matter 
knowledge to promote student understanding; 
2. a social efficiency version that emphasizes the thoughtful 
application of ^particular teaching strategies' that have been 
suggested by research on teaching; 
3. a developmentalist version that prioritizes teaching that is 
sensitive to students' interests, thinking and patterns of 
developmental growth; 
4. a social reconstructionist version that stresses reflection about 
the social and political context of schooling and the assessment 
of classroom actions for their ability to contribute toward 
greater equity, social justice and humane conditions in 
schooling and society. 
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The influential works ofteacher educators such as Zeichner and Liston, 
Schon, van Manen give us some ideas of reflective teaching in various 
perspectives. 
There appear many different conceptualizations of reflection and 
reflective teaching. Many teacher educators and researchers are working 
hard to search for more comprehensive conceptions of reflective teaching. 
Hitherto there has been no agreement being reached nor generally accepted. 
However, most of them seem to share a common assumption that teachers 
should reflect with logical, rational, and systematic analyses of their own 
teaching and the contexts in which the act of teaching occurs. 
On a general level, reflection can be defined as a way of thinking 
about educational matters that involves the ability to make rational choices 
and to assume responsibility for those choices. Ross (1989) summarizes as 
follows the elements of the reflective process as conscious or unconscious 
procedures Op-22): , 
1 Recognizing an educational dilemma; 
2 Responding to a dilemma; 
3 Framing and reframing the dilemma; 
4 Experimenting with the dilemma; 
5 Discovering the consequences and implications ofvarious solutions; 
6 Examining the intended and unintended consequences; 
7 Evaluating the solution; 
8 Determining whether the consequences are desirable or not. 
Similarly, Pollard and Tann (1992) propose a simple explanation to 
reflective teaching; they say that reflective teaching is applied in ‘‘a cyclical 
or spiraling process" in which teachers continually monitor, evaluate and 
revise their own practice. 
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A reflective teacher education program is designed to develop a 
"reflective practitioner", it requires teaching not only the elements of the 
reflective process but also other forms of components such as increasing the 
range and depth ofknowledge in each student teachers' appreciation system; 
development of several attitudes and abilities; and last but not the least 
important, adequate training of technical skills and knowledge. 
III. APPROACHES OF REFLECTIVE TEACHING 
Even though Schon, Zeichner, Cruickshank and many others argue 
that thoughtful teachers who reflect on their practice (on and in action) are 
more desirable than unthinking teachers, who are ruled primarily by 
tradition，authority and circumstance, there are still many unanswered 
questions. Neither Dewey nor Schon have much to say, for example, about 
what it is that teachers ought to be reflecting about the kinds of criteria that 
should come into play during the process of reflection or the degree to 
which teachers' deliberations should incorporate a critique of the 
institutional contexts in which they work. 
Educators have contributed their efforts to developing reflective 
teaching. Reflective teaching has thus become a generic term referring to a 
range of efforts intended to prepare teachers to be more thoughtful. These 
include the following (Zeichner & Liston, 1987): 
1 Reflective teaching programs 
2 Action researches 
3 Collaborative process of reflection 
4 Method courses 
5 Imaginative literature 
6 Observational systems 




10 Journals and diaries 
11 Problem-solving based simulation 
12 Ethnographic researches 
13 Developmental approach of supervision 
These efforts intended to prepare teachers for reflective teaching differ 
with regard to purposes and means. Some advocates hope to engage teachers 
in becoming more thoughtful about the educational-cultural context, with 
the assumption that teachers are or should be agents of social change. Others 
wish to focus teachers' thoughts on the act of teaching, in the hope that, 
through inspection, introspection and analysis, teaching can be enhanced. 
Furthermore, some advocates are cautious about putting forth exact 
strategies by way of enhancing teacher reflection; others are willing to be 
more specific (Zeichner, 1987). 
Zeichner's contribution (Ibid.) to this field of inquiry seems most 
significant and outstanding. He presents the needs to focus reflective 
teaching upon developing Personal Theory most clearly. He says that a 
“Reflexive Curriculum” (teacher education curriculum ) should : 
1. make provisions for the self-determined needs and concerns of 
student teachers as well as the creation of personal meaning by 
students; 
2. besides theoretical knowledge, draw upon the practical knowledge of 
student teachers; 
3. encourage student teachers to actively respond to and criticize the 
concepts that underline the program and the frameworks; 
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4. be implemented in an “inquiry-oriented” rather than “traditional” 
milieu in relation to the authority relationships which exist between 
student teachers and teacher educators; 
5. be implemented in a "self-renewing" milieu. Both student teachers and 
tutors should continually reexamine its curriculum, organization, 
pedagogy and authority relationships, and work toward ongoing 
improvement of the program. 
Zeichner reinforces the view that teacher education is a time for 
continued learning about teaching and schooling and for establishing 
pedagogical habits of seIf-directedgrowth, rather than a time merely for the 
application and demonstration of previously acquired knowledge and skills. 
This seems a revolutionary change of conception of traditional teacher 
education program which aims at training teachers with an intensively 
technical "apprenticeship" model. 
Reading through the definition of Personal Models of Teaching given 
by Joyce and Weil (1986), we could easily find out traces of personal 
components of reflective teaching : 
The Personal Models of Teaching" begin from the 
perspectives of the selfhood of the individual. They attempt to 
shape education so that we come to understand ourselves better, 
take responsibility for our education, and leam to reach beyond our 
current development to become stronger, more sensitive, and more 
creative in our search for high quality lives. (Ibid,, 1986, p.7) 
Reflective teaching seeks to reinforce the view that teachers can be 
creators as well as consumers of educational knowledge. 
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Student teachers will have internalized teaching models which they 
observe before and during their training. This is why many teacher 
education programmes are "low impact-enterprise" (Zeichner, 1981). 
Johnson (1988) also agree that teachers' pre-existing views of teaching and 
learning are so pervasive that unless it is directly challenged any attempt to 
alter teaching styles is doomed to failure. It is against this background that 
we need to pay attention to the “Personal Theory" when developing any 
reflective teacher training programmes. 
rV. PERSONAL THEORY 
Dewey (1916) makes a distinction between “reflective” and “routine 
action”. His argument is that teachers should move beyond the goal of 
“technical rationality” and see themselves as a reflective teacher. Dewey's 
distinction is the basis ofthat drawn by Schon (1983, 1987). Schon suggests 
the need to modify teacher training to a model of "reflective practitioner” 
These highlight crucial debates and intense discussions on alternative 
approaches and conceptions towards the preparation ofreflective teachers . 
Divergence exists among efforts and programs for reflective teacher 
education. Some propose that reflective teaching should be oriented towards 
engaging student teachers in the processes of reflection; some hold the view 
that reflective teaching should focus on the substance i.e. the knowledge 
base that inform reflection. There are still other dimensions within the field 
of inquiry. Furthermore, various methods are suggested for how reflective 
teaching might be fostered among student teachers. Microteaching, thinking 
aloud protocols are two of these examples. 
Nevertheless, all efforts are in vain if no keen consideration of 
"individual differences in learning to reflect" is taken into account 
(Calderhead, 1992). "They (student teachers) will inevitably leam in diverse 
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ways and take different meanings from the experiences that are offered to 
them" ¢1.142). His idea is that to foster reflective thinking in student 
teachers, individual differences should be taken into account. He suspects 
that while some student teachers may lean towards reflective leaming, 
others might want to be informed directly. 
Calderhead's viewpoint(1992) is in line with Zeichner et al.(1987) 
which states that student teachers approach preservice training with different 
knowledge and perspectives and they, therefore, progress towards reflective 
teaching in different ways. Zeichner and Grant (1981) have explained 
clearly that teacher education programmes are a "low-impact enterprise". 
The programmes have little effect in changing student teachers' previous 
assumptions established from their pre-training influences. Zeichner et al. 
(1987) conducted a study on the role of student teaching in teacher 
development. Their research questions include (p.36): 
1. To what degree did the teaching perspectives of student teachers 
change during the course of the 15-week semester? 
2. To what degree did any initial differences in student teachers' 
perspectives disappear by the end of the semester? 
Findings indicate that teacher education did not result in "a 
homogenization of teacher perspectives". Student teachers come into the 
experience with different teaching perspectives, and significant differences 
among student teachers remain at the end of the semester. Zeichner et aL 
further suggest factors which student teachers experienced before their 
training. These include the powerful effect of the student teachers' 
"childhood heritage as a learner" and "the quality of the relationships 
experienced in educational contexts" Op.25). 
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This problem may be f toher complicated by the discrepancy that may 
occur between a teacher's "espoused theories” about teaching and learning 
as well as his “theories in action" (Argyris & Schon, 1976). Tabachnick and 
Zeichner (1984) introduce mature insight into this aspect, ln their study of 
the socialization of preservice teachers, they conclude that teacher education 
cannot change student teachers but it helps them to clarify and elaborate 
their own personal perspectives. 
A few researches have been initiated to test Zeichner's proposition in 
reflective preservice teacher training. 
Korthagen (1985)，after the ALACT reflective secondary teacher 
education program, directs a research on the learning outcomes of student 
teachers. The model of reflection used in the program has five phases : (1) 
y4ction; (2) Looking back at the action; (3) Awareness of essential aspects; (4) 
Creating alternative methods of action; and (5) Trial. Although some student 
teachers rated the program highly, it was suggested that the program needed 
to take into account the differences among student teachers. In line with 
Calderhead's speculation, Korthagen found out that some student teachers 
liked to be reflective while others wanted to have more external guidance 
and support. This finding verified Zeichner's conviction. 
Parsons-Chatman's research (1990) on the implementation of a 
constructivist approach to science teaching in secondary preservice science 
teachers training validated that the “personal disposition" of the student 
teacher appeared to be one of the strong variables in influencing preservice 
teachers' acceptance of a constructivist approach. 
Johnson(1988) argues that teachers' pre-existing views ofteaching and 
learning are so pervasive that unless directly challenged, any attempt to 
change their teaching styles is ineffective. 
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Ely et a / . (199Lp.l22) provides a breakthrough to untying this knot in 
reflective teaching. They believe that "by recognizing and acknowledging 
our own myths and prejudices we can more effectively put them in their 
place...” In Ely's words, greater self-knowledge of the personal theory of 
teaching and leaming could help one to "separate our thoughts and feelings 
from those of others, to be less judgmental to appreciate others' experiences 
and thus to go beyond our own understandings and to develop 
professionally." 
In other words, by engaging student teachers to eliciting their own 
personal theories, individual student teachers with different "leaming 
orientations" (Korthagen, 1987) and diverse "common sense" (Calderhead, 
1987) would be aware of their own interpretive framework. Then, they 
would be willing and are able to compare and contrast their own framework 
with those oftheir peers, and lecturers and with public theories, ln this way, 
individual student teachers could acquire theories of teaching and leaming 
from reflection in their own way and at their own pace. The ultimate result 
would be the development of individual new insight and professional 
thinking towards teaching and leaming. 
Ross, Johnson and Smith (1992), in their introduction of the 
PROTEACH (a reflective teacher training program) at the University of 
Florida, demonstrated their view that the reflective teacher should be one 
who holds a “personal philosophy of teaching" (p.31), They proclaim that to 
become a reflective teacher, a student teacher should develop an articulated 
view of teaching and leaming by critically examining one's own 'implicit 
theories' and other people's educational beliefs. Tann (1992) supports this 
point. She claims that unless teacher educators engage them at a personal 
level, student teachers cannot make sense of the programme content. 
It is against this background that an interest in "personal theory" is 
growing. Many teacher educators believe that by encouraging students to 
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formulate and articulate their personal theories they become more aware of 
their own interpretive frameworks. In this way it may be possible to 
encourage student teachers to compare their own theories with alternative 
public theories. This process enables them to examine and test their 
rationale. All these features can be said to contribute towards becoming a 
“Reflective Practitioner". 
V. RESEARCH ON REFLECTIVE TEACHING IN PRESERVICE 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
In recent years there has been considerable interest in researching into 
reflective practices (Appendix A). An enormous range of effort has been 
employed to study the plausibility of implementing reflective teaching in 
preservice teacher education. The researcher shall present certain pieces of 
these endeavors in the following section. 
Researchers have attempted to use various kinds of methodoiogy and 
approaches to train reflective student teachers: 
McAllister & Neubert (1995) conducted a study with 135 preservice 
teachers at Towson State University aimed at encouraging reflective 
thinking in preservice teachers by peer coaching. 
Bennett (1994) demonstrated from findings of a study that action 
research projects are effective means of promoting reflection to improve 
teaching practice. 
Volkman et aL (1992) investigated the effects offield-based reflective 
practice on preservice teachers' sense of self-efficacy. The results showed 
the significant positive impact of reflective practice whereby student 
teachers are helped to become “self-assured” reflectors. 
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Researches also indicated that keeping journals, logs and writings 
could enhance student teachers' reflectivity (King, 1992; Lemer, 1993; 
Smith & Pape, 1990;). These researches concluded that the reflective 
judgment of student teachers could be improved through journal writing. 
The papers also demonstrated that through the use of journals, the training 
process in teacher education preparation programs can be better understood. 
Studies on Collaborative Venture in preservice teacher education 
(Castle & Giblin，1992; Dworet, 1992) showed that strong collaboration 
between student teachers, university supervisors，cooperating teachers and 
. administrators during the teaching practice placement could help student 
teachers to truly understand effective teaching and a close relationship 
between course content and what students see and practise would develop. 
Mentoring of the preservice teachers by the college supervisors in a 
clinical experience was recommended as an effective process to promote 
growth and development of student teachers' problem-solving, decision-
making, and questioning skills through reflection (Christensen, 1991). 
Evidence also suggests that another reflective approach, portfolio 
construction, is ofhe lp in developing classroom management skills, content 
pedagogy, command of subject matter, student-specific pedagogy, and 
professional responsibility. Berry (1991) found in his study of thj*ee 
universities that there was strong student support for portfolio development. 
Student teaching seminar is a vehicle for encouraging reflective 
thinking about teaching and learning. During field experience researchers 
hold discussions to promote reflection on the relationships between 
educational goals and values, educational goals and actual teaching behavior, 
and pupil characteristics and teaching strategies. The outcomes are 
encouraging (Grippin, 1990; Korthagen, 1990). 
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Besides these, there are still other experiments on such reflective 
designs as Impromptu Teaching Model ( Peterson & Peterson, 1985) and 
Evaluation of University Supervisors by student teachers ( Russell, 1992; 
Shaver & Wise, 1989). Findings verified that these measures do help to 
foster reflection in student teachers. 
There are many instances of reflective teaching as a program. Utah's 
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“Empowerment” program ( Brigham Young University, 1989), Virginia's 
Five-Year Teacher Education Program (1988), University of Houston 
College' of Education Teacher Education Program (1985), and Social 
Studies Professional Semester at the State University of New York (1988) 
are some examples. The research outcomes of these efforts showed positive 
impact of these practices on students' ability to reflect. 
No matter how effective these approaches and programs seem in 
developing student teachers'' reflectivity, the focus' of the researches 
mentioned above could hardly address the issue of individual student 
teacher's cognition. The “(self-determineci) needs and concerns of individual 
student teachers' has not been studied. Neither do they make provisions for 
the creation of personal meaning by student teachers. Possible 
incongmencies and contradictions in students teacher's prerequisite 
perception have not been investigated in these efforts (Zeichner et aL, 1987). 
Korthagen and Wubbels (1991) are among those who took care of the 
needs of student teachers. They presented a report after 10 years of research 
focusing on a teacher education program that sought to promote reflective 
teaching. Data from their studies suggested several characteristics that may 
be considered correlates of reflectivity. Their findings showed that 
reflective student teachers : 
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1. have previously been encouraged to structure their own 
experiences and problems; 
2. have strong feelings of personal security and self-efficacy; 
3. think that learning should be by investigating and structuring 
one's own experiences and problems. 
Their study certainly confirmed Zeichner's saying that reflective leaming is 
one of�self-directed' and ^self-determined' growth. 
Tomkiewicz (1991) conducted a study that forced all student teachers 
. . . to confront their self-concepts in each discipline in an interdisciplinary 
elementary methods course for the purpose of determining the extent to 
which writing and reflective teaching could change the perspective of 
individual student teachers on “thinking”，“rational”，“intuitive” and 
"decision-making" teachers. Personal factors were confronted but without 
very vigorous investigation. 
, ' -
There have been inadequate investigation into the significance of the 
"Personal Theory” in the development of reflective teacher training 
programs. Wright and Kasten (1992) are two of the researchers who tried 
to focus reflective training on the “self’. They proposed a model of student 
teacher supervision that focuses on providing new lenses through which 
student teachers can view and interpret their own perspectives. This 
supervision model includes: selfreflection, reflective supervision, reflecting 
in journals, reflecting on personal teaching, reflecting on individual action 
research, and reflecting on personal highlights and concerns of teaching 
experiences. Project results have yet to be published. 
Pugach (1990) successfully conducted a research to explore the 
potential of “self-study”. The report indicates that self-study promises to be 
a useful means of sensitizing student teachers to self-monitoring as a critical 
component ofreflective teaching. His effort is remarkable but insightful. 
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All these efforts have surely contributed to our understanding of 
reflective teaching but these researches have a common weakness. The 
following questions concerning individual differences among student 
teachers have hardly been addressed : 
1. What kind of reflective teaching could help individual student 
teachers to develop a “personal theory"? 
2. Is reflective teaching suitable for every student teacher? 
Ifnot, how could such "individual differences" be catered for? 
3. How can we help student teachers with different beliefs and 
perceptions towards learning and teaching to develop reflective 
thinking? 
Korthagen might be one among the few who has paid attention to 
these puzzling questions. He conducted a research on the effects of a 
reflective preservice teacher education program with Verkuyl (1987) at the 
Stichting Opleiding Leraren, a teacher's college in the Netherlands. This 
study questioned whether reflective teaching is equally suitable for all 
students. As a result, a longitudinal follow-up study was started in which the 
central research question was : How do individual student teachers develop 
during their preparation program? Research outcomes confirm that students 
with different learning orientations developed differently during the course 
of the program. The effects of the program on different students were 
pinpointed. This farther verified Zeichner's conviction. 
Korthagen's study is a valuable trial to answer the questions posed in 
� 
the above section. However, further validation and exploration are necessary 
to shed more light on the significance of reflective teaching in teacher 




THE CASE STUDY 
I. PRESERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION IN HONG KONG 
(COLLEGE OF EDUCATION) 
Teacher education in Hong Kong has a 140-year tradition. It is divided 
into two main categories: the non-graduate teacher education programmes 
offered by the Colleges ofEducation and the degree or post-graduate teacher 
education programmes offered by the two universities of the territory. For a 
fairly long period of time degree holders took one year to be trained as 
graduate teachers in the Faculty of Education of either the University of 
Hong Kong, or the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Non-graduate 
teachers took either a three-year post-Hong Kong Certificate of Education 
Examination course or a two-year post-Hong Kong Certificate of Education 
Examination course leading to a Teacher's Certificate awarded by one of the 
four Colleges of Education. 
In January 1991 the Education Commission began a study on teacher 
education and the results were published in the Education Commission 
Report No.5 (ECR 5) in June 1992. This was a response to higher public 
expectation for upgrading teacher education in an era of rapid change. In 
accordance with the recommendation of ECR 5’ the four Colleges of 
Education and the Institute of Language in Education merged to form the 
Hong Kong Institute of Education on 1 September 1994. This tertiary 
institute continued to develop Certificate in Education programmes and 
planned to offer degree programmes in 1997-98. 
With reference to the scope and target for this research, the researcher 
would confine the study of preservice teacher education to the former 
Colleges ofEducation in Hong Kong. 
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The four Colleges of Education, established by the Hong Kong 
Government, were responsible for the provision of preservice teaching 
training courses for the primary and lower-secondary schools in Hong Kong 
(Hong Kong Government, 1993). The four Colleges were the Northcote 
College of Education, Grantham College of Education, Sir Robert Black 
College of Education and the Hong Kong Technical Teachers' College. 
These colleges were established in 1939, 1951’ 1960 and 1974 respectively. 
Up till the commencement of this research, the Colleges were preparing 
"Certificated MastersMistresses" i.e. they offered Certificate teacher 
education programmes only. 
The four Colleges of Education offered a variety of full-time and part-
time courses. Full-time courses were developed chiefly for preservice 
teacher training whereas part-time courses were for inservice teachers. Full-
time preservice teacher training courses included Two-year and Three-year 
courses (English and Chinese stream). Full-time courses aimed at training 
qualified teachers who would be capable of teaching general subjects in 
primary schools and two elective subjects in secondary schools (up to 
secondary three level). 
Apart from the Hong Kong Technical Teachers' College which offered 
syllabus components of technical, art and design, and commercial teacher 
training , the other three Colleges offered similar curriculum of preservice 
teacher education. 
The Colleges of Education shared the same course structure which 
consisted of four domains of study : professional studies, general studies, 
elective studies and teaching practice. A brief summary of the course 
structure of the three Colleges is given below: 
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1.. Core Cuxriculumy Professional Studies 
This was a compulsory programme which every student followed. It 
consisted of Professional Studies of Education，Educational Technology and 
General Methodology. General Studies such as Chinese and English 
Language Skills, Complementary Studies such as First Aids, Needlework, 
etc. were also included. 
Courses in Education, such as Psychology of Children, Leaming 
theory,etc., were designed to provide a basic introduction to the theory in 
education. "They are intended to be foundation courses upon which 
professional attitudes and competence can be built." (SRBCE,1993-1995, 
para.2.4) 
The programme of General Methodology was "designed to enable the 
student teachers to perform the various roles of a school teacher effectively” 
(Ibid., para.2.4). Hence, it focused on the transmission of educational 
methodology essential to increase the competence of teachers. These 
included methods of managing classroom discipline, modes of instructional 
delivery, basic teaching skills, lesson planning and educational evaluation, 
etc. 
Educational technology aimed at providing course content of 
communication theory, management and selection of instructional media, 
the use of computer in education,etc. These are skills essential to the work 
of a regular teacher . 
The courses on Chinese and English Language skills aimed at 
improving the students' proficiency "in the speaking, aural comprehension, 
reading and writing of Chinese and English" (para.2.5). 
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2. Elective Subjects 
Student had to take two elective subjects chosen from Chinese, 
English, Chinese History, Economic and Public Affairs, Physical Education, 
Music, Home Economics, Art and Design, etc. 
Courses of elective subjects were designed to assist student teachers to 
acquire "subject knowledge" and techniques for teaching the vanous 
electives at primary and lower secondary levels in Hong Kong. For example, 
there were two basic components for English elective subject -- ELT 
ethodology and English Studies; whereas Language studies, Literature 
appreciation and modem approaches to the teaching of Chinese Language 
were studied for Chinese elective. 
3. Teaching Practice 
Within the two or three years of studies, student teachers had the 
chance to practise teaching in primary and lower secondary schools. 
The Colleges' course of study was organized in units. The basic order 
of organization for the course units followed such sequence: 
Professional Studies --> Elective studies --> 
General studies --> Teaching Practice 
To be qualified for the award of a Teacher's Certificate, a student 
teacher had to meet certain requirements. These included "General 
suitability", "Attendance" and "Course work" (SRBCE，1993-95, para.2.15). 
This implied that a student teacher should show good conduct, personality, 
attitudes as well as satisfactory attendance. Moreover, s/he should achieve 
satisfactory requirements in course work. Course work included minimum 
requirements from compulsory units and the four areas of study 
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(Professional Studies, Elective Studies, Practical Teaching and General 
Studies). For full-time two year course, students were required to complete 
not fewer than a total of 130 units (for students whose electives were 
academic subjects) or at least 135 units (for students whose elective 
included a cultural subject) in the two years of study. 
Preliminary analysis o f the curriculum organization of the Colleges of 
Education in Hong Kong reviewed that the emphasis placed on training of 
preservice teachers was rather "scientific"-- confirming Chan's(1992) 
criticism of teacher education in Hong Kong. This stress on technical 
professional studies could hardly attain Zeichner's aim to "transform the 
Apprentice through Dialectics" (1987). The objectives of this kind of 
teacher education is to transmit traditional cultural knowledge and 
routinized skills to prospective teachers. Obviously, it could be classified 
under Zeichner's “Traditional-craft，’ approach in his four paradigms of 
teacher education (Zeichner, 1983). 
Furthermore, one could easily identify from the course design of the 
Colleges that the practice of preservice teacher education in Hong Kong 
consisted firstly of theory and methodology of education, followed by 
practical application of vague and broad theories. Apparently, theories and 
methodologies were taught as discreet pieces of knowledge. They were 
learnt without a context from which relevance could be related. The 
inadequacy of such a practice was validated by a survey of Chu (1985) on 
graduates of the three Colleges of Education. Most beginning teachers 
complained that the curriculum in the Colleges was hardly sufficient for 
their teaching; half of the respondents in the survey proclaimed that they 
were not competent enough for their teaching profession. 
"Teaching was considered as an art, not a science"(Chan, 1992, p.38). 
Chan's idea is synonymous with those of Dewey's who stated that the 
conception of^reflective action' should substitute ^routine action’. Zeichner,s 
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advocating of “liberation,, of teachers' thought and action would be the 
most possible solution. With self-directed growth and decision, individual 
teachers could become independent artists in teaching. 
Improvement was gradual. In view of the constant complaints from 
students and lecturers, the College ofEducation under study tried to change 
the emphasis on "technical rationality” of the traditional preservice teacher 
education. A programme, namely Primary Training Programme, was 
improved for such a purpose. Since the designers, who—were lecturers o f the 
College, understood that the ability to integrate theoretical knowledge with 
practice only came about with observation, analysis, experimentation and 
evaluation, tliey included the component of reflection in planning this 
programme. The programme became the target case for study in this 
research. 
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II. THE CASE : 
A PRESERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM IN A 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION IN HONG KONG 
The target case for study in this research was a preservice teacher 
education program in a College ofEducation. 
The College of Education had a Primary Training Unit (PTU) in 
charge o f the training of preservice teachers for primary education. In 1994 
the PTU designed a Primary Training Program (PTP) for student teachers 
after the completion of the units of study for the three domains, i.e. 
professional studies, elective studies, general studies. The PTP actually 
formed the fourth domain of the course which was named 'teaching 
practice'. A brief account of these components are discussed in the 
following sections. 
The program invited participation from almost half of the College 
lecturers. The human and material resources, finance, time and effort poured 
into this program was huge but the College placed a great deal of emphasis 
on the program for its meaningful contribution to primary preservice teacher 
training in Hong Kong. In actual fact, the program was unique among the 
programmes offered by Colleges of Education. 
In 1994, the designers o f the Primary Training Programme (PTP, in 
short), who were also lecturers in the College, embraced elements of 
reflective teaching. These designers noticed the significant development in 
teacher education in recent decades and decided to try an effort to improve 
the quality of teaching of the College. The basic aim of the programme was 
to foster the self-directed growth of student teachers. The rationale behind 
the Primary Training Program was that learning for both pupils and student 
teachers was greater and deeper when teachers were encouraged to exercise 
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their judgment about the content and processes of their work. In principle, 
the programme was iaquiry-oriented, seeking to help student teachers to 
develop habits and skills of self-awareness, self-renewal and qualities of 
reflectiveness. It focused much on empowering every individual student 
teacher to reflect on his personal decision as well as personal theory. 
The objective of the program was to prepare student teachers for 
primary school teaching. The focus of work was mainly on field-based 
practicum experience. The programme extended from six to seven weeks. 
The programme consisted of the following school-based components: 
1 • Observation and Analysis of Lesson Demonstration 
2. Peer Observation 
3. Self-evaluation 
4. Clinical Supervision 
The PTU organised student teachers into groups, each under a team 
leader and the whole team was expected to work as a unit participating 
together in all field-based activities. 
OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS OF LESSON DEMONSTRATION 
Right before the commencement of teaching practice, Lessons for 
Analysis sessions were prepared by College lecturers with voluntary 
beginning teachers. The purpose of this practice was to guide student 
teachers to a systematic and analytical study of a lesson. The designer 
claimed that such an exercise would be valuable to student teachers in the 
self-evaluation of their respective performance in teaching practice. 
Lessons of various primary subjects were conducted by prospective 
teachers invited by lecturers. The student teachers were requested to observe 
all the lessons for analysis sessions and to attend the discussion sessions as 
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scheduled. An observation report should be completed during the 
observation lesson which heiped them to analyse the lesson according to the 
following guidelines : 
1. Points considered good and worth following in subsequent 
teaching. 
2. Weak points to be avoided or improved. 
3. Other suggestions, including alternative approaches. 
(for details, please refer to Appendix B) 
PEER OBSERVATION 
Student teachers were encouraged to practise Peer Classroom 
Observation exercise during teaching practice. They were encouraged to 
work out a reasonable and practicable observation schedule and it was 
suggested that they should observe peers about once per week. The 
objectives ofthis PTP component were as follows : 
1. To facilitate peer learning and support through focused 
observation and follow-up discussion of different aspects of 
teaching/learning situations in the classroom; 
2. To promote student teachers' self-awareness ofthe complicated 
process of teaching and learning; 
3. To increase student teachers' self-understanding oftheir own 
strengths/weaknesses in teaching through observation and post-
observation self-evaluation. 
The student teachers were encouraged to try out observation of the 
following five aspects ofteaching and learning (Appendix C): 
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1. Teaching and Leaming Activities ~ � P e e r Observation Form(A)' 
2. Teaching Aids � � P e e r Observation Form (B)' 
3. Classroom Management � � P e e r Observation Form (C)' 
4. Teacher's Personal Qualities � � P e e r Observation Form (D)' 
5 • Pupils' Participation � � P e e r Observation Form (E)' 
PTP advised student teachers to use the five different observation 
forms.( Form A to E ) It was hoped that this "will help students focus on 
different aspects., during lesson observation." Strategies usefol for peer 
observation such as data-collection , comparison and contrast, judgments 
and analysis... were recommended to student teachers. 
SELF-EVALUATION 
Student teachers were also advised to attempt self-evaluation during 
teaching practice in order to "help you (student teachers) analyze and 
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of your own teaching" (Appendix D: 
Teaching Practice Self-evaluation Form'). It was expected through this 
practice, student teachers would increase their self-awareness, be more 
independent and become more capable and willing to improve their own 
teaching. 
Once again a "Self-evaluation Form" was designed to facilitate student 
teachers' implementation of this practice. The questions were devised to 
stimulate student teachers' reflection upon their own teaching performance : 
1. Do you think the lesson was successful? Why? 
2. What, if anything，would you change about the lesson? Why? 
3 • What, if any, unexpected leaming outcomes did you discover 
from this lesson? What would you do in the following lessons? 
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4. Can you think of another way you might have taught this lesson? 
5. What did you find most interesting and rewarding in this lesson? 
What would you do in the following lessons? 
6. What did you find most difficult and challenging in this lesson? 
What would you do in the following lessons? 
CLJNICAL SUPERVISION 
In the part of the PTP Program which defined the essence ofTeaching 
Practice Supervision, encouraged post-conference and pre-conference for all 
supervision. Lecturers were given flexiMlity and autonomy to conduct this 
supervision. 
The designers of PTP proposed this practicum exercise because they 
were aware of a current trend in teaching practice supervision. Clinical 
supervision aimed at “developing in beginners and in inexperienced teachers 
a conviction and a value: that teaching, as an intellectual and social act, is 
subject to intellectual analysis" (Mosher & Purpel, 1972, p.79). 
In clinical supervision, the teachers (student teachers) usually play a 
“central role” in the process in that they set the agenda for what is to be the 
focus of observationO^. 81). Student teachers are asked to reflect upon their 
own classroom teaching and demonstrate their analytical skills. On the 
supervision day, student teachers are asked to set the agenda for observation 
and discussion, formulate the questions, and conduct the conference in place 
of the supervisor. The agenda may include demonstrated strengths and 
weaknesses, critical incidents, recurring patterns, or any other facet of 
instruction the students identify. Only after the students present their 
analysis does the supervisor take the lead once again. Student teachers with 
adequate ability and skills of self-analysis could demonstrate this task quite 
successfully. 
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For PTP，a similar clinical supervision was held by the tutor ( the 
researcher) for every student teacher. During the pre-conference held before 
the clinical supervision, each student teacher would be asked the following 
questions: 
• What do you think would be the strong points of this lesson? 
• What problems or weaknesses, do you expect about this lesson? 
In this way, each student teacher was thus stimulated to set the agenda 
for observation and discussion. Then the researcher would begin observation 
of the lesson taught by the student teacher. This was then followed by a 
postconference. During the post-conference, the student teacher would be 
asked the following questions: 
• What do you think about about this lesson? 
• What is (are) the strongest point for the lesson? 
• What is (are) the weakest point for the lesson? 
In this way, each student teacher was asked to reflect upon his own 
classroom teaching as well as to demonstrate his analytical skills. 
In practice, many lecturers in the College took on the clinical approach 
for their supervision. After the supervision，a "Teaching Practice Appraisal 
Form" (Appendix E) was completed for the student teachers. 
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IIL THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
The researcher applied LaBoskey's conceptual framework (1993) for 
reflection in Preservice Teacher Education to study the PTP program. The 
reasons for selecting LaBoskey's framework were mainly : 
1. LaBoskey's framework has established propositions of "Context" that 
suits the purpose of the research. ‘ 
As mentioned in previous sections, as an evaluation study , this case 
study aims not merely at inquiring into the degree of effectiveness of 
the PTP programme in accomplishing its objectives (the�How’)； but 
also tried to explore the contextual factors, ifany, that affected the 
actual effects and consequences whether planned or not by the 
program (the�Why') . 
2. LaBoskey's framework highlights the propositions of "individual 
difference'' among student teachers as an input. This is an important 
and meaningful theme for this research. 
3. His framework stresses the various propositions of “act of reflection" 
and “New Comprehension，，of student teachers after the programme 
(including the change in reflective ability and development of 
personal belief). Both ofthese, again, were significant variables that 
the researcher wished to investigate in this case study. 
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LABOSKEY'S CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR REFLECTION ^ 
PRESERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION 
LaBoskey's conceptual framework has a specified portrayal of the 
terms "Common-sense Thinker" and “Alert Novice". The ^Common-sense 
Thinkers' are categorized as those student teachers who are unable to engage 
m the cognitive process of reflective thinking and others who have the 
ability but seem to have beliefs, values, attitudes and emotions that prevent 
or distort the reflective process in most situations. The�A le r t Novices' are 
those who have both cognitive ability and conducive beliefs, values, ) 
I' 
attitudes and emotions to engage in reflective thinking. ；  
LaBoskey then explains that "if a person is to engage in a particular 
act of reflection, there must be a reason or impetus for doing so” (p.31). He 
therefore isolates “impetus,, as the second distinctive feature of his 
framework. Impetus is sub-divided into “internal impetus” and "external 
impetus". In other words, internal impetus means internal motivation to 
engage in reflection; while external impetus means external motivation from 
the particular act ofreflection required by teacher education programs . 
LaBoskey then explains that the “act of reflection" is affected by 
"context" and “content，，of reflection. And, to carry out an act of reflection, 
a certain process must be employed: it is problem-setting, means/ends 
analysis and generalization in LaBoskey's system. The attitudes of 
“Openmindedness”，"Responsibility" and "Wholeheartedness" are similarly 
included. 
The results ofreflection vary depending upon the purpose, the context, 
the content and the process actually followed. The primary outcome， 
LaBoskey says, would be a “new comprehension(s)” which may be: 
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1. an improved ability to carry out an act of reflection; 
2. an additional or changed belief about a particular topic in such areas 
as curriculum, subject matter, or instruction - pedagogical content 
knowledge; 
3. an attitude or value about what is important to teach and why - a 
moral standard or theoretical assumption; and 





LaBoskey develops a framework for thinking about reflection by | 
drawing upon a wide range of literature and her own empirical researches. | 
Her framework involves a complex interplay of cognitive abilities, beliefs, 
values, attitudes and emotions which are employed within a problem-
solving context. Her framework is quite sophisticated. Due to various 
factors such as the focus of study, contextual difference and time limit, the 
researcher simplified the classification of input (categories of student 
teachers). The study of output for this research (learning outcome of student 
teachers) had followed LaBoskey's suggestion. An attempt was made by the 
researcher to analyse preservice teachers' change in "reflective skills", 
“values-attitudes” and "beliefs-knowledge" (the New comprehension, in 
LaBoskey's words). 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THIS RESEARCH 
The researcher of this study, in consideration of the specific nature of 
the Case ( the PTP Reflective Preservice Teacher Education program), 
modified LaBoskey's conceptual framework for reflection and constructed 
the following theoretical framework for this research shown in fig. 1 ： 
Figure 1 : Theoretical Framework of the study : Reflection in a Preservice 
Teacher Education Program (the Case) 
i ! 
• 'I • i 
• STUDENT TEACHERS I 
with different attitudes, beliefs, values and ^ 
emotions toward teaching and learning 
ACT OF REFLECTION 
I 
c 5 ^ ‘ ^ p J ^ ^ c 5 ^ 
NEW COMPREHENSION |- , 
^^^^R^ctive ^ n i ^ ^^^^^^^^7^tude^^^^^^^j^ 
� a d a p t e d from LaBoskey(1993, p.28, Fig.2.3) 
The framework firstly took into consideration the fact that prospective 
teachers entered the teacher education program with different beliefs, values 
and attitudes toward teaching and learning (after Zeichner, 1987; Calderhead, 
1993, etc.). These individual student teachers with different�intemal 
impetus' were motivated extemally by the College's PTP program (the 
external impetus) to try the “act of reflection”. The act of reflection included 




1. influence from the CONTEXT (such as timing, school setting and 
structural aids to reflection, etc.) 
2. Particular PROCESS of reflection employed in the programme which 
included lesson observation and analysis, self-evaluation, peer 
observation exercise and clinical supervision ofteaching practice. 
3. CONTENT of reflection as designated in the programme mainly 
included general pedagogy(teaching behaviour), personal theory, and 
any others that could be identified and tracked in the case study | 
I 
process. ； 
The results of reflection would probabie be a “New i 
Comprehension(s)". For the original purpose of the PTP program, it might 
include the following potential outcomes: 
1. Alteration of one's (individual student teacher) beliefs，values and 
attitudes toward teaching. 
2. A willingness and interest to become "a student of teaching”，i.e. 
interest in reflecting carefully on teaching. 
3. An enhancement of reflective ability by identifying problems, 
formulating ways for improvement about teaching and learning. 
4. A growth in self-understanding and self-awareness. 
5. A development of Personal Theory towards teaching and learning. 
This conceptual framework acted as a preliminary framework awaiting 
farther expansion, exploration and clarification. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
I. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Research questions for this case study were designed，firstly, with 
consideration o f the rationale of the Program under study. Then’ 
Cruickshank and Zeichner's recommendation were considered when setting 
the questions. 
� 
！ i i 
Cruickshank (1987, p.33) offers a'list of questions for evaluation of | 
• participation in Reflective Teaching. These questions are devised according i 
to two criteria. The major criterion is the willingness of student teachers to i 
become students of teaching: "To what extent do they wish to study and to 
leam from their teaching experience?" A related criterion is their growth as 
teachers: "To what extent do they demonstrate the characteristics of 
thoughtfuL wise teachers?" ‘ : 
Cruickshank's sets of questions were adapted to guide the study; 
Zeichner's suggestion to consider the problem of "individual difference" 
among student teachers was also included in the study. Taking the primary 
purpose of the case study into consideration, the following research 
questions were proposed for investigation: 
1. To what extent has the program attained its objectives? 
(a) Did student teachers give evidence of interest in reflecting 
carefully on teaching, as opposed to merely performing as 
teachers? 
(b) Were student teachers able to identify and subject their beliefs 
and actions to inspection and evaluation? How, and Why? 
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(c) Were they able to formulate ways for improving teaching and 
leaming? How, and Why? 
(d) How far did they grow in self-understanding and self-awareness, 
as originally planned in the programme? 
(e) To what extent were they able to extract personal meaning from 
their teaching and leaming experiences that gave them 
further direction? 
(f) What kind of personal theory to teaching and leaming did they 
develop? 
(g) To what extent did the programme help student teachers with 丨 
different beliefs and perceptions towards teaching and leaming ！ 




2. To what extent did the context and other factors act on the 
consequences and actual effects of the programme? 
i.e. What were the factors, if any, that influenced individual 
student teachers in implementing the program's reflective | 
propositions? 
II. THE CASE STUDY DESIGN 
The research was a case study. 
Case study is “an umbrella term for a family of research methods 
having in common the decision to focus or inquiry around an instance” 
(Bell, 1989, p.6,7). According to Cohen and Manion (1989, p.l25), 
conducting a case study is to analyse intensively the "multifarious" 
phenomena that constitute the life cycle of the unit with a view to 
establishing generalization about the wider population to which that unit 
belongs. This description is similar to Yin's (1984, p.36) who states that a 
case study has a capability ofmaking "analytical generalization", in contrast 
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to the capability of making "statistical generalization" by experimental and 
comparative researches. 
Schramm (1971) also states that a case study is one that tries to 
illuminate a decision or set of decisions : why they were taken, how they 
were implemented, and with what result. This case study would hopefully 
follow the direction suggested by Schramm so that a program that helps 
student teachers to reflect would be studied in detail : why it is taken, how it 
is implemented and what result it brings. ] 
“ • i 
This case study aims at studying in-depth a preservice teacher 
education program (PTP) in a College of Education in Hong Kong. The PTP 
comprised a number of elements of study among which was the promotion 
ofstudent students' ability and skill in reflectivity and self-evaluation. 
The use of case study as a strategy for studying the program was 
considered appropriate because of the three aspects of justifications listed 
I 
below: I 
1. The (PTP) program investigated a contemporary phenomenon , 
(reflective teaching) within its real-life context; • 
2. The boundaries between the phenomenon and context were not 
clearlv evident; and •^  ) 
3. Multiple sources of evidence could be used. 
(Yin,1984,p.23) 
\ 
This research adapted a "naturalistic" approach in a case study strategy 
to investigate the program mentioned above (Guba & Lincoln, 1981). The 
main purpose was, through an emergent inquiry into the program activities 
and its outcomes, to : 
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1. determine what was really happening in this (PTP) program; 
2. identify actual effects and consequences whether planned or 
unplanned; and 
3. better understand the context of the (PTP) program and the 
forces acting on it; 
(Brinkerhoffer a/ .J983, p.42) 
and, as a consequence, finally but most importantly: to : 
、 
！ 
4. illuminate the possibility and plausibility of reflective teaching for : 
I 
preservice teacher training in Hong Kong; and I 
• I 
5. clarify, challenge or extend the theory of reflective teaching for 
preservice teacher training. | 
Hence, the research, in the form of a case study, was evaluative in 丨 
nature. Its purpose was to evaluate the extent to which the PTP had attained 
its objectives of reflective teaching. Then, with the outcomes, the research 
tried to exercise its exploratory purpose. It was exploratory because it 
attempted to explore, firstly, the various�How, and�Why, questions (Yin, 
1984) about the program: the process, its context and content of t h e � a c t of 
reflection' it proposes; secondly, the possibility and the plausibility of 
reflective teaching and thirdly, the clarification and extension of the theory. 
The research design was a single-case study that involved multiple 
units of analysis. If analysed by Yin's 2x2 matnx (1984，p.41)，it fell right 
into TYPE 2. The target case was the preservice teacher training program, 






of analysis) TYPE 1 TYPE 3 
\ 
Embedded 
(multiple TYPE 2 TYPE 4 
units of 
analysis) 
Figure 2: Basic types of designs for case studies (Yin, 1984, p.41) 
！ 
I 
Within the target case, subunits of analyses were incorporated. As a | 
result an embedded design was developed. These subunits of analyses were 
the individual components of the PTP program that were designed to help 
student teachers to . reflect. They added significant opportunities for 
extensive analysis and thus enhanced insight into the single case: 
The Single Case : Primary Training Programme (PTP) 
Subunits for analyses : 
(a) Lesson for analysis (Classroom observation) 
(b) Self-evaluation practice 
(c) Peer-observation exercise 
(d) Clinical supervision process 
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III. POPULATION AND SAMPLE 
Six student teachers, chosen randomly among all first year student 
teachers in the College in which the researcher served, were invited to 
participate in the research on a voluntary basis. The researcher explained to 
these preservice teachers the objectives and the rationale behind such this 
study. The researcher had also stressed to the six subjects that the 
importance of voluntary participation as well as honest feedback was both 
vital to ensure the validity of the research. They were appointed to a primary 
school for their teaching practice which lasted for five weeks from 15 March 
1994 to 4 May 1994. The primary school in which they taught was run by 
the government. During the teaching practice period, the six student teachers 
performed the job of a regular primary school teacher. For the first time, 
they taught general subjects to upper and lower primary students. However, 
their workload was only half that of regular teachers. Generally speaking, 
each student teacher was responsible to teach only thirteen to fifteen 
teaching periods a week. 
IV. PROCEDURES OF DATA COLLECTION 
Before the research started, I spent nearly a whole academic year 
trying to establish rapport with the student teachers. I considered this to be 
vital in helping me to have deeper understanding of the character, language, 
thinking and even the culture of student teachers. I could also look at the 
running of the teacher education curriculum in the College of Education 
from the perspective of student teachers. All this informal information was 
significant for me to frame and reformat the direction ofresearch objectives, 
research questions and even research design. Furthermore, I was delighted to 
establish close relationship with these student teachers. This preparatory 
work helped me to minimize the researcher effect for this study. A number 
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of strategies were adopted for building up rapport with the group of student 
teachers: 
• From the beginning of the College term, I tried to project the image of a 
friendly and considerate tutor during lecturing, tutorial discussion and casual 
talks in corridors，canteens, the library and playground. 
• Whenever I was invited by the student teachers, I would join their social 
gatherings, picnicking and lunches. 
• I always showed my willingness to help whenever they needed assistance 
and sharing by being accessible to them in in the staff room during recess 
and lunch. I found that they loved to share their happiness, success, 
problems and sorrow with me. 
• I explained the aims, rationale and method of this research to them. I also 
informed them that they could amend a transcript of their interviews before 
it would be used. 
I gradually gained rapport and access to them. I then conducted 
interview (I) before the teaching practice began. 
Teaching practice took place from 15 March 94 to 4 May 1994. 
During the whole period, I visited the school three to four times a week. 
Each visit lasted for a whole day. This was possible because of the support 
and kindness of the headmaster and the staff of this whole-day primary 
school. This enabled my student teachers and me to work freely. The visits 
were happy and fruitful. The first week was a preparation week for the 
student teachers to get acquainted with the primary school as well as to plan 
and design their lessons. I visited them to give assistance and guidance. 
Then they began their classroom teaching. Every time I visited these student 
teachers, we had a lot to discuss and I could collect research data such as 
peer observation reports, self-evaluation records, etc. Besides, through 
informal talks I could collect their opinions of their working context, 
difficulties and feelings towards the implementation of the PTP program, etc. 
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The whole team ( t h e student teachers and the researcher) could also share 
the problems and successes of the teaching practice period. A team spirit 
gradually developed. Throughout the process I took care that my personal 
affection and feeling for my students would not influence objectivity and 
directions o f the research. 
I intended to collect formal and planned interview data of individual 
‘ student teachers including: (a) Pre-teaching practice Interview(Ia)，namely 
'Perception of teaching'; (b) Post-teaching practice Interview(Ib) , again 
named as 'Perception of teaching'; and (c) Interview(II), 'Evaluation of 
participation in a reflective teaching program'. 
The second type of data was a variety of documents completed by the 
student teachers for analysis. They were: Lesson for analysis observation 
reports, peer observation records, and self-evaluation reports. The fmal type 
of data was transcribed records of the pre-conference and post-conference 
held for clinical supervision conducted with each student teacher. These will 
be explained in greater detail below. 
1. Interviews with Student Teachers 
Interviews were the most significant method used in this research. 
"The purpose of imerviewing is to find out what is in and on someone's 
mind” (Patton, 1980，p.l96) This was the reason I adopted interviews for 
this study. The aim of this study was to understand how a teacher training 
programme can help preservice teachers to reflect. Reflection is concerned 
with thinking. Thoughts cannot be directly observed or measured. 
Furthermore, this study also aimed to look into the student teachers' feelings 
towards and opinions of the PTP. I could only gather this type of data if I 
was able to enter into the minds of the target subjects. Interviewing, for this 
reason, was a valid and desirable data collection method. 
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Two semi-structured interviews, named Interview I and Interview II 
were administered formally to the student teachers. Cantonese was used as 
the language of communication for these interviews. Open-ended questions 
were used. 
Interview (I) was fairly structured but a semi-open format was used. 
The interview was conducted once before and once after the teaching 
practice period. Hence, they were named Interview (Ia) and lntennew (Ib) 
respectively. The major interview questions were : 
I 
(a) What does the word “teaching，, mean to you? | 
(b) Vv^y do you want to become a teacher? | 
(c) What are the strategies and principles that you consider to be 
most effective as well as important for teaching primary 
» 
students? 
(d) Some people have suggested that many teachers can develop 
their own "theories" of teaching, and sometimes these theories 
can be substantially different from the theories leamt in College. 
What do you think about this suggestion? 
(e) What do you think teacher training in College have done/ 
could have done to help you most (for your perception and 
practice in teaching)? 
(f) Briefly describe your own "theory" about teaching. 
The interview questions were adapted from a Questionnaire on 
Science teaching which was used in the research on "Making sense of 
Constructivism in Preservice" carried out by Sharon (1990) in the 
University of British Columbia. Sharon's research was similar in nature to 
this research. The objectives of study were quite similar, too. It intended to 
trace the change in attitude of student teachers after reflective leaming. By 
adapting its questionnaire for interview for use in this research, the validity 
and reliability of the interview would hopefully be enhanced. 
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Interview (II) was conducted at the end of the program. The interview 
was focused on the following issues: 
(a) Student teachers' opinions and attitudes about the program 
and the various components within it. 
(b) Experiences and feelings in the implementing process. 
(c) Gains and losses in the implementing process. 
(d) Personal assessment of one's own improvement in reflective 
ability. ‘ 
(e) Willingness to become a student of teaching, i.e. a reflective : 
teacher, as a life-long attitude towards teaching. ,| 
. I 
Interview (II) was conducted to gather meaningful opinions of the six ‘ 
student teachers towards the Primary Training Programme. Data obtained 
were transcribed and analysed. They were invaluable to the study of the 
influence of context and other factors on the actual effects of the programme. 
To ensure accuracy in data collection, both interviews (Ia, Ib) and (II) 
were taped-recorded with the permission of the interviewees. The measure 
would also permit the interviewer to be more attentive to the 
interviewees.(Patton, 1987, p.247) Each of these interviews lasted about 
thirty minutes for each student teachers. I conducted all the interviews in the 
same quiet room in the College. Since I had already established adequate 
rapport and trust with the student teachers, the researcher effect was 
minimized. Because they had prior understanding of the research objectives, 
the student teacher were willing to provide honest and sincere opinions 
during the interviews. They claimed that they were ready to give useful 
responses to improve the PTP program. The student teachers said that they 
could respond comfortably, accurately and honestly to all interviewing 
questions. This could be shown in the following quotations, 
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Kin said, 
"Don't worry! I would spell out the truth for the sake of God. I believe 
that the College needs frank opinions for improvement. ” 
Jermy said， 
"Certainly, we trust that you have positive aims for your study. I enjoy 
sharing my sincere feelings with you. I know you always care (about 
us )” 
(informal talks before Interview la) 
Data obtained from Interview (Ia, Ib) were transcribed, analysed and 
compared at two time points (at the beginning and at the end of the 
programme) in order to explore the change in attitudes and feelings of 
student teachers (if any) towards teaching. This might help to identify 
growth in self-understanding, in personal insights about teaching of student 
teachers by the end of the programme. To enhance the validity and 
reliability of the study, the transcribed interview data was validated by the 
respondents. 
2. Record analysis 
The following three subunits in the Primary Training Program were 
major data for study : 
(a) Lesson for analysis observation reports, 
(b) Peer observation records, 
(c) Self evaluation reports. 
While the lessons for analysis and peer observation were carried out 
once during PTP, self-evaluation was conducted constantly within the five-
weeks teaching practice. To make better use of self-evaluation record data, a 
time series strategy was adopted. 
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Frequencies and distribution of certain key practicum behaviours of 
student teachers during self-evaluations of serial teaching practice were 
charted over the five-weeks teaching practice period. These data were 
compared at five time points (i.e. the five weeks of teaching practice). This 
time-series analysis was adopted in order to track the development of quality 
and content of reflection for individual student teachers within the PTP 
period. The selected variables ( key practicum behaviors ) were willingness 
and ability demonstrated by student teacher to: 
I 
(a) identify a (teaching and learning) problem f| 
(b) formulate ways for improvement | 
(c) experiment with ways for improvement I 
(d) discover the consequences and implications of various solutions , 
(e) examine the intended and unintended consequences 
(f) evaluate the solution 
I 
(g) reframe the solution 
(adapted from Ross, 1989) 
As a result, a similar chart as the one proposed below was drawn for 
each student teacher, showing the change in the student's personal reflective 
theory during serial practice: 
Key practicum self-evaluation behaviours 





week 5 [ I — —— 
~~" “ (adapted from Tann, 1993) 
These records provided some kind of observable data to tackle the 
research problem. From these self-written reports of student teachers. I 
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could observe the content as well as the quality of reflection of individual 
student teachers. I would then compare and contrast these three types of data. 
Since the student teachers wrote these records in sequence, the comparison 
was similar to a time series analysis. This enabled me to trace the growth or 
change in attitude, reflectivity and feelings of the student teachers during 
teaching practice. Useful information could thus be obtained to answer the 
research questions. 
3. Clinical supervision � 
, ！ 
The content and quality of reflection which became obvious during the | 
process of clinical supervision was a valuable source of information for me j 
to track the growth of reflectivity of individual student teacher. For this 
purpose, the pre-conference and post-conference of the clinical supervision 
was tape-recorded, transcribed and analysed. These conferences were 
conducted between myself and individual student teachers before and after I 
each practical teaching in classrooms. The preconferences usually lasted ten ‘ 
to fifteen minutes whereas the postconferences were usually for about half ‘ 
an hour. These conferences were mostly conducted in a quiet classroom in 
the primary school in which the subjects practised teaching. 
V. DATA ANALYSIS 
The data collected were analysed in the following procedures : 
1. Assembling and organisation of case study raw data 
2. Analysis of the case study data 
3. Interpretations and explanations 
4. Validation and verification of fmdings 
5. . Translation of data 
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The first step was assembling all the raw data from the research. These 
case data included data from interviews，lessons for analysis observation 
records, peer observation reports，self-evaluation reports and records of 
preconference and postconference for clinical supervision. The second step 
involved scanning. I reread all the raw data and jotted down notes in the 
process. As I read through my data, I also searched for regularities and 
patterns, writing down words and phrases to represent any regularities and 
patterns that emerged. These words and phrases became my coding 
categories. The next step was sorting and organising the descriptive data I 
had collected with these categories. I used a file card system to help me. � 
I 
This constituted the beginning stages of integrating, synthesizing and '' 
I 
generalizing (Patton, 1990). 丨 
I 
I continued to employ "Inductive Analysis" (Patton, 1990) as an , 
analytic strategy to farther analyse and interpret the case study data. The 
researcher identified patterns, themes, tendencies and trends that emerged 
1 
from the data; they emerged out of the data rather than being imposed on 
them prior to data collection and analysis. Then I tried to establish linkages ‘ 
and relationship by simple comparing and contrasting and by inference. This 
was cruided and hinted by the explicit theoretical frameworks with which £^  
this study was initiated and also constructs made explicit by the participants 
o f the research. This was followed by careful interpretation and explanation. 
The final step was to provide useful and meaningful answers to the research 
questions. 
Another basic purpose of qualitative analysis was to provide credible 
findings. Hence, I took care to subject the data to careful examination by 
validation and verification. Yin (1984, P.35) asserts that four design tests 
are relevant for case studies and other type of social sciences. These four 
design tests are : 
\ 




I (2) Intemal validity, 
I (3) External validity,and 
(4) Reliability. 
Yin (1984, p.36) then identifies several tactics for dealing with these 
tests for case studies. This research tried to embrace these suggestions. 
CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 
s 
To deal with construct validity, the researcher used “multiple sources ！ 
of evidenc: These included various written reports, administrative | 
documents, interviews, observation,etc. All these sources of indications are | 




“A multimethods approach to fieldwork increases both the validity 
and the reliability〜，，（Patton，1980, p.l58). As each data source has 
strengths and weaknesses, by using a variety of sources and resources, the 
researcher could build on the strengths of each type of data collection while 
minimizing the weaknesses of any single approach. This tactic is termed 
�triangulation, (Denzin, 1978, p.28). According to Denzin's classification, 
there are four basic types of triangulation. The types of triangulation 
employed in this research w e r e � d a t a triangulation' and 'methodological 
triangulation'. 
The second way to encounter construct validity is to establish chain of 
evidence by inviting an external observer to be the reader o f the case study. I 
had invited a friend who is a professional teacher educator in a College of 
Education in Hong Kong to be the external observer of my research. He not 
only has good knowledge of the field of study this research belongs to, but 
he is acquainted with the qualitative research methodology. 
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The third measure is to have key informants review intei^eM^ 
transcripts. To ease the access problem and facilitate conversation, 
interviews in the study would be conducted in Cantonese but the taped 
conversation would be translated and transcribed into English. The 
transcnpts of the studies were sent back to the respondents for verification. 
This, apart from providmg an opportunity for respondents to further 
elaborate their views , ascertained that the transcripts truly reflected their 
views. 
s 
mTERNAL VALIDITY ！ 
^ 
I 
Explanation-buildmg was the analytic strategy that was used to | 
analyze the case study data by building an explanation about the case. 
Casual links which might reflect critical insights were sought. Its goal was 
to develop ideas for f toher study. Explanations thus built would, h o p e _ y , 
contribute some theoretically significant propositions to the field of study, 
ln this way, the intemal validity of this research would be highly mcreased. 
EXTERNAL VALIDITY 
Critics often say that single cases offer a poor basis for generalizing. 
However, case studies rely on analytical generalization, whereas 
experimental and survey research rely on statistical generalization (Unn & 
Erickson, 1993). ln this study, the researcher tried to generalize findings to 
proposition, rather than aimed at statistical generalization. 
RELIABILITY 
Yin (1984, p.40) proposes that to approach the reliability problem of a 
case study, the general way is “to make as many steps as possible, as 
operational as possible，and to conduct research as if someone were always 
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looking over your shoulder." The researcher adopted a tactic suggested by 
Yin to deal with this problem- the development o facase study data base. 
Other investigators or critical readers could review directly and not be 
limited to the written report. In this way，the data base could increase 
markedly the reliability of the entire case study. j 
！ 
In this research, all the data collected including case study notes, j 
documents and transcribed notes, were included in the data base. | 
i 
To enhance the rdiabiiity and internal validity, the researcher had 
conducted a pilot case study. The pilot case study could also help to refine f 
data collection plan and research direction. A less structured pilot case study i 
was conducted during the period of"school attachment". School attachment 
was the preparation and planning period specially arranged by the College | 
for student teachers. It lasted for one week before teaching practice. Another ! 
group of student teachers were chosen for the purpose. Formal and informal 
interviews were carried out concerning their preconception ofteaching, their 
attitude towards the reflective teacher education program proposed by the 
College. Some student teachers were invited to try out the self-evaluation 
and peer-observation exercise. The pilot case study was meaningful and 
useful to clarify the conceptual framework of the research. A briefpilot case 
study report is attached in Appendix E. 
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VI. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study has several limitations: 
\ 
1. The single case study cannot be generalized to the population. j 
. I 
2. The five weeks allowed for teaching practice (five weeks) might not j 




3. Because the researcher was also the student teachers’ tutor, the | 
instructor effect might influence the student teachers. However, j 
• I 
rapport, trust and friendly relationship between the investigator and | 
the student teachers might be helpful when resolving the problem. | 
i 
4. The study was confined to a particular school where a particular team ‘ 
of student teacher.s was practising their teaching. The context of 
teaching practice might have some effects on the results. Teachers 
might need to bear this in mind when interpreting the findings. 
5. Owing to the time constraint and the limited efforts of one researcher, 
the study aimed at only one case. More fruitful findings could result 






The researcher started the case analysis with a brief description of 
each individual student teacher. Then, with each student teacher as a 
unit of analysis, the researcher reported and analyzed the extent to 
which PTP helped in the development of reflective thinking. This 
included the explication of the following: 
1. interest to reflect ； j 
2. content and quality of reflection; | 
. 3. perspectives and level of reflection; j 
4. development of personal theory; j 
5. becoming a reflective practitioner; j 
6. willingness to become a student of teaching as a lifelong career | 
1 
orientation. ^ 
. .' - i 
I. The Student Teachers 
t 
. I 
The six student teachers in this study are individuals each | 
possessing distinctive character, traits and personality. When they ‘ 
joined the PTP they held different attitudes and expectations towards 
the teaching profession. The following descriptions of the six based on 
my personal observations during our close interaction as a research 
team: 
Yetta 
Yetta is quiet but pleasant. Ever since childhood she has wanted to 
become a teacher. She is now a highly motivated teacher; her perception of 
her profession is greatly influenced by her love of children, her innate 
kindness and her devotion to her Christian beliefs. 
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Ling 
Ling has a quiet passive personality, seldom expressing her feelings. 
But she is very pleasant and gentle, and can be quite sentimental and easily 
moved to tears. She has wanted to be a teacher since childhood. 
Wong 
Wong is kind and considerate. Hence she has lots of friends whom she 
is always willing to help. She is also a devoted Christian. She is a highly 
motivated teacher, diligent, eager to learn and is always willing to accept ^ 
challenges, ln her upbringing she shows the traditional Chinese love of j 
family, children and respect of her future husband. She sees herself as being 
so committed to teaching that she will never quit her profession, even after ！ 
marriage. Her enthusiasm is clearly seen in her work at the College. | 
Kin ！ 
_ 一 丨 
Kin is an active, ambitious and confident young man who shows | 
himselfto be an innovative thinker as regards his profession, society and his | 
own future. However, he can be quite arrogant and stubborn at times. He is | 
really quite realistic in his outlook. He confessed that he is not interested in ( 
teaching which, he says, is a boring job and he was forced to enter the . 
College because he could not get a place in the universities and polytechnics 
to study Public and Social Administration. His chief reasons for continuing 
his study in College were�salary, and�prospects'. He said that if there were 
any salary reduction after 1997, he would leave teaching for anotherjob. 
Jenny 
Jenny had wanted to be a teacher all her life and her disposition makes 
her imminently suitable to be a primary school teacher. She loves and 
understands children and she is frank, friendly and confident. Academically 
she is one of the brightest of her year. She says that even if she had gone to 
university instead of the College, she would still choose teaching as a career. 
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Yee 
Yee has a cool personality, lacking in self-confidence when facing 
people and children. Mentally she is rather rigid, slow in response’ 
acceptability and adaptability. On top ofthis，she does not show herselfto be 
diligent. She has admitted that she never seriously considered teaching as a 
career and studying in the College was her last choice after she graduated 
from secondary school. Hence, her motivation and interest towards teaching 
is very low. 
� 
I 
From these observations, it is obvious that the six student '^  
teachers entered the programme with different attitudes and emotions 
towards teaching. Jenny and Wong had the highest internal motivation ^ 
towards the profession followed by Yetta and Ling with Kin and Yee 
being the least committed (Table 5.1). These individual differences j 
were influential to the development of personal theories towards . 
teaching and leaming. 一 | 
Xable5.1 Individual differences among the six student teachers j 
S t u d e n t C h a r a c t e r / At t i tudes/ Emot ions | 
t eachers Personal i t ies t oward teaching i 
Yetta kind, quiet; “ ~ ~ - resolution from childhood; 
jloves children - high motivation. ， 
Lins~~ nice, passive, sentimental - resolution since childhood; 
� -high motivation. 
^^one kijid, considerate, helptuX - resolution since childhood; 
traditional and nice; - high motivation; 
loves children -her beloved profession. 
Jermy keen, frank, confident, - loves teaching; 
academically high - high motivation; 
achievement. - resolution since childhood. 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ arrogant & stubborn; - realistic orientation to enter the 
active & irmovative; profession; 
ambitious & confident; - not interested in teaching; 
realistic. - view teaching as a ‘job，； 
-not his original resolution; 
-teaching is only a ‘stepping stone,. 
" " " Y ^ ~ ~ lacks self-confidence; - teaching is her last choice; 
cool & slcnv; - low motivation, 
neither keen nor diligent; 
low alertness & adaptability. 
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II. Professional Growth (in reflective thinking) 
of the six student teachers 
1. Ititerest to reflect 
To study the interest of student teachers in reflecting carefully on 
teaching, the researcher used the quantity of self-evaluation reports and 
peer observation reports that were optionally written by student 
teachers. The data in Interview(I) and (II) were also used to search for 
additional data support. � 
！ 
I 
The frequency table below (Table 5.2) helped to give a j 
preliminary impression of how much interest the six student teachers . 
felt towards reflective thinking in teaching. The PTP program was not ^ 
intended to force student teachers into writing self-evaluation report or ^ 
to implement peer observation. The six student teachers had freedom of ^ 
choice. The researcher also refrained from pushing the student teachers ! 
to try these reflective practices so as to find out the real research j ； j 
outcome. j 
I 
Table5.2 Frequency of conducting self-evaluation and peer observation ‘ 
s^dent ”self-evaluation“ peer observation total no. of the � 
teacher report report two reflective 
(frequency) (frequency) components 
Kin 12 4 [ 16 
Wong 14 - 3 � 7 
Ling 9 3 l _ ^ _ 
Yetta 6 4 Q^ 
Jenny 24 — 4 28 
Yee 4 2 6 
By averaging the frequency of the two reflective components 
within the five weeks of teaching practice, it could be seen that all the 
student teachers, except Yee, had written two or more self-evaluation 
reports per week during the teaching practice period. Jenny was the 
keenest one, she wrote almost five times a week. For peer observation 
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practice, all except Yee wrote reports about once a week. This simple 
and rough statistical breakdown indicates quite a satisfactory quantity 
of reflective practice having been accomplished by the six subjects 
during the PTP period. 
Did the student teachers really show interest in reflecting 
carefully on teaching, as opposed to merely performing as teachers? 
The researcher seajxhed for further evidence from lnterview(II): 
When the six student teachers were interviewed about their views ^ 
towards self-evaluation practice, all of them gave positive responses: | 
• I 
Jenny: I think that it's useful... Because we're novice teacher. | 
When we learn to teach, it's helpful ifwe try to reflect upon 
the teaching behaviours for every lessons and searchfor J 
waysfor improvement by next time. We would grow | 
professionally by this means. j 
I 
Wong: I think that the questions so set could guide us to analyze I 
^ the lessons we conduct. The most useful thing is that it asks | 
us to think ofthe way to improve next time. Thispushes , 




Kin: It's good and valuable. It helps us to reflect and improve... 
For student teachers who are learning to teach, reflection ； 
and analysis is more important than sheer practice. ‘ 
Ling: Self-evaluation has a good point. Itforces me to look 
back my lessons and reflects for improvement. It makes 
me aware ofthe weaknesses and strong points ofthe 
lessons that I've conducted. 
Yetta: It would push me to think of waysfor improvement. 
Yee: I think that self-evaluation is useful because itprovides a 
meansfor us to reflect about each of the lesson we teach. 
All six student teachers valued self-evaluation practice as a PTP 
component for one common reason: it helped them to improve. This 
shows that they recognize the importance ofreflection in teaching. 
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The six student teachers also felt that peer observation was useful 
in helping them to improve their teaching: 
Jenny: It's good because through observingpeer's teaching I could 
improve my own teaching behaviour. I would improve 
myselfwhen I observe and criticize others' teaching. I 
could also help peers to improve in this way. 
Wong: I could get much insights to improve when I observe peer 
teaching. 
Kin: Peer observation is helpful because through observing ； 
other people 's teaching I could reflect on my own teaching f 
behaviour which contributes towards my own growth. | 
h 
Ling: Only positive feeling; we observe, discuss and give advice \ 
b to each otherfor improvement....! would listen and accept; | 
then I would consider the real situation ofmy own student, | 
my interest, my ability and environment before I decide 
whether to implement peer's opinion. I 
Yetta: Peer observation helps me by observing others'failure or 
weaknesses. The discussion we hold after each peer f 
observation is stimulating and helpful 1 
Yee: For me’ I'm too lazy to feel the usefulness ofthe means “ ‘； 
many times I haven 't read the comments given by my peers \ 
after their observation. , 
Aside from Yee，none of the student teachers denied that peer 
observation was helpful to them in reflecting on and improving their 
own teaching. This further suggests that they might have interest to 
reflect for their own teaching. 
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2. Content and quality of reflection 
A core topic for study was the content and quality of reflection 
for the six student teachers. This enabled the researcher to examine the 
extent the PTP programme was able to help student teachers to develop 
reflective thinking, ln this way, the researcher could also understand 
how far the six student teachers grew in self-understanding and self-
awareness. 
Reflective ,content, means "what it is that teachers ought to be � 
reflecting about, the kinds -of criteria that should come into play during j 
. the process of reflection (Zeichner，1991, p.2 ) ” To study the content ； 
of reflection student teachers were developing, three related 
frameworks were used to analyze the content of reflection presented in ^ 
. j 
lesson for analysis observation reports, peer observation reports，seit- ^ 
evaluation records and interview data collected in clinical supervision. ‘ 
‘ “ I 
Firstly, the content of all the written data listed above was judged 丨 
according to the depth of ideas presented. It is believed that the more : 
concrete, the more detailed and specific a description, the more the 
writer could develop self-understanding and self-awareness. And it can 
be said that at the same time syQie would be developing herAiis personal 
reflective thinking. On the other hand, if a student teacher wrote vague, 
abstract or general comments with little in-depth analytical reflection, 
we could say that he has not yet truly nor ideally developed the 
reflective ability to inquire into his or other people's teaching. 
Following this step, the content of reflection of all written and 
interview data was viewed by another set of criteria. The researcher 
searched careMly to see if the reflection of a student teacher had 
moved from an understandable obsession with ‘survival’ to paying 
greater attention to ‘procedural strategies' and then to 'critical 
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pedagogy,. This framework was adapted from the suggestion of 
Tann(1993). The pattern of growth of the student teachers in this aspect 
during teaching practice was also the focus of discussion. 
Reflective 'quality' implies "growth in th ink ing� improving 
conceptual kvel"..avoiding unthinking conformity; analyzing a 
problem from multiple perspectives and using new evidence to reassess 
professional judgment." (Calderhead, 1993, p.3) Ross(1990) has 
described elements of teachers' thinking which combines various 
aspects of cognitive, narrative and critical reflection. To scrutinize the � 
quality of reflection, Ross's framework was used for time series f 
analysis. Frequencies and quaiity of key practicum behaviours of I 
student teachers during the five time points (i.e. the five weeks) of I 
teaching practice were charted and analyzed (see Table 1 to Table 6 in ！ 
'Appendix G,). These selected variables are willingness and abilities I 
1 
demonstrated by student teachers to: ^ 
•‘ _ j 
(a) identify a (teaching and learning) problem , 
i 
(b) formulate ways for improvement : 
i 
(c) experiment with ways for improvement 
(d) discover the consequences and implications ofvarious 
solutions 
(e) examine the intended and unintended consequences 
(f) evaluate the solution, and 
(g) reframe the solution 
Elements (e) to (g) are most valuable practicum behaviours. They 
represent the key thinking processes in critical reflection. The 
researcher looked into the question of whether the student teachers 
were able to practise these abilities. 
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A brief inquiry into the pattern of development for individual 
student teacher is set out in the following section: 
Yetta 
When writing the Lesson for analysis observation reports before 
the beginning of teaching practice, Yetta mainly identified the 
weaknesses and strong points of the demonstrating teacher. She wrote 
in short note-form such as: 
� I 
"adequate but spoke too fast;“ 丨> 
• i 
“cool attitude; “ f ,, 
“adequate but irrelevant teaching aids;“ ‘‘ 
“good blackboard usage;“ 
I 
"inadequate individual help given to pupils;“ 
i 
“good class discipline; poor learning atmosphere “ ’ 
I 
- - J 
During teaching practice, Yetta conducted peer observations. ^ 
Analysis of Yetta's peer observation records shows that she focused her ^ 





-speech and instructional delivery; 
-teacher's non-verbal communication techniques; 
-teacher's alertness; 




Again, these critiques were in short note-form such as: 
"adequate content knowledge;“ 
"concerned with student needs;“ 
“interesting teaching aids...“ 
The short notes used by Yetta included abstract, general descriptions. 
In the self-evaluation form, Yetta changed this writing style to short > 
I sentences: . 
I 
• \ "I will change the classroom management because it's the worst ^ 
part of my last lesson. “ I 
〃 I 
"/ was too nervous and my teaching content was too difficult.“ 氣 
i 
Sometimes she wrote in short paragraphs: ^ 
‘ “ 1 
7 was most interested to find that some students who did their 
work very well (suited my requirement); I will give more praise I 
to those hardworking students. • Children need positive [ 
acknowledgment.“ , 
"They cannot finish the work in class. I will let them do 
something more simple next time which is more suitablefor their 
level and actual needs.“ 
These descriptions are more concrete and precise with personal 
meaning. 
Furthermore, in self-evaluation practice, it was interesting to fmd 
out that not only could Yetta identify problems, but she could also 
formulate ways for improvement. Data collected in these self 
evaluation practice reviewed that Yetta could, at times, exercise other 
key practice self-evaluation behaviours (Ross, 1989). Table 1 in 
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^Appendix G' gave a simple outlook of Yetta's willingness and ability 
in this aspect. The chart shows the frequency and the key content of 
Yetta's seven practice self-evaluation behaviours during the four week 
teaching practice. 
In these self-evaluation reports it can be seen that Yetta has 
widened her outlook about teaching and learning. She has moved from 
survival concerns to procedural strategies and then to critical pedagogy: 
Yetta was reflective for the aim of survival at the beginning of ， 
serial teaching practice. This was because when faced with a real class l| 
of forty children, the first thing she wished to do was to�conquer’ them. I 
I 
C.g. 
� I will stop group activities next time to reduce noise levels. “ | 
\ 
"j need to time my lesson better because many students turned \ 
to their own activities at the end ofthe lesson. “ { 
- • J 
Then, Yetta started to identify, formulate solution and 
• • 
experiment solutions which were generalizable to teaching 
strategies or principles leamt in College. This kind of reflection ； 
upon practicum behaviour could be found mainly towards the end ^ 
of week two. 
e.g. , 
"j have tried direct presentation method to elucidate students ‘ 
response.“ 
"This time I have usedgroup discussion to enhance students' 
participation.“ 
"Role-play is really an effective mode ofteaching! Students 
are supportive.“ 
As shown in subsequent self-evaluation reports, Yetta started to 
be critical. Her reflection started to be related to the children's needs 
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and their leaming outcome. This kind of reflection was chiefly found 
from week three onwards. 
c.g. 
"I should pay more attention to students ‘ response and actual 
learning situation next time.“ 
"The students studied attentively and happily— this was the 
most successful part of this lesson.“ 
"The students were highly involved. Theyfound my teaching 
materials interesting.“ 
\ 
"I M^as surprised that the students were interested in the topic | 
oftourism ’ in Hong Kong'. “ | 
«1 
Yetta's progression could be attributed to her sincere reflection S| 
and evaluation during teaching practice. This was verified by her j 




"Though I hate the self-evaluationform; I like the practice (self-
evaluation). It would' encourage me to think of ways of 








Yetta's growth in reflective ability and willingness could be 
f toher demonstrated during the researcher's clinical supervision on 9 
May 94. Extract o f t h e supervisor's record verifies this (Table 5.3): 
Table 5.3 Clinical supendsion:Yetta - supervisor's record 
Yetta (9 May 94) 
During the preconference, Yetta identified the problem that "the class 
was not attentive enough". She then tried to formulate ways to improve by 
(a) providing more activities provided for students and (b) giving clearer � 
instructions and exercising firmer discipline. | 
. I 
During postconference, Yetta reported that she experimented with the 
methods she mentioned in preconference to control classroom discipline. She | 
was successful She discovered that activities such as role play and | 
interviewing could really capture the students' attention and being stricter | 
towards naughty children was effective. Yetta further reframed the solutions ) 
and said that activities would be more suitable for lower primary students but 
taking a firmer attitude might be more effective for upper primary students. 
Yetta became more confident about her own teaching performance in the ^ 
classroom and her principles in teaching. ‘ 
I 
_ _ _ ^ " I 
« _ » « » - ^ » _ » ^ ‘ 
I 
Yetta's professional growth was good. When she expressed her 
view on teaching children in the postconference, her concern for 
individual difference was obvious. 
With more and more self-confidence and clearer self-
understanding during PTP, she framed her personal theory. "Moral 
education is the most vital requisite for children today!" she said 
assertively during Interview(II). Yetta's personal theory would be 
elaborated in later section (Section II.4) ofthis chapter. 
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Kin 
ln his report of lesson for analysis, Kin wrote short notes for all 
lessons observed. These descriptions were vague and general phrases 
such as: 
"keen attitude "; 
"has learning atmosphere "; 
"has teacher-pupil interaction "; 
"no individual help/support given to pupils ": � 
I 
"class discipline good"... . 
. I 
“ • I 
Kin observed four lessons conducted by his peers. The subjects • 
I 
included Chinese, Art &Design，Music and Physical Education. In the ^ 
peer observation reports, he used simple, short and vague comments: ‘ 
乂 
"learning activities are adequate and relevant"; i 
"blackboard usage needs to be improved"; , 
"Timing is a problem "; 5 
1 
"has attained teaching objectives”; ? 
"appropriate teacher's guidance and instruction "; , 
"elicitation techniques need to be polished"; 
"teaching aids abundant"; 
"poor classroom discipline "; 
"good teacher-pupil relationship". 
The way in which Kin wrote his peer observation exercise was 
affected by the format of the peer observation record form (Appendix 
C). The phrases and wordings Kin used were exactly those suggested 
by the record form. As a result, his comments focused chiefly on short-
term outcomes. 
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Self-evaluation reflected Kin's personal concern. It enhanced 
Kin's self-awareness of his own strengths and weaknesses. He wrote 
eagerly. His self-evaluation forms included sentences and short 
paragraphs which transmitted clear and concrete reflection. Although 
the reports in lesson for analysis and peer observation practices seemed 
impersonal and aloof, his self-evaluation really showed individual 
discretion. For Kin, classroom management seemed to be the most 
unresolved problem during his teaching practice. As reflected in the 
extract from self-evaluation reports, he repeatedly mentioned the same s 
problem. This problem limited his reflection to the�survival' evel: | 
I 
week 1] 1 
"The students talked all the time. I must mention classroom ^ 
rules next time. “ \ 
i 
"Some students cried because of an argument. Next time I 
shall stop all activities ifanyone cries.“ ( 
"I have to mention the rules for group discussion next time.“ 
I 
week 2] | 
"The students talked too much when doing the worksheet. This ； 
interferes with my timing. I would ask those students who have , 
questions to see me during recess next time.‘ 
"Too many teaching aids! This causes confusion and 
disciplinary problem.“ 
week 3' 
"I relied too much on lesson plan! This affected my classroom 
management.“ 
"The students seemed more cooperative and quiet today. The 




"My timing in this lesson was bad. The class became quite 
chaotic by the end of the lesson.“ 
"Disorder again! I have to talk with some classmates during 
recess to find out the reason.“ 
week 5' 
'7 wonder whether punishment orpositive reinforcement is 
more effective? Whichprinciple shouldIchoose to manage my 
students' disciplinary problem. I have to try hard again tofind 
the solution.“ 
\ 
Kin tried very hard to practise practicum self-evaluation behaviours 
during teaching practice. The examples quoted above showed that he i 
would try to identify a problem, then formulate ways for improvement, �� 
and then experiment and examine the consequence. The example above j 
demonstrated his willingness to evaluate the various solutions. We 
could see ‘more clearly his frequency and content of key reflection ^ 
behaviours in Table 6 of�Appendix G'. 
Kin sometimes could not perform well in reflection. The clinical ^ 
supervision on 17 April 94 is an example (Table 5.4). : 
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i 
Table 5 . 4 � Clinical supervision: Kin -supervisor's record 
During the preconference, Kin identified two main problems of his 
lesson: (a) timing of lesson and (b) inadequate guidance before group 
discussion. 
In the postconference, Kin found out that the two problems he had 
identified really happened. However, he failed to formulate ways for 
improvement in this lesson. 
Although Kin seemed unsuccessful in managing his primary 
students during teaching practice, he was not frustrated. In his fmal 
self-evaluation report, he wrote, "I treasure mostly the close student- j 
teacher relationship I've established during teachingpmctice. I believe | 
that this is the most successfulprize I've gained during this series of | 
practice. “ Constant and keen reflection might also be helpfal in 1 
clarifying his self-understanding and self-awareness. Actually, Kin's | 
perception towards teaching and learning changed quite dramatically 
during PTP. He gradually loved teaching children. He no longer \ 
believed in physical punishment. His personal theory, as he 
exemplified in Interview(I) after teaching practice, showed quite ‘ 
clearly his enhancement in the dimension of reflection (refer to the | 
section of 'Development of personal theory'). “ 
He voiced his resolution to establish a youth centre himself in 
order to try out this personal theory. He actually accomplished this task 
by early 1995. This verifies his reflective ability and willingness. He 
has really experimented with ways for improvement and has continued 
to seek for the best! 
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Lmg 
Prior to the teaching practice, Ling wrote her lesson for analysis 
observation repons.The style was similar to that ofKin and Yetta. Here 
are some examples: 
"clear instruction ": 
"appropriate verbal and non-verbal communication "; 
"able to involve student participation"; � f i 
"good use of teaching aids"; ^ 
！ 
"good lesson planning"... ^ 
\ 
During the teaching practice, Ling observed three lessons | 
conducted by her peers. Her style of comments on the reports remained ( 
the same. There seemed no great improvement. Phrases of short-term ) 
outcomes were commonly used. These were some examples: 
j 
i 
"Had learning guidance "; 丨 
"Used role-play as a learning activity"; , 
"Used discussion as a learning activity"; , 
"Used worksheets as teaching aids"; 
"Preparation of wordcards as teaching aids"; 
"Classroom discipline fairly good". 
Ling's performance in self-evaluation practice was better. Short 
note-forms were replaced by sentences and short paragraphs. The 
content of her reports reflected Ling's real concern. During the first 
week of teaching practice，Ling focused her reflection on survival 
elements such as classroom management: 
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i 
"The lesson failed. The whole class was too noisy. Their 
classroom discipline is poor. I could not achieve my original 
teaching objectives.“ 
"I must have good control of classroom discipline before starting 
to teach anything. Otherwise all efforts are in vain.“ 
Starting from the second week, Ling emphasized on procedural 
strategies as her reflective content. This might be due to the fact that 
her elective subject is Music. Music is a cultural subject and 
specialized procedural tactics have to be manipulated before any other 
aspects could be taken into consideration. This tendency continued till � 
the fifth week ofteaching practice. Some examples are listed below: 
, � . . i 
. 1 
week 1] I 
"I should have practised vocal accuracy with the classfirst. “ ！ 
i 
week 2] | 
"I should not spend too much time on practising�vocal 
,n i 
accuracy . \ 
‘ - I 
week 3] 
"All children are not too acquainted M>ith�rhythm'; I shall spend ’ 
more effort and time on this next time. “ \ 
week 4] ‘ 
"The children couldn't sing the words to the tune. Next time I'll 
give them more practice "; 
week 5 
"A demonstration of the way to convert sound might he useful". 
From the above quotation, it was obvious that Ling had practised 
certain reflective behaviours such as identifying a problem and 
formulating methods for improvement. This could be seen by glancing 
through (Table 2) in�Appendix G‘ which shows Ling's frequency and 
content of reflective behaviours during PTP. 
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Ling was also critical when she judged her performance during 
teaching practice. She always felt dissatisfied with her teaching 
effectiveness. Many times she wrote in her self-evaluation forms, "Fm 
unsuccessful I couldn't achieve my teaching objectives. The children 
could not learn M^hat I originally planned. “ If classroom management 
was Kin's chief concerning problem, teaching effectiveness was Ling's. 
However, Ling was keen to frame solutions to this problem. She has 
experimented with various solutions for improvement. Some of these 
were written in her self-evaluation reports: 
\ 
"I have tried using interesting learning activities to enhance j 
learning outcomes'': ^ 
} 
"I have let each student to try so that everybody could learn } 
better"; i 
"Understanding children's thinking surely helps to improve | 
teaching ejfectiveness"; j 
"Teacher demonstration and constant practice, together with I 






In the clinical supervision on 9 May 94, she tried to overcome her 
critical concern— teaching effectiveness and pupil involvement (Table 
5.5): 
Table 5.5 Clinical supervision: Ling--supervisor's record 
( 9 May 94) 
Ling identified that primary one students should be more active. 
During the preconference, she formulated two possible .ways for 
improvement: (a) use role play and demonstration activities; (b) use a lively 
questioning method concerning living conditions of children to teach new 
Chinese words. She subjected her ideas to evaluation and inspection. | 
J 
. ！ 
Ling experimented with these two methods to improve her teaching. |^ 
She found that she successfully involved the students in the learning process. ！ 
At the postconference, she said that she was satisfied and happy with the ！ 
outcome. "I sa\v that they were happy to participate because they were eager 
\ 
to raise their hands. “ When she examined the consequences, she found out ； 
that by encouraging students to use new Chinese vocabulary to make � 
sentences or apply them to their living situation, children were more ^ 
motivated. She continued to reflect and evaluate. She said that at the next , 
lesson she would invite more students, especially those sitting at the back,to ‘ 
participate. 
Through active reflection and experimentation, Ling became happier 
than before. She smiled more often,(I had observed that she seldom smiled 
before.) She agreed that she had grown in self-understanding and self-
awareness in the following aspects: 
-- she was able to effectively involve students in the learning process; 
„ she became closer and more friendly towards the students whereas 
she used to stand at a distance from her students; 
- she had more confidence in controlling classroom discipline; 




Ling's development could be said to be satisfactory. Her 
reflective thinking developed during the teaching practice. By the end 
of PTP, she has established an important strategy or principle in 
teaching primary children successfully. During lnterview(Ib), she 
explained that teaching small children should start with capturing their 
attention, then use clear and systematically planned teaching 
procedures. Suitable repetition with different teaching activities is also 
necessary. The cognitive characteristics of small children should be 
taken into consideration when designing a lesson. 
\ 
. ( 
Schon and Dewey were correct when they said that a reflective j 
teacher would enjoy professional growth. Ling is a good example. She ! 
was humble and open-minded, she was also sincere and responsible < 
towards her students. This is already proven in the evidence shown | 
above. Her reflective quality was farther validated in her plain 丨 
\ 
confession during Interview(II), she said, ^ 
1 




"Teachers should be open-minded enough to correct, to adapt and 
change for the benefit of students....We should not routinelyfinish our 
job, or just teach all the contents of the textbooks.“ , 
:Responsibility: 
"Teachers have not yet fulfilled their responsibility if they have not 
sincerely considered their students' learning needs.“ 
[Wholeheartedness: 
"Every teacher must be prepared to change. This is a must if what I 




Yee was unwilling to write lesson for analysis observation 
reports. She wrote much less than her peers did. She seldom completed 
all the evaluation items. She chose two to three points and criticised 
briefly in one single phrase, for example: 
Lesson for analysis : Observation report (13 April) 
A. The Teacher . 
Teacher 's voice is sweet and nice. j 
B. Preparation | 
4 
Adequate teaching aids | 
C. Teacher's performance ‘ 人 
Nil ‘ 
1 
D. Management i 
Nil ， 
E. Other suggestions ‘ 
Nil , - I 
- i 
丨  
Judging from the simplicity of comments on the lessons, it is ! 
doubtful if Ling could achieve the aim of this reflective practice. It 
seems that Yee completed the forms only because she had to hand them , 
to the tutors. She admitted this in Interview(II), 
7 was reluctant to write after observing demonstration lessons. 
But since it was compulsory to hand in, I'vefinished afew.‘ 
From these incomplete and poorly written report, one could also 
observe that Yee's motivation to leam to teach is rather low. 
Again, Yee wrote less in peer observation forms than her fellow 
classmates. She wrote brief comments for her peers: 
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j 
“checking exercise with children is a good practice，'; 
"discussion method could help illustration ”，• 
"questioning skill is good"; 
“teaching methods inadequate ”. 
Yee wrote fewer self-evaluation reports than her fellow 
classmates but she seemed more involved when engaged in self-
evaluation practice. Actually, she wrote valuable reflective comments 
in her self-evaluation forms when she was willing to do so. Yee was 
able to identify problems and to formulate ways for improvement. Data s 
• 1 
in Table 4 of 'Appendix G' illustrates briefly how she demonstrated J 
such abilities. The following is one of these examples: ‘ 
1 » 
I 
— — — — i 
Class: 6A ！ 
Subject: Health Education 
Date: 15 April 94 ' 
( 
[identify a problem] ‘ - i 
“The lesson was unsuccessful I've used too much time to answer , 
students ‘ questions. ” 
[formulate ways for improvement] ‘ 
“1. utilize more interesting activities; 
2. provide more workcards for students to do; 
3. invite students to ask questions during recess. 
Yee limited her reflective content mostly to survival strategies. 
In her self-evaluation reports, she rarely reflected to a higher level or 
wider outlook. She continued to search for ways to survive better in her 
classroom, including the skill to control classroom disciplinary 
problem; the skill of effective instruction, etc.: 
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[week 1] 
“Ishouldhave used 'blu-tac'on those teaching aids hefore the 
lesson started-this would benefit my classroom control “ 
"The class was too noisy. Ishould have announced some 
classroom rules beforehand. ” 
“Next time I would try to use positive reinforcement to improve 
the disciplinary problem.“ 
week 2' 
“Students couldn 't catch my meaning. At the next lessonIshall 
use more pictures to help my explanation. ” � 
« y 
"week 31 I 
L 5 
. J 
"I should pay attention to time control ” ^ 
i ^ 
» 
'week 4] | 
4 
"After the lesson, I thought of three ways to improve the , 
procedure of a successful experimentation lesson: ^ 
7. I should rehearse the procedure ofthe experiment before 
the lesson. - - ‘ 
2. I should demonstrate the procedure hefore students ‘ trial 
3. I should check all instruments hefore the lesson.“ ‘ 
Yee participated unwillingly in the lesson observation and peer 
observation practice. She wrote only four self-evaluation reports during , 
PTP. Her indifference towards PTP practice might be a critical factor 
that hindered her personal growth professionally as well as reflectively. 
The clinical supervision on the fifth week of practicum suggested some 
clues to this problem; it could be seen that she had inadequate self-
understanding and self-confidence towards her own teaching 
performance as well as instructional decision (Table 5.6).: 
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乂 
(Table 5.6) Clinical supervision : Yee -supervisor's record 
Yee ( 9 May 94) 
For Yee, her primary six class presented one difficult problem -- they 
never responded to her and always remained silent. To better understand the 
problem, she tried to ask students' opinions directly. However, the class gave 
her disappointed reply. They said that they could understand the Chinese 
lesson by themselves when they read textbook and they did not need Yee to 
teach them. Yee then evaluated their actual learning conditions and her own 
teaching outcome by assessing students' homework, classwork or ！ 
worksheets. But Yee felt that the class felt reluctant to do the exercises she ! 
t 
assigned to them. Yee said that she had thought of using ^matching' or J 
�sequencing' activity to make her teaching more interesting but she was not | 
i 
sure if it would work. She said, "I'm afraid that these activities might be too ( 
simple or childish for this class.“ ‘ 
, 
< 
Her insufficiency in self-understanding and self-awareness was 
further revealed when she said that she was not quite sure ifher interest 
in teaching had increased or decreased after teaching practice. In 
Interview(II), when Yee was asked if she was clearer about her 
suitability to teaching, she said/'Ouite suitable...But to a certain extent 
I don 't feel sure that I'm suitable. “ She still felt unsure about her 
choice of career. 
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Jenny 
The case of Jenny was very different from Yee. 
Jenny wrote short notes for each item of observation and 
evaluation, for example: 
A. The teacher 
"clear speech "; 
"did not smile，'; , 
"she was always smiling" ‘ 
4 
’.• i 
B. Preparation j 
"lesson plan was not clearly set out"; i 
"the tape script was a bit fast，，，• ！ 
\ 
\ 
C. Teacher's performance , 
"the teacher was able to retain pupils ‘ interest throughout 
the whole lessdn "; 
"motivation is quite good”; 
D. Management 
"the pupils M>ere willing to participate in the class，'; 
"the pupils were keen to learn，'; 
"timing was good". 
However, Jenny was eager to participate in peer observation 
practice. She observed her groupmates frequently and carefully wrote 
feedback for them. Many times she used extra pages, in addition to the 
standard form, to write personal opinions for her peers. The focus of 
comments and reflection suggested by Jenny were quite comprehensive. 
They represented quite fully the general methodology of teaching 
taught in the College. This demonstrated the fruitful learning outcomes 




• Teacher's voice, speech, pronunciation 
• Teacher's content knowledge 
• Teacher's verbal and non-verbal communication skills 
• Questioning skill 
. Skill of managing discipline in classroom 
• Teacher's instruction and guidance 
• Timing 
. Use of teaching aids (wordcards) 
• Organization of teaching activities (e.g. classroom discussion, \ 
) 
presentation) j 




Jenny showed her confidence and personal attitude towards ‘ 
teaching and learning when she gave constructive suggestions for her ； 
peers: 
“Do try to tell the children knowledge about acid rain. They 
M)ould be interested to know more.“ 
"It would he good to ask pupils questions based on the things 
they knoM> best(e.g. Karaoke, instant noodles, Sailor Moon).“ 
"Clear instructions should be provided before distributing the 
activity cards.“ 
"Try to prepare titles and sub-titles with different colours—this 
would he effective to attract children 's attention and interest.,, 
(extracted from: Jenny's peer observation records) 
Jenny's self-evaluation reports made evident that she has 
developed her professional intuition to a critical level of reflectivity. 
Her content of reflection, started right at the beginning of teaching 
practice, concentrated upon children's needs and learning situation and 
learning outcomes. This focal point represented Jenny's personal 
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！ 
concem; it also proved that she was professionally more mature than 
Yee or any ofher groupmates: 
Right from the first week of teaching practice, Jenny wrote the 
following remarks in her self-evaluation reports. She loved to see that 
her pupils were actually learning. 
[week 1" 
"The most rewarding thing must he the active participation ofmy 
pupils.，， 
"Last lesson, I asked the pupils to collect information about the ) 
police. Today many of them have done as I said, and showed 
great interest! That 's most rewarding. “ |； 
1 
Then we could see that Jenny continued to show such personal ‘ 
1 
intent during the whole block of teaching practice. Instead of ‘ 
demanding that her children be absolutely ‘well-behaved’, she favored ‘ 
most students' attitude to leam: 
week 2] 
"The lesson was quite successful since pupils have a positive 
attitude to learn. ” 
“The most satisfactory part was that the pupils knew what 
'photosynthesis ‘ is.“ 
"Jt 's possible to allow pupils to speak more. It can build up their 
confidence. ” 
Jenny identified some problems relating to her personal concem 
in the first week; she speculated the solution was to improve her own 
pedagogical content knowledge for teaching: 
[week 3' 
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"Ilove this lesson very much. However, the most difficult thing 
was to judge whether a pupil 's idea was correct or not. I have 
to 'arm ‘ myself more!“ 
[week 4' 
"The most rewarding thing was that pupils kept on asking me 
about the application method of a new library which means that 
the pupils arefollowing my lesson. However, this also means that 
I need to brush up on my personal knowledge in this respect.“ 
Jenny became more and more concerned with her pupils 'leaming 
needs and leaming context by the last week of teaching practice: 
I 
I, i 
week 5] ； 
"This topic seems to be closely related to their lives. So pupils | 
have many opinions about it.“ , 
“Successful. Especially when I asked the pupils to think of 
traveling in space. They could give me many brilliant ideas and , 
unusual thinking.“ 
Gradually Jenny 'became more and more professionally 
opemninded so much so that she was able to face her children with 
self-confidence and self-awareness. She was well-prepared to accept 
the children's praise and opinions. 
f 
week 4: 
“Maybe Ishould give the children 5 to 10 minutes to ask 
questions about the related topic.“ 
'week 5' 
"Well, the children said that they preferred listening activities. 
Maybe I would modify my instructional design. ” 
"lfelt extraordinarily exciting and satisfied when the children 
said that they appreciated my effort in preparing all those，’ 
colorful and meaningful cuecards and workcardsfor them.“ 
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There is one point that needs to be clarified: though Jenny was 
child-centered; she would insist on her own instructional decision 
whenever she believed that it was necessary, for the benefit of her 
children. The clinical supervision on 19 April 94 demonstrated this 
point (Table 5.7). 
Table 5.7 Clinical supervision: Jenny-supervisor ' s record 
Jenny (19 April 94) 
During the preconference，Jenny anticipated two problems for the 4 
lesson: (a) students might fmd vocabulary drilling session boring; (b) I 
• I 
students would prefer teachers to use Chinese to teach English. To solve the ； 
problems, Jenny formulated two ways for improvement: (a) drill vocabulary ； 
by pair work which students would fmd interesting; (b) insist on using j 
English as the medium of instruction and using simple English to help 
understanding. . 
In the postconference, Jenny was satisfied that she had been 
successful. Students understood the English used. Her teaching objectives 
were achieved. Jenny evaluated the weakness of the lesson and reframed the 
solution: in order to reduce possible disciplinary problem caused by display 
ofworkcards，she would reduce the number of workcards and would use only 
the most relevant ones in the next lesson. For further improvement, Jenny 
would try to increase more chances for individual students to participate. 
From the postconference in the record above, it was apparent that 
Jenny had developed the ability of self-inquiry by the end of the 
teaching practice. The degree of her reflectiveness could be seen when 
she spelled out two main criteria for her judgment o f t h e effectiveness 
of lessons conducted during the post-conference of the above clinical 
supervision: "The first one is the learning condition of the students 
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while the second one is the degree of achievement of my original 
planning.“ 
One could conclude from this that Jenny had grown steadily in 
self-understanding and self-awareness after the PTP program.This was 
further demonstrated in Interview II when she pointed out that her 
conviction towards teaching was reaffirmed in a more practical way 
during teaching practice. She explained that in order to attain the 
objective of ^achieving satisfactory leaming outcome', she had tried 
various kinds of teaching methods during teaching practice. She s 
thought that the discovery method was an effective teaching strategy | 
for primary children. "Student would find learning significant if 
knowledge was built up by himself, “ she told the researcher during the ‘ 
interview. 
Jenny's development and growth could be attributed to her 
willingness and hardwork in practising various practicum reflective 
behaviours such as identifying problem relating to teaching and 
leaming, formulating ways for improvement，experimenting with ways 
for improvement, etc. Table 5 i n � A p p e n d i x G' shows Jenny's 
willingness and ability in this aspect. 
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Wong 
Wong was another keen and diligent student teacher. She wrote 
similar points of evaluation as her groupmates in her lesson for analysis 
reports. For example: 
A. The teacher 
"clear speech，'; 
“ always smiling"; 





“lessonplan was well-prepared"; 
"adequate teaching aids ”,. 
C. Teacher's performance 
"teacher 's guidance was clear and systematic ”; 
"motivation was quite appropriate "; 
I 
“good use ofblackboard"; 
D. Management 
"learning atmosphere was good"; 
"good classroom discipline "; 
Similar to Jermy, Wong wrote eagerly for her peers in the peer 
observation report forms. Instead of vague and brief shortnotes, she use 
long sentences to explain her viewpoints. She preferred to give clear 
and positive reinforcement for her classmates when they performed 
well. This might be due to her nice and friendly character: 
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[' 
"The teacher used experimentation to verify the existence ofair; 
it was so successful that the students were interested to learn. ’’ 
“Clear and appropriate speech： good use ofbody gestures; 
excellent use of eye contact. ” 
“Good elicitation skill The teacher could explain content 
knowledge clearly. The students couldfollow. ” 
Even for poorer lessons such as Yee's, Wong would note down 
good points o fher groupmates and give positive reinforcement, 
Hk 
"The teacher was kind. The learning atmosphere was ) 
comfortable. ” ‘ 
"The teacher 's handwriting was clear. ” 
However, Wong never forgot to give advice. She was always 
helpful to her peers: 
“It would be useful if the teacher wouldpay attention to class 
discipline next time.“ 
"Try to ask students to close their hooks at the beginning ofthe 
lesson—this might be a good way to capture the 
students ‘ attention. ” 
"Ask the students at the hack to answer questions. This might 
help to maintain classroom discipline.“ 
Wong focused her comments and reflection on the following 




Experimentation as a teaching activity 
Classroom discipline and the teacher's managing skills 
The teacher's voice, speech and non-verbal gesture 
The teacher's explanation skills 
The teacher's subject content knowledge 
Blackboard writing and blackboard arrangement 
The teacher's guidance and instruction 
However, it was only from the self-evaluation practice that I * 
I 
noticed Wong's growth and personal discretion. Wong wrote sincerely : 
and cautiously. From her careful writing，one could see that she was 
wholeheartedly engaged in evaluating her own teaching performance. 
Undoubtedly she was eager to seek self-improvement. And for this 
reason, we could see that she grew more and more professionally 
mature after teaching practice. 
I have counted the frequency of the reflective content in Wong's 
self-evaluation. I found that Wong focused her self reflection to three 
main pedagogical procedures: classroom discipline; teacher's content 
knowledge and learning activities’ The simpie statistics in Table 5.7 
below indicate this. 
Table 1.7 Wong‘ s content ofreflection as shown in self-evaluation 
Content ofreflection Frequency of 
Wong's self-evaluation 
learning activities \OI\A 
classroom discipline 饥〜 
teacher ‘ s content knowledge 6/14 
Wong focused her reflection on these three key elements as 
'procedural strategies' as well as 'critical pedagogy'. Evidence from 
Wong's self-evaluation reports verify my judgment. Wong considered 
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these procedural strategies solely for the sake of children's leaming 
needs. 
The following are two examples which show how Wong 
experimented with the child-centered approach in her teaching in order 
to meet children's leaming needs: 
1 "The children participated in the group discussion eagerly. 
They loved to share personal experiences in rearing small 
animals. I have verified that learning activity is better than 
direct teaching.“ ‘ 
\ 
I 
2. “The children loved this learning activity-Individual survey , 
of parks and gardens near home. They collected lots of 
valuable information hack to the classroom. This further 
convinced me that the Activity Approach is a valuable 
instructional approach. ” 
The following example shows how Wong related classroom 
management with children's leaming: 
"Poor classroom discipline interrupted theprocedure of 
experimentation. So, in order to achieve effectiveness in 
classroom learning, Ishould repeat classroom rules next time 
before starting any activities. ” 
The following example shows how Wong concerned with her own 
content knowledge for the reason of children's leaming benefit: 
“The lesson was boring. The children always dislike Chinese 
lesson. Ishould try to prepare more stories to teach those 
Chinese idioms next time. ” 
Wong not only identified problems concerning these reflective 
content, she could also formulate, experiment with solutions and then 
evaluate the solutions. This reflective quality was rarely observed in 
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some ofher groupmates. Table 3 in ‘Appendix G，shows some clues to 
this aspect. Furthermore, the researcher would quote two examples 
from self-evaluation reports to verify the point: 
Example 1 : Classroom discipline 
[21 March 94 -- identified problem and formulated solutions； 
‘‘The children were interested but classroom discipline was not 
good enough Next time Ishould use positive reinforcement or 
even punishment to help managing the problem. ” ‘ 
[24 March 94 - experimented solution, discovered the 
consequences and implication of solution and evaluate solution 
"Today I tried to be severe. Ipunished those at the back. 
Classroom discipline could be improved temporarily; however, 
the children became too quiet and seemed less interested and not 
so involved in the lesson. ” 
[28 March 94 ~ experimented with a solution, discovered the 
consequences and implication of the solution and evaluate 
various solutions" 
"The class was cooperative and quiet. This was because I had 
used verbal positive reinforcement. The children love to he 
praised. This solution was more effective than punishment, I 
believe.“ 
(extracted from: Wong's self-evaluation reports) 
We could see that Wong tried two methods to control classroom 
discipline problem in this lesson. Finally, after evaluating the outcomes 
of the two different methods, she reframed the solution. She found out 
that positive reinforcement was more effective for teaching and 
leaming. This ability and willingness to demonstrate the practicum 
self-evaluation behaviours mentioned above was classified as the 
valuable key thinking elements of critical reflective thinking. (Ross, 
1990) 
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Wong's reflective ability to formulate, experiment with solutions 
and then evaluate the solutions could also be verified during the 
clinical supervision (see Table 5.8). Such qualities demonstrated her 
attention to 'procedural strategies' in the content ofreflection. 
Table 5.8 Clinical supervision: Wong - supervisor's record 
Wong (20 April 94) 
During the preconference, Wong identified the problem of the lesson 
as being (a) students would remember their previous knowledge and (b) , 
students would still love to shout out answers even when they knew that they 
should raise their hands before answering questions. She formulated one 
� solution to the problem -- to try revise the classroom rules before the lesson 
started. 
Wong implemented her solutions in the lesson. She was successful in 
improving classroom discipline for the lesson. She further evaluated the 
solution and reframed the problem of classroom discipline. She said,'7 think 
that ifapunishment is effective, it would help students to solve a specific 
behavioural problem." Hence she promised herself that she would become 
more conscious about the learning progress of every individual student. 
Wone's concem about the learning progress of individual 
w 
students revealed her progression towards 'critical pedagogy" 
Below is the second example from which Wong's three valuable 
professional qualities could also be observed-conscientiousness, 
responsibility and openmindedness. The last two qualities have been 
identified as characteristics ofa,reflective practitioner' (Schon, 1983 ). 
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Example 2 : Teacher's content knowledge 
[26 April 94 - identified problem and formulated solution] 
"The children were interested in the lesson. Some ofthem asked 
questions relating to ‘electric batteries，. Unfortunately I did not 
know the answer. I think that I ought to read more references to 
enrich my content knowledge. ” 
[28 April 94 -- experimented solution and evaluate solution] 
"Jam morefullyprepared with content knowledge when 
planning my lesson. Therefore I am acquainted with the’ 口口 
background stories ofvarious Chinese sayings such as ‘彈九 ) 
之地‘.The children were so interested in these stories that their i 
learning efficiency was enhanced. I would continue to improve \ 
my content knowledge. 





3. Perspectives and levels of reflection 
An important theme of this study was the changes in the 
perspectives and levels of reflection attained by the student teachers. 
For identification o f t h e perspectives and levels of reflection o f t h e six 
student teachers, two important questions were asked: 
(1) How did the student teachers reflect? 
(2) What was the purpose of their reflection? 
Ik 
The researcher adopted Valli's three approaches to reflection | 
I 
(1991)： i.e. cognitive, critical and narrative approach. To answer the 
first question, it was necessary to fmd out whether the student teachers 
reflected technically, personally or critically. Student teachers who 
reflect at what van Manen (1977) called the “technical/ practical” level 
ofreflection or Feiman-Nemser's (1990) “technological’，orientation of 
reflection are described as adopting the cognitive approach. They do | 
not examine the educational purposes or context factors in the , 
reflection process. Student teachers who reflect with the critical ] 
approach stresses the questioning of the purposes, ends and aims of 
education. The approach helps teachers to examine the ethicaL moral 
and justice issues in education. This equates with van Manen's “moral/ 
ethical，，and “social/ political，，levels of reflectivity or Feiman_ 
Nemser,s “critical” orientation ofreflection. The main emphasis o f the 
narrative approach is “on the teacher's own descriptions of the 
personal circumstances under which they make decisions”（ Valli, 1992, 
p.l51). This equates with Feiman-Nemser's “personal，’ orientation of 
reflection which focuses on the reconstruction of the self as a teacher. 
As explained by Valli，this narrative view is sympathetic with 
Schon's(1983 & 1987) notion o f a n "appreciation system" developed 
personally by the teacher himself. “The system contains the teacher's 
repertoire of theories, practices, knowledge，and values which influence 
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how situations are defined, what is noticed, and the kinds of questions 
and decisions teachers will form about particular actions."ft).152) To 
simplify, as student teachers describe，reflect, analyse, and make 
inferences about classroom events, they are creating their own 
pedagogical principles. 
To answer the second question, Clift et.al.(1990) perspectives on 
reflection are applied: reflection as instrumental mediation ofaction： 
reflection as deliberating among competing views of teaching and 
reflection as reconstructing experience. The main purpose of using this ) 
framework is to see if the student teachers reflect for the purpose of | 
directing or controlling practice; or informing practice by deliberating 
and choosing among competing versions of good teaching or 
apprehending and transforming practice by reconstructing experience 
the end of which is a new possibility for action. In Clift's words，the 
purpose of reflection as instrumental mediation of action is that the 
reflective process is used “to help student teachers replicate classroom 
practices that empirical research has found to be effective (Ibid., p.24).” ； 
ln other words, this means that the purpose of reflection is instrumental 
in that student teachers would reflect how well the teaching theories 
they have leamt in the College could be applied in the act of teaching. 
Reflection as deliberating among competing views ofteaching proposes 
reflection based on "deliberation and choice among competing versions 
of good teaching/XIbid., p.25) Student teachers who reflected with this 
perspective would deliberate among the competing views of teaching 
and examine each cautiously in the light of the benefit of student 
leaming. Reflection as reconstructing experience means reflection 
would lead to new understandings of self-as-teacher, assumptions about 
teaching. It is “a process in which practitioners recast, reframe, and 
reconstruct past understandings in such a way as to generate fresh 
appreciation of the puzzlement in a practice situation.”（Ibid” p.27) 
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Analyses started with the case of Yetta. 
Yetta 
Yetta's reflective thinking followed the cognitive approach. As 
seen in the previous section, her reflection at the two beginning 
practicum exercises- lesson for analysis O^rior to teaching practice) 
and peer observation concentrated chiefly on technical issues such as 
presentation skills, usage of teaching aids, etc. Some other practical 
matters in classroom teaching such as class discipline were discussed. 
There was one common deficiency found in these two practicum 
exercises - Yetta seemed to be too bound by the general 
methodologies ofteaching she had leamt in the College. 
Yetta‘s growth in her perspectives on reflection was more clearly 
demonstrated in the self-evaluation exercises, clinical supervision and 
her expression of post-PTP perceptions towards teaching at interview 
(Ib). 
Yetta,s five week self-evaluation demonstrated her over-riding 
concern with technical problems in teaching content, teaching 
pedagogy and leamers. This could be seen in Table 5.9a: 
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Table 1.9a Yetta's perspective of reflection as shown in her self-
evaluation records 
week|What is the content |How did student What is the 
of reflection? teacher reflect? purpose of 
reflection? 
~ T " classroom Used the cogni t ive~ Reflection as 
management skills- approach; Yetta instrumental 
reflected technically mediation of 
"I will hefirmer next on the skills of action: 
time because managing classroom 
classroom discipline discipline. i.e. reflection in 
孙瓜 the worst thing prder to direct or 
in this lesson.，， control practice 
2 teaching aids-- Used the cognitive Reflection as 
approach; Yetta instrumental | 
"Ihave norprepared reflectedtechnically mediation of 
appropriate teaching on the necessity of action 
aids to help using teaching aids in 
explanation; this teaching. 
made my teaching 
content become too 
abstract.“ 
3 lclasswork assignment Used the cognitive~~ Reflection as 
„ approach; Yetta instrumental 丨 
reflected practically mediation of 
"Students could not upon the messy action 
finish the M>ork class, problems in 
I would let them do classroom. 
something which is 
more simple next 
time.“ 
~~T~ classroom teaching Used the cognitive~~ Reflection as 
skills-- approach; Yetta deliberating among 
reflected competing views 
“I should use direct technologically upon of teaching: 
instruction instead of the most adequate i.e. reflection in 
open discussionfor classroom teaching order to inform 
this topic; that would skills for a topic. practice by 
be more effective. “ deliberating and 
choosing among 
competing 




week|What is the content |How did student jWhat is the 
of reflection? teacher reflect? purpose of 
reflection? 
5 leamers' l e a m u i g ~ " Used the cognitive Reflection as 
needs-- approach; Yetta deliberating among 
reflected competing views 
"Children loves role practically(as defined ofteaching 
play; they became by Valli) about some 




This kind of reflection belongs to the cognitive approach which, 
as specified by Valli, focuses on the knowledge and processes involved 
in teacher decision making. Valli cited Shulman's (1987) six 
categorization of knowledge to explain; they were ‘content,, 
'pedagogy', 'curriculum', 'characteristics of leamers', 'contexts', and 
‘educational purposes, ends and aims'. Valli claimed that most 
coanitive teachers do not reflect deeply on the last two aspects of the 
w � 
knowledge base. So’ from self-evaluation exercises, we could sunnise ！ 
that Yetta was still a cognitive reflective thinker. However, the 
researcher did notice that Yetta developed her reflectivity to a more 
mature loci. She no longer reflected solely for directing practice but for 
informing practices by deliberating among competing views of 
teaching by the fourth and fifth week of teaching practice. 
In the clinical supervision held in the last week of the teaching 
practice Yetta was still thinking of ways to improve classroom 
management. However, we could see that she deliberated her reflection 
among competing views ofclassroom management (see Table 5.3 on p. 
87). She formulated two ways for improving classroom disciplinary 
situation by “stricter instruction，，and "more activities for students". 
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This shows an improvement in her reflective ability. Yetta was 
no longer restricted by "external authority" such as teaching theories 
leamt in the College as a source of knowledge. She could understand 
that such knowledge should be arbitrated through the actual context of 
the teaching situation. Her mode of knowing became deliberative and 
reiativistic. The knowledge leamt in the College was to inform practice, 
not to direct or control it. 
Yetta's growth was quite obvious when she had the opportunity 
to spell out her personal thinking about teaching after the teaching 
practice. In the post-teaching practice interview (i.e. Interview Ib)’ the 
researcher discovered that Yetta was able to reflect in both the critical 
and narrative approach. 
The interview revealed that Yetta had tried to examine the moral 
issues in primary education. In contemplating the issue careMly, she 
said, .- - 丨 
I 
"lfind that children nowadays have little opportunity to 
think and reflect about their moral conduct. They always 
play gameboys, read comics; they are quickly but deeply 
influenced by mass media. They seldom make a 
conscious effort to reflect. I am really worried about 
them. This encourages me to carry outaplan that could 
helv them to contemplate more about life....“ 
^ (Interview Ib) 
Then, Yetta actually tried out a plan to help children to think about the 
issue: 
"j once shared some religious stories with primary six 
classes. Then I ask them to write down some of their 
thoughts on afew questions on a worksheet. I tried to 
give feedback and comments on each paper. This 
encourages them to read and think. ” 
^ (Interview Ib) 
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And, Yetta seemed satisfied with her experimentation. 
She said proudly, 
"J believe that somehow this is a way to implement 
moral education for primary students.“ 
(Interview lb) 
In this way, Yetta tried to go through a process of reframing and 
reconstructing past understandings and experiences in such a way as to 
generate fresh appreciation of the puzzlement she had about moral 
education in a real classroom situation. She successfully verified her 
personal understandings and beliefs in a real context of practice 
situation. She reconstructed experience as she reflected. This led to her 
new understanding of what Valli claimed ‘ self-as-a-teacher': 
"A teacher should teach not only book knowledge： she 
should be prepared to share with her students life 
experiences, human rights and responsibility, personal ； 
attitudes and morality.“ 
(Interview Ib) 
" j f j were their regular teacher, I M>ould spare more time, 
maybe one period a week to share moral concepts and 
moral judgments with children. I believe that this is the 
most important educational objective ofteaching. ” 
(Interview Ib) 
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The following table summarizes Yetta 's development o fpe r sona l 
theory. 
(Table 1.9b) Yet ta ' s perspective of reflection as shown in her 
description of personal theory 
What is the content How did the student What is the purpose 
ofreflection? teacher reflect? o f r e f l e c t i o n ? _ 
moral education of Using the critical Reflection as 
children pproach, Yetta examined reconstructing 
moral issues in primary experience 
teaching. 
i.e. 
Then, by recasting her reflect to appreciate or 
- personal understanding of apprehend practice by 
the issue, she formulated reconstructing 
fresh personal experience the end of 
apprehension in a real which is a new 
context, ln this way, she understanding of: 
also experienced reflection 
in the narrative approach, (a) the puzzlement of 
moral education in 
‘ a real action i 
situation; 
(b) self-as-a-teacher--
the role of a teacher 
in moral education 
for primary 
children. 
Yetta 's effort heiped her to reorganise experiences for fresh and 
real apprehension. Subsequently, she demonstrated the thinking 
processes of a potential (what Schon described ) ‘reflective 
practitioner’. Provided that she carried on with her keen reflection, she 
would continue to build up her "appreciation systems,,(Schon, 1983). 
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Kin 
From the lesson for analysis observation reports and peer 
observation reports, it can be seen that Kin's perspective of reflective 
thinking followed the cognitive approach. The focus of reflection was 
on technical and practical areas such as class discipline, learning 
activities, blackboard usage, teaching skills, teaching aids, etc. 
During the five weeks' teaching practice, Kin has frequently 
conducted self-evaluation adopting the cognitive approach. He was 
most concerned with classroom management skills. The technical 
• . problem of class discipline restrained his reflection to a lower 
conceptual level This could be seen in Table 5.10. 
Table 5 10 Kin‘s perspective ofreflection 
Rveek|What is the content |How did the student |What is the purpose 
of reflection? teachers reflect? of reflection? j 
" T " c l a s s r o o m Used the cogmtive Reflection as ！ 
management skills— approach. Km • instrumental 
e,o reflected technically mediation of action 
“Students talk all the on the need to 
time. I would mention improving classroom 
classroom regulation management. 
next time.“ 
" I " c l a s s r o o m Used the cognitive~" Reflection as 
management skills- approach. Kin instrumental 
e g. reflected technically mediation of action 
"Too many teaching on the cause of 






Table 1.10 (cont.) Kin‘ s perspective of reflection 
week|What is tbe content |How did the student |What is the purpose 
of reflection? teacher reflect? of reflection? 
3 classroom Usedthe cogni t ive~" Reflection as 
management skills- approach. Kin instrumental 
e.g. reflected technically, mediation of action 
"Too much reliance still, on the influence 
on lesson plan! This of trivial classroom 
affects classroom behaviour on the 




4 classroom Used the cognitive~~ Reflection as 
mana2emer1t skills- approach. Kin instrumental 
e . g . � continued to reflect mediation ofaction | 
“My timing of this technically on the 
lesson is too had. cause ofpoor 
Class gets into chaos classroom discipline. 
by the end of the 
lesson. ” 
5 classroom Used the cognitive Reflection as i 
management skills- approach. Kin deliberating among j 
e a . ., reflected technically competing views of 
"Iwonder whether but based on the teaching 
punishment or intention to deliberate 
positive reinforcement and choose among 
is more effective? competing versions of 
Which principle good classroom 
should I choose to management skilis. 
manage my 
students ‘ disciplinary 
problem. I have to try 
hard tofind the 
solution.“ 
^ _ L 
Alth0u2h Kin's self-evaluation reflective thinking was very much 
i ^ 
limited to the cognitive approach, we could see that he gradually 
extended himself to the perspective of deliberating among competing 
views of classroom management. By paying attention to the context of 
an actual educational situation and the consequences of various 
versions of classroom management skills, he developed a more eclectic 
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view of knowledge. Hence, he formulated a number of methods of 
good classroom management techniques. These include: 
• stop activities if any unruliness arises; 
• less reliance on lesson plan; 
• better timing of lessons; 
. discuss disciplinary problems with students during recess; 
• state rules and regulations before activities; 
• use punishment; 
• use positive reinforcement. 
As revealed in the clinical supervision on 17 April 1994, we 
could not say that Kin was successful in formulating an effective | 
appreciation system of managing classroom discipline during teaching 
practice. However, Kin was starting to search for a strategy that suits 
himself when he said, 
“/ wonder ifpunishment or positive punishment is more 
effective^....! have to try hard to find out the solution.“ 
(self-evaluation report) 
Actually Kin grew professionally during teaching practice. He 
showed obvious improvement in his dimensions ofreflectivity. 
He exemplified his critical as well as narrative view of education 
in interview(Ib): 
"Adults (teachers and parents included) always love to 
impose their ways ofthinking onto children. They never try 
to truly understand their children.，， 
“/ would try my best to provide opportunitiesfor children 
to work on their own and to learn by themselves. Learning 
bydoingismosteffective.” _erviewIb) 
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Nobody would expect that Kin, a young man who once opposed 
the child-oriented activity approach in education (as seen in pre-
interview II), changed dramatically to become an advocate of the child-
centred philosophy. He even proposed replacing schooling by 
designing ‘simulated educational environment, for children to leam 
naturally and practically. Such a conception represents Kin's 
breakthrough in reconstructing taken-for-granted assumptions about 
teaching. 
This is another conception of reflection as the reconstruction of 
experience as proposed by Valli (1990, p.31). Kin began with the 
traditional views of the social, political and cultural conditions of the 
existing education system. He later transformed his understanding of 1 
these social and institutional constraints on education and tried to 
I 
search for possible solutions. 
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Ling 
Ling's performance in the lesson for analysis and peer 
observation was similar to Yetta's. She reflected technologically. 
Technical items such as instruction, teaching aids, lesson planning and 
classroom discipline were the main areas ofher reflection. 
Like her groupmates, Ling showed greater improvement in her 
reflectivity during self-evaluation. However, as shown in Table 5.11， 
her reflection in this practicum exercise still followed the cognitive 
approach. 
Table 5 11 Ling‘ s perspective of reflection _ 
|week|What is the content |How did student jWhat is the purpose 
of reflection? teachers reflect? of reflection? 
" T " classroom Used the cognitive Reflection as 
management skills- approach. Ling instrumental 
reflected technically mediation of action 
"J believe that I have on the need to 
to control well - improving classroom 
classroom discipline management. 
before starting to 
teach anything. 
Otherwise all efforts 
are in vain.“ 
. 2 teaching c o n t e n t - “ U s e d the cogn i t ive“Ref lec t ion as 
approach. Ling instrumental 
“I should not spend reflected technically mediation of action 
too much time on on the subject content 
practising vocal of music teaching. 
accuracy. Ishould 
prepared some more 
interesting short 
songs for next 
lesson.“ 
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(Table l . lLcon t .Q Ling's perspective ofreflection 
week|What is the content |How did s tude^ jWhat is the purpose 
ofreflection? teacher reflect? of reflection? 
3 teaching content - ~ ~ ~ Used the cognit ive~~ Reflection as 
approach. Ling instrumental 
‘‘Children are not too reflected technically, mediation of action 
acquainted with still, on the subject 
rhythm; I would content of music 
spend more effort and teaching. 
timing on this next 
time.，， 
4 teaching skills - Used the c o g n i t i v e “ Reflection as 
approach. Ling . instrumental 
"Children couldn 't reflected technically mediation of action 
sing music v4th words on skills ofmusic 
well, next time they teaching. ； 
need more practice.“ 丨 
5 teachins skills -- Used the cogni t ive~" Reflection as 
^ approach. Ling instrumental 
"Teacher 's reflected technically mediation of action 
demonstration of the on a better way to 
way to convert sound teach music to 
might be useful. “ primary children. 
It could be observed that Lmg's reflection within the five weeks 
ofteaching practice，as shown in the self-evaluation practice, centered 
chiefly on teaching content and pedagogy. She reflected mainly for 
directing practice. Her focus of.reflection was almost entirely related 
to music teaching. This showed that being a student teacher of the 
music elective，which was a ,harsh subject' as Ling and most 
classmates claimed, Ling felt 'pressed' to struggle hard to achieve a 
satisfactory standard. Maybe for this reason, Ling's reflectivity was 
constrained to the cognitive approach. And for the same reason, 
Ling's purpose of reflection is instrumental in that the reflective 
process was used to help her apply the knowledge leamt for music 
teaching in College within the context of actual teaching situation. 
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External authority- music elective in College with its strict 
requirements- is regarded as a vital source ofknowledge. Ling could 
hardly free herse l f f rom this powerful source ofknowledge. With little 
consideration of the context, her mode of knowing was technological 
rather than deliberative. This might be one of the reasons why Ling 
smiled and was a bit nervous and felt stressful all the time during the 
teaching practice. 
In the clinical supervision on 9 May 94 (Table 5.12), Ling still 
reflected in the cognitive approach but she started to show her ability 
as well as willingness to deliberate her reflection among competing 
views of teaching. This might be because it was held after a Chinese 
lesson for primary one children. 
Table 1.12 Clinical supervision: Ling -- supervisor's record 
Ling (9 May 94) 
Litig identified that primary one students were more active. To 
formulate ways for improvement, Ling thought of two possible solutions 
during the preconference: 
(a) using role piay and demonstration activities; 
(b) lively questioning concerning living conditions of children to 
teach new Chinese words. 
Subsequently Ling experimented with these ways of improving 
her teaching. She was successful in involving students in the learning 
process. Pedagogy and subject content leamt about Chinese teaching in 
College (i.e. the external authority) was still regarded as a source of 
knowledge, however, it was obvious that ‘context’ was taken into 
consideration. Ling cautiously noticed the learning characteristics and 
needs of her little children as well as the effectiveness of different 
competing versions of good Chinese teaching before planning 
appropriate instructional design for this Chinese lesson. Consequently, 
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she found herself successful and satisfied. She said happily during the 
postconference, "Isee that they are keen toparticipate. They are eager 
to raise their hands...“ 
Quite surprisingly, Ling showed her potential for reflection to a 
higher conceptual level in the post-interview(II). It seems that Ling 
discovered and created her personal strategy to solve her own problems 
in teaching primary children during the teaching practice. 
Ling taught mainly lower primary classes during the Teaching | 
Practice. By constant reflection through experience, she developed 
effective management methods for lower primary teaching gradually. 
From her experience and reflection, she explained that teaching young 
children should start with attracting their attention. The teaching 
procedures should be well planned, clear and systematic. It was 
necessary to carry out suitable repetitions with different teaching 
activities. The cognitive characteristics of young children should be 
taken into consideration when designing a lesson. Ling quoted the 
example of�irreversibili ty ' of lower primary children. To help children 
to transfer leaming of simple concepts, Ling successfully integrated 
theory into practice by trying various methods. These include 
conducting clear demonstrations with the help of attractive teaching 
aids using a variety of learning activities, rest time and classwork; real 
objects; involvement of children's demonstration by body motions; 
teaching through popular songs, comics and short rhymes, etc. Ling 
said that these teaching ideas were the outcomes of her reflection. 
These pedagogical principles, quite different from any 
knowledge from external authority, was within Ling's interpretive 
frames or what Valli claimed as "appreciation system”. Ling used them 
personally to understand and improve her own classroom practices. 
Ling actually had experienced the essence of the 'narrative approach to 
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reflection'. Though the principles were no great educational findings, 
they were the new understanding gained by Ling herself through 
reflection by reconstructing experience and knowing in actual teaching 
context. 
Moreover, Ling reflected in the ‘critical，approach as well. This 
was also revealed in interview(Ib) when she discussed the unstable 
fQture political environment. Facing possible changes in the teaching 
environment in future, Ling reflected on herself as a teacher. She said, 
"Preparing for change is necessaryfor every teacher. This 




"As my teaching environment changes, I might modify my 
philosophy for teaching. Fer love, reflective thinking, 
positive attitude, 6penmindedness, farsightedness and 
patience should be the necessary qualities for me as a 
teacher, especially in view of the changingfuture.，， 
(Interview lb) 
It was most delightflil to fmd that Ling had reconstructed her own 
conception of self-as-a-teacher. It seemed that she was able to 
transform her understanding of the changing life of teaching in the 
future, with confidence and critical reflectivity. 
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Yee 
Unlike her groupmates Yee was not keen to participate in lessons 
for analysis and peer observation exercises. Her reflective perspectives 
in these two practices were also technical Yee participated more 
eagerly in the self-evaluation practice but she showed that she could 
scarcely reflect on a higher conceptual level. During the five weeks of 
teaching, she reflected with the intention of searching for ways to 
survive better in her classroom. These included methods to manage 
classroom discipline, effective explanation skills, time control, 
appropriate procedure ofconducting experiments, etc (Table 5.13). 
Table 5.13 Yee‘s perspective of reflection 
week |What is the content |How did the student |What is the purpose 
of reflection? teacher reflect? of reflection? 
1 classroom — U s e d t h e cognitive“!Reflection as 
management skil ls- approach. Yee instmmental 
p p reflected technically mediation of action 
c . g . 
“The class was too on the need to 
noisy. I should have improve classroom 
to announce management. 
classroom rules 
beforehand.“ 
~ T ~ explanation skills— U sed the cognitive~" Reflection as 
e.g. approach. Yee instmmental 
''Xhe students reflected technically mediation of action 
couldn 't catch my on ways to improve 
meaning. Next lesson her elicitation skills. 
I shall use more 
pictures to help them 
understand. ” 
~ 1 ~ " time control" Used the c o g n i t i v e ~ Reflection as 
e.g. approach. Yee instrumental . 
“/ shouldpay reflected technically mediation of action 
attention to time on the need for time 




Table 5.13 (cont.) Yee's perspective of reflection 
week |What is the content |How did the student |What is the purpose 
|ofreflection? teachers reflect? ofreflection? 
4 procedure of Usedthe cognitive~|Reflection as 
experimentation- approach. Kin instrumental 
e.g. reflected technically mediation of action 
"After the lesson, I on the ways to 
though: of three ways improve an 
to improve the experimentation 









2. The teachers 
should 
demonstrate the 
lesson before the 
students 
experimented., 
3. Ishould checkall 
insrruments hefore 
the lesson. 
" T " c l a s s r o o m " " ^： Used the cognitive Reflection as 
manaaement skills- approach. Yee instrumental 
e g � reflected technically mediation ofaction 
"The students sitting the way to solve 
at the back were too classroom 
talkative. Ishall talk disciplinary problem. 
to them at recess to 
fmd out the problem. 
We could notice that Yee's self-evaluation process followed the 
cognitive approach. Her reflection was chiefly for directing her 
teaching behaviours. During the five weeks, there was no trace of 
improvement in her perspectives for reflection，nor could she develop 
adequate self-confidence and self-understanding when teaching 
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primary children. This point was clearly s h o ^ in the clinical 
supervision on 9 May 94 (see Table 5.14). 
Table 5.14 Clinical supervision: Yee -supervisor 's record 
Yee (9 May 94) 
It was a Chmese lesson for primary six students. Yee seemed to 
lose direction and became helpless in the classroom. She couldn't 
understand why the students kept silent and did not participate. During 
the post-conference, she murmured doubtedly about some possible 
causes of the students, poor response: Was the problem in her 
presentation s k i l l s � o r was the assignment too simple for them? or were 
the activities inappropriate? or the content knowledge unattractive? 
‘The students said that they could understand the lesson by 
readmg textbooks themselves. It seems that they don't need me," she 
said with disappointment. 
It was observed that Yee found it hard to deliberate among the 
kBOwledge related to teaching and leaming that she had leamt in 
College to help her to improve. Obviously, Yee was at the lower 
conceptual level ofreflection. Even m interview (Ib) held at the end of 
the teaching practice ’ she revealed her reliance on 'extemal authority/ 
influence, as the core source of knowledge to control seIfdecision on 
teaching: 
r Have vou any personal theories about teaching? 
Yee • Teaching does not mean discussion about teacher quality 
only; it means being concerned about students ‘ emotions 
and students，learning outcome. 
T: How didyou attain this personal theory? 
Yee- A supervisor toldme that. Afterward, Ibecame aware that 
j have ignored the students ‘ learning outcome as the most 
critical thing when designing my teachingplan. 
(Interview lb) 
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Yee relied on the College supervisor's direct instruction for self 
reflection and improvement. This again implied that her perspectives 
on reflection remained at that of 'reflection as an instrumental 
mediation of action,. 
Wong 
Wong 's performance in the lesson for analysis and peer 
observation was smiilar to Yetta. She reflected technologically. 
Technical items such as voice and speech, blackboard arrangement, 
explanation skilL gesture and classroom discipline were her main 
targets of reflection. 
Wong 's growth in her perspectives on reflection could be noticed 
in the self-evaluation exercises and her disclosure of post-teaching 
practice attitude during' interview(Ib).Wong's five weeks, self-
evaluation demonstrated her chief concem for classroom discipline, 
leaming activities and the teacher's content knowledge. Examples are 
shown in Table 5.15. It can be seen that Wong showed her growth in 
her loci ofreflection gradually. 
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Table 5 • 15 Wong' s perspectives of reflection 
week|What is the content |How did the student |What is the purpose 
of reflection? teachers reflect? of reflection? 
1 classroom 
management skills-
e . g . 
(a)"The class was too (a)Used the cognitive 閣凡6!^ 0廿011冱5 
noisy. I should be approach. Wong instrumental 
firmer next reflected mediation of action 
time. "(20 Mar 94) technically 
on the need to 
fl)) "The class was improve 
cooperative and classroom 
quiet. This was management. 
because I used . 
verbalpositive (b)Used the cognitive (b) Reflection as 
reinforcement. approach. Wong deliberating among 
Children love to be reflected competing views 
praised. This technically of teaching. 
solution and discovered a 
was more effective better way to 
than punishment, I control 
^ee. "(22 Mar 94) classroom 
^ discipline. 
2 iclassroom " U s e d t h e cognitive""" Reflection as 
management skills- approach. Wong deliberating among 
e.g. reflected technically competing views ot 
"The students were and discovered teaching 
entirely involved in the another ideal way to 
learning activities for control classroom 
this lesson. They were discipline. 
cooperative, and talk 
little in class. 
Significant learning 
activities seem to be 
another effective way 
to manage classroom 
discipline. ” 
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Table 5.15 (cont ') Wong^s perspectives of reflection 
"~3~" learning activities— 
e.g. . 
(a) "I noticed that (a)Used the cognitive Reflection as 
students love to talk approach. Wong deliberating among 
about their own living reflected technically competing views ot 
experience. This on the effectiveness of teaching; Wong 
lesson was successful- one type of student- reflected in order to 
the students reported centred learning inform herself on the 
happily about the activities-report of effectiveness of 
\parks near their living self experience. different kinds of 
Leas.''(I7April94) student-centred 
leaming activities. 
\(b) "Students could (a)Used the cognitive 
\learn actively and approach. Wong 
\eagerly in group work reflected technically 
Today they learnt a lot on the effectiveness of 
\when observing another kind of 
\dijferent kinds of Hong student-centred 
Wong money leaming activities-
\together. ” (20 April group observation. 
j l _ _ _ _ j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ 
H ^ e a c h e r - s c o n t e n t U i ^ I t h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c t i o n as 
knowledge- pproach. Wong reconstructing 
‘reflected critically on experience; she 
\(arWhen students the need to improve a reflected to apprehend 
\askedme more about teacher'scontent or appreciate the 
‘electnc cells ”，I knowledge. understanding of self-
\didntknowthe as_a_teaete. 
\answer. I think that I 





(¾; "Children were so 
\interested in the 
\background stories of 
\various Chinese 
\wordings such as ‘彈 
\九之地’^^4‘一諾千 
\^\etc. that their 
\learning efficiency v^as 
enhanced. I would 
I continue to improve | I 
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my content knowledge 
for this reason. " 
(2 May 94) 
5 teacher's content U sed the cognitive Reflection as 
knowledge-- approach. Yee instrumental 
e.g. reflected technically mediation of action 
"Students at the back on the way to solve 
were too talkntive. 1 the classroom 
shall talk to them at discipline problem. 
recess to find out the 
!,problem. 
""Vong focused her evaluation on three reflective content: 
classroom discipline~ learning activities and the teacher's content 
knowledge. It was not difficult to see that Wong emphasized these 
three reflective items mainly for enhancing the children's learning. By 
deliberating among different versions of classroom disciplinary 
management skills and learning activities, Wong transformed new 
understandings of herself as a teacher within the action situation in real 
classroom teaching. Wong believed that a teacher should bear the 
responsibility to explore all possibilities to help the children's learning. 
From her discussion on personal theory towards teaching during 
interview(Ib), it can be seen that Vi ong reflected in the narrative 
approach. Her concern was the children. She said, 
Il"{tVe should treat children as persons. We should not see a 
class as a class but as 35 individual students who have 
different needs and characters. " 
"As teachers, we should be sincere and try to shoYlJ concern 
for every child in his study and his spirit. " 
"Teaching does not mean discussing teacher quality only; 
it means being concerned about the students I emotions and 




Jenny adopted the cognitive approach in the lesson for analysis 
practices. She concentrated on technical teaching matters such as : 
"lesson planning is quite good. " 
"timing is poor. " 
"clear speech and appropriate intonation. " 
"motivation is good. " 
(Lesson for analysis reports, Jenny) 
As stated earlier, Jenny participated fully the peer observation 
practice. Unlike her groupmates, she used extra pages to write more 
ideas to help her peers. Her suggestions were quite constructive and 
comprehensive. They were mostly skills and teaching methods learnt in 
College. In the peer observation records, Jenny covered most of the 
content taught in the core curriculum of 'general methodology', for 
example: 
Teacher's verbal and non-verbal communication skills 
Questioning skills 
Skills of managing disciplinary problem in classroom 
Teacher's presentation skills 
Management of instructional media 
As the examples showed, Jenny's content of reflection for the 
peer observation practice was still technological and was in line with 
cognitive approach for reflection. However, from the productive 
. suggestions she gave her peers, the researcher observed Jenny's 
personal originality towards teaching and learning. She exhibited 
personal ideas of vivid instructional design in her reflective opinions: 
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"It would be good to ask pupils questions based on the 
things they kno~r such as Karaoke, instant noodles, Sailor 
. Moon." 
'~Try to prepare titles and sub-titles with different colors --
this l1JQuld certainly attract children's attention and 
interest. " 
Most preservice teachers tend to follow quietly and stubbornly 
the teaching theories and methods learnt in College but fail to think of 
or try out their o\vn ideas for classroom teaching. Jenny had sounded 
out her interpretive frames for improving classroom practices. Such an 
experience was the essence of the narrative approach to reflection. It 
was most inspiring to see Jenny's potential here. 
Jenny further displayed her narrative approach for reflection 
during the five-\veeks self-evaluation practices. She continued to assert 
her personal decision (as a teacher) that children's learning should be 
the prime target of teaching. By deliberation and choice among 
different versions of good teaching, she reflected eagerly to inform 
herself on the vvays to achieve it. By reconstructing understanding of 
action context and her individual's view of herself as a teacher, she 
reflected diligently to transfonn and restructure this personal 
perception and knowledge about teaching. The researcher tried to 
surnmanze Jenny's efforts In the following table: 
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(Table 5.16) Jenny's perspective of reflection 
week What is the content How did the student What is the purpose 
of reflection? teacher reflect? of reflection? 
1 Children learning -- Used the narrative Reflection as 
e.g. approach. Jenny deliberating among 
"The most reflected on her own competing views of 
rewardin o thin o for o 0 descriptions of "the teaching. 
every lesson is the most rewarding thing 
students' active for every lesson"-- Jenny determined that 
[participation in children's active children's learning 
learning. " participation in was the only target for 
learning. teaching. 
2 Children's attitude to Used the narrative Reflection as 
learning -- approach. Jenny deliberating among 
e.g. reflected on her own competing views of 
"The lesson was descriptions of" a teaching & as 
quite successful successful lesson" -- reconstructing self-as-
since the pupils have children could teacher. 
a positive attitude develop positive 
to learn. " attitude in learning. Jenny restructured her 
view of a successful 
" I allowed the lesson as one that 
children to speak could enhance 
more. This can build - children's confidence 
up their confidence in learning. This was 
in learning. " more important than 
any other factors such 
as classrooll1 
discipline or academic 




(Table 5.16, cont,) Jenny's perspective of reflection 
week |What is the content|How did the student |What is the purpose 
of reflection? teachers reflect? of reflection? 
~~3~~‘ Teacher's personal"""Used the narrative Reflection as 
pedagogical content approach. Jenny reconstructing self-as-
knowledge in reflected on her own teacher. 
relation to the recognition that 
children's learning teacher's personal Jenny focused 
outcome-- content knowledge is reflection on the 
e.g. a vital factor in individual's view of 
"I love this lesson promoting children's herself as a teacher. A 
very much. Children learning. M l y ^armed' teacher 
learnt actively. (in Jenny's words) was 
However, the most indispensable to 
difficult thing was to enhancing children's 
judge whether a learning. 
pupil's idea was 
correct or not. I 
have to enrich my 
content knowledge 
more.“ 
~~~4~~ Children's learning Using the narrative Reflection as 
context - approach; Jenny reconstructing self-as-
e.g. - reflected on her own teacher. 
"That's a topic recognition that 
closely related to teacher's concern for Jenny focused 
their daily living. So children's learning reflection on the 
pupils have many context is another individual's view of 
opinions to offer. “ vital factor in herself as a teacher. A 
promoting children's fully�armed，teacher 
learning. (in Jenny's words) 
should be aware of the 
leaming needs of the 
children in their living 
context. 
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(Table 5.16，cont.,) Jenny's perspective of reflection 
week |What is the content|How did the student What is the purpose 
of reflection? teacher reflect? of reflection? 
~~5 Teacher's personal~~ Used the narrative Reflection as 
temperament in approach. Jenny reconstructing self-as-
relation to children's reflected on her own teacher, 
leaming— recognition that 
e.g. teacher's good Jenny focused 
"Well, the children temperament such as reflection on the 
said that they open-mindedness was individual's view of 
preferred listening another vital factor in herself as a teacher, 
activities. Maybe I promoting children's An open-minded 
should modify my leaming. teacher with adequate 
instructional self-confidence and 
design. “ self-awareness was 
ready to accept 
children's criticisms. 
This was essential for 
children's leaming. 
Jenny reflected narratively and confirmed her personal view as a 
teacher that children's leaming was the ultimate goal for teaching. She 
continued to reflect and reframe this understanding in view of the 
context. The researcher observed this from Jenny's experience in the 
clinical supervision on 19 April 94: 
(Table 5.17) Clinical supervision: Jenny -- supervisor's record 
Jenny (19 April 94) 
Jenny identified the problem for this English lesson that students 
preferred teachers to use Chinese to teach English. However, Jenny 
insisted on using English as medium of instruction and using simple 
English to help understanding. 
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The researcher saw that although Jenny was child-centered, she 
insisted her instructional decision that English had to be the medium of 
instruction for English lessons. When she faced the challenge in the 
real life situation, she noticed that she had to sacrifice the children's 
preference for Chinese teaching. Stil l that was for the leaming benefit 
of children. Persistence and adaptability are the characteristics of a 
reflective practitioner. She would continue her reflective dialogue 
within the actual context, then restructure her appreciation system with 
open-mindedness and responsibility. In this way, she carried on the 
reflective cycle with a narrative approach. 
ln the post-teaching practice interview(Ib), Jermy showed her 
capability for reflecting in the critical approach. When discussing 
important teaching strategies, Jenny spelt out her concem for the moral 
teaching o f H o n g Kong children. She said that a teacher should respect 
her students' rationality but at the same time she noticed that children, 
particularly those in lower primary，needed clearer instruction and 
concrete input of r ight and acceptable behaviour. She added, 
"Although children like to express their reasons, they hope 
to learn what is right and what is wrong. The moral 
education advocated by Western countries is inadequate 
for Hong Kong children. A more directive type of moral 
reaching is needed for primary students. I appreciate 
Chinese morality such as、禮'、義’.” 
(Interview Ib) 
Jenny had engaged herself into a process of reconstructing past 
understandings and experiences about moral education in such a way 
that she arrived at a more mature conclusion. She would not adopt the 
view that western morel teaching concept such as Value clarification' 
was wholly suitable for children in Hong Kong. She preferred to input 
some kinds of Chinese morality. This led to her new apprehension of 
self-as-teacher for moral training in primary schools. 
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4. Development of Personal Theories 
Concerning the study of personal theories of student teachers, 
Holly and McLaughlin(1989) suggest that charting the themes and 
shifts in interpretation given by a student teacher over time will reveal 
rich information about their changing personal theories. In accordance 
with this suggestion, the researcher studied the growth of personal 
perception and theory of student teachers towards teaching. 
By comparing data collected in pre-PTP interview and post-PTP 
interview, tangible evidence could be obtained. All the student teachers 
did mature professionally up to a certain degree after PTP but 
individual differences were clearly seen. 
Before the teaching practice, the student teachers were quite 
immature and uncertain in their perception and theory towards teaching. 
They gave vague, broad and general terms about teaching in pre-PTP 
interview (I). However, all o f them could describe teaching with more 
specific and concrete ideas in the post-interview(I). Most of them had 
matured professionally to a certain extent. All six student teachers had 
developed their personal theory to teaching and leaming, though at 




Yetta's pre-PTP perception was typical; "Teaching is mainly concerned 
M'ith teachingfrom books, “ she said uncertainly when being asked about her 
perception of the teaching profession. She was also not quite sure about what 
the most important strategy and principle for primary teaching was. She 
thought that primary teaching is ^not so difficult'. She was not quite sure if a 
primary teacher should b e � f i r m or even strict' or ^kind'. She could not 
suggest any answer to the question of�personal theory' during pre-PTP 
period. 
Yetta grew up professionally after the PTP program. Her perception 
became more concrete and mature. She no longer felt that teaching meant 
teaching ofknowledge only. She believed that teaching is a two-way process, 
the teacher and students have to communicate efficiently. Both students and 
teacher have responsibility for effective leaming. "Students should try to 
learn and respond to the teacher ifhe is wrong; the teacher then should be 
open-minded enough to listen, then reflect and improve, "(post-interview I) 
Teaching and leaming is cyclical in which both the teacher and the learner 
should be active. 
Yetta discovered a more concrete and clear strategy and principle in 
teaching primary children. She understood that lower primary teaching was 
different from upper primary teaching. She suggested several useful 
principles for the two kinds of teaching. "When you teach lower primary 
children, you have to teach the content more concisdy”..Firrmr rules should 
be set firmer for little children. For upper primary children, the teacher 
should let them voice their opinions. Classroom atmosphere could be 
freer.... � 
Yetta was able to develop her own personal theory about teaching after 
PTP. Previously she had had no ideas. By now she could tell the researcher 
with confidence that she was prepared to share her life experiences with her 
students’ and discuss human rights and responsibilities, personal attitudes 
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_一 
and morality. Yetta confirmed further that moral education was the most 
important educational objective ofteaching. 
U n £ 
Ling's perception of teaching was not mature as indicated in pre-PTP 
,nterviewaa). She explained her perception in vague terms，"Teachmg is 
done by teachers. Learmng is earned out by students." The most important 
strategv and pnnciple for pnmary teachmg, as Ling perceived m her first 
impression，was�ro teach students rn a 灣 so that tkey could understand 
w t o I r..c/., 'However, she was not quite sure what should be the suitable 
teaching method to achieve this end. She speculated t h a t 、離咖 children 
•咖 need d^erent .ays ofteachmg'. After PTP, she could express a more 
mature perception. She no longer believed that teaching is purdy the 
transmission of book knowledge. She gave two particular views of teachmg: 
fctly teachm. should transmit�Ufe knowledge, thatis relevantto students' 
Hvmc. needs; secondly, teachmg should include helping students to acquire 
common communicat.on skills necessary for developmg interpersonal 
relationship. 
The most important strategy or prmciple in teaching primary children, 
as Lmg believed after PTP, became more concrete, precise, well-developed 
and svLn^atic. Lmg mamly taught lower pnma17 ciasses dunng TP, thus she 
could develop effective management methods gradually. From her 
expenence and reflection, she explained that teaching young children should 
start from attracting their attention, then clear and systematic teaching 
procedures should be well planned. It was also necessary to have suitable 
repetition with different teachmg activities. The cogniUve charactenst.es of 
young chUdren should be taken into consideration when designing a lesson. 
Ling quoted the example of ^irreversibility' of lower pnmary children. To 
help children to transfer leaming of simple concepts, Lmg successfully 
i _ r a t e d theory mto practice by trymg various methods. Lmg validated this 
valuable learmng outcome, again, to the consequence of her conUnuous 
evaluation and reflection. 
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Ling's personal theory about teaching, developed from her teaching 
practice experience in primary one, is that�patience and love' are the 
cornerstone of good teaching. 
Wong 
Wong participated keenly in the PTP. Before teaching practice, 
Wong's personal perception towards teaching meant ^teaching knowledge to 
students'. She speculated that the most important strategy and principle for 
primary teaching was�teacher-pupil relationship'. However, she could hardly 
suggest any strategy to attain such principle. Wong's strategy and principle 
forteachmg primary children became more concrete and clear after teaching 
practice. StilL she believed in�concern and care\�close relationship 
between teacher and students' but now she learned from tnal and reflection 
that "hefore building close relationship with the children’ I have to let them 
knew clearly that I am a teacher.丨'She knew that she would show care and 
concem for the children, but when necessary she would use her authority as a 
teacher. 
些 
Before teaching practice, Kin's perception ofteaching w a s � e a c h m g is 
a bormg job. ‘ He admitted that he would choose a government post after 
graduation. Kin thought that the most important strategy and principle for 
primary teaching is to let children leam to obey regulations and discipline 
first. He advocated that >hysical punishment' should be allowed. His reason 
behind this beUefwas that children today were too naughty. His behaviounst 
view of teaching led him to thmk that the Activity Approach w a s � n o t so 
practical: Actually he had some misconceptions of the Activity Approach. 
He thought that it was neither feasible nor meaningful. He said that it would 
only let primary students talk noisily and voice stupid opinions. So, to him 
the Activity Approach was time-wasting and could cause serious classroom 
disciplinary problem. Km further explained his personal philosophy for 
teaching and learning, 
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"Firm teachers bring up excellent students, I believe. Nowadays 
the child-centered approach makes teachers lose dignity and 
authority, and students lose self-control Children are "^ 〜"(；咖口丨已…� 
KiiVs perception towards teaching and leaming changed quite 
dramatically. He gradually leamed to love teaching children. He no longer 
believed in physical punishment. He claimed that teachers and adults should 
respect and trust children: 
"Adults alwcn-s love to impose their ways ofthinking, their likes 
and dislikes 'onto children. They never tiy to truly understand 
theirchildren." (mterview lb) 
Actually he became an advocate of the child-center theory. His 
personal theon^ for teachmg is to abandon schooling, "Simulated educational 
environment should be established for children to work experiment and 
learn naturally as weU as practically." (Interview Ia) He expressed his 
resolution to establish a youth center himself m order to try out this personal 
theory. 
Jenny 
Jenny was a "successful" case. Her perception towards teaching 
before PTP already reflected her professional quality. She could describe 
concretely and concisely her own view about teaching. She claimed that 
'teaching is a work of conscience' and she said, 
M ^ood teacher should be one who always works hardfor his 
students even when there's no supervisor checking or assessing 
hisperformance." (InterviewIa) 
Jenny revealed her h^anis t ic view of teaching children when she 
explained her personal theory as well as principle for teachmg. Jenny thought 
that the most important strategy and principle for teaching primary children 
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should be�kindness' and�sympathy’. She pointed out that the most vital thing 
w a s � t o understand the motives of sUidents’ misbehaviour'. She rejected 
frequent punishment. 
Jenny's personal theory for teaching was ^reasoning'. "Reasoning with 
myself and with my students is my personal theory," she admitted. She 
believed that children loved teachers who reasoned rather than those who 
punished students. She advised teachers to tell children the reasons behind 
school regulation. She believed in children. She advocated teachers to 
analyze situations or problems with children because she believed that 
children could be rational. This humanistic philosophy is child-centered by 
nature. 
Furthermore, it was most exciting to find out that Jenny was able to 
breakthrough the misconception held by the other student teachers that 
writmg lesson plans is the most important task for ‘survival, during teaching 
practice. Right before the beginning ofteaching practice, Jenny had already 
noted that�achievmg satisfactory leaming outcome' is the most important 
and the most significant task that any teacher should work hard for. She 
proclaimed, 
"We work hard so that we could enable our students to 
learn.best. Otherwise, teaching is meaningless, “ (interview la) 
Jenny was convinced that a teacher should try her best and be flexible 
enough in order to attain this educational objective. 
It seems that Jenny has proved and consolidated her perception about 
teaching dunng teaching practice. Jenny became increasingly fond of 
teaching during the PTP. The teaching practice confirmed her belief that 
�teaching is a work of conscience'. She further enriched this belief by 
daiming�that teaching i s � a work ofspirU'. For her, a teacher should never 
give up but continue to work for the sake of her children. Confronting all the 
difficulties posed by the society, a teacher should b e � a brave soldier'. 
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Her humanistic view of teaching children was experimented on and 
evaluated during teaching practice. She modified her personal theory for 
teaching by supplementing the idea that although a teacher should respect 
children's rationality, she should see that children, especially those in lower 
primary, need clearer instructions and concrete input of right and acceptable 
behaviour. Jenny said from her experience, 
“Although children like to express their reasons, they hope to 
learn what is right and what is wrong from an adult “ 
(Interview lb) 
She added that moral education advocated by westem countries is 
inadequate for Hong Kong children. A more directive type ofmoral teachmg 
is needed for pnmary students. Jenny appreciates Chinese virtues such as 
'poHteness' and 'nghteousness,. Through actual action and reflection dunng 
‘ teaching practice, she noticed that the modem way of conducting moral 
teaching such as Walue clarification' should be implemented by teacher's 
clearer mstruction and more positive experience shanng. She quened i f the 
difference is a question ofculture'. 
lt appears that Jenny's conviction towards teaching was verified m a 
more practical way durmg teaching practice, ln order to attain the objective 
of ^achieving satisfactory learning outcome', Jenny tried various kinds of 
teachmg methods during teaching practice. She most appreciated the 
discovery method as an effective teaching strategy for primary children. 
Jenny said proudly, 
"A student would find learning significant ifhis b20wledge was 
builtupbyhimself," (mterview lb) 
Still, she found that the expository method, in certain circumstances, was 
also a relevant alternative for children of lower learning ability. 
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Yee 
Prior to the teaching practice，Yee gave brief and short answers when 
asked about her meaning of ^teaching'. It was quite apparent that her 
perception of teaching was not well developed. For Yee, Heaching' w a s � t o 
teach students knowledge'. "Teaching is to teach. Learning is to receive, “ she 
said promptly Pnterview la). Without thinking carefully, she replied briefly 
about her own ideas of teaching. Her most important strategy and principle 
for primary teaching w e r e � t o be patient and kind’. When asked about her 
personal theory for teaching, she confessed that she had not yet developed 
her own theory. 
It was obvious that Yee developed more slowiy than her groupmates. 
After PTP, she said that her most important strategy or principle in teaching 
primary children was being ^knowledgeable',�to show concern and care\ and 
t o � m a n a g e class discipline before teaching' (Interview lb). 
Yee was hardly able to develop a personal theory by herself after PTP. 
"As instructed by the tutor after supervision, the beliefthat ‘teaching means 
being concerned about students，learning outcome，could be accepted as my 
personal theory, "she said (Interview lb). 
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Table 5.17 summarised the development of personal theories for 
the six student teachers. 
(Table 5.17) Pre-PTP and post-PTP personal theories of the six 
student teacher > ^ _ _ -
Student pre-PTP post-PTP 
Teachers Personal Theories Personal Theories 
~ ~ Y i t o no ideas - moral education becomes her 
personal educational target in 
teaching children 
~ ~ L l n g ~ ~ no clear ideas - patience and love 
~ ~ W ^ ~ ~ - concem and care; - authority and status of the 
^ - close relationship teacher before students should 
between teacher and be firstly established 
students beforehand 
^ physical punishment - respect and trust; 
-abandon formal schooling 
~ ~ j ^ ~ " - humanistic philosophy; - Chinese morality is 
-children's rationality be appreciated 
emphasized for moral for moral training; 
training; - more ‘ directive type, of moral 
-child-centered belief teaching is needed for H.K. 
children 
(the impact of (culture,) 
Y ^ ‘ no ideas ~ ~ - concem about 
students' leaming outcome 
. (developed under tutor' s 
guidance) 
It was encouraging to find that most of the six student teachers 
have grown professionally. This was most obvious with Yetta, Ling, 
Wona. Km and Jenny. There was only one particular case, Yee who & ‘ 
showed little advancement. This might imply, as earlier research 
findings have said, that students' prerequisite beliefs and attitudes 
towards teaching were determinative (Calderhead, 1992; Zeichner et 
aL,1987; Zeichner and Grant, 1981; Argyris & Schon, 1976). 
For the case of Kin, Jenny and Yee，it seems obvious that 
�individual difference' exerts powerful influence upon the growth in 
professional quality ofdifferent student teacher. Jenny had polished her 
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already well-drawn personal theory after PTP and had become more 
professionally mature. Kin modified his imperious pre-PTP personal 
theory and developed a humanistic personal theory after the 
programme. Compared with Kin, Yee, with her weak and passive 
personality, poor adaptability and low motivation towards teaching, 
showed little improvement. She showed the lowest level of 
professional maturity. She framed her personal theory under the 
guidance o fhe r supendsor. 
This might confirm the theory of some earlier researchers. The 
discrepancy between Yee and Jenny (or Kin) confirmed Zeichner's 
(1984 and 1987) findings that differences in the assumptions held by 
the student teachers before the PTP greatly influenced their 
development of a personal theory; and that a reflective teacher 
education program could not change student teachers but could enable 
them to clarify and elaborate their own personal perspectives. Kin's 
case strongly illustrates this phenomenon. Kin's development was 
indicative of his strong character, ambitious resolution and innovative 
ideas towards teaching. Switching from a preconception of ‘physical 
punishment, to a ‘non-formal schooling’ proposition revealed his own 
perspectives in education. Jenny's and Wong's cases also demonstrated 
such a phenomenon - these two humanistic advocates perfected their 
child-centred proposal after PTP. 
From this, the researcher farther confirmed that the six student 
teachers could be classified into two categories: those who possessed 
beliefs, values, attitudes and emotions that favor the act of reflection; 
and those who do not. Jenny, Wong, Yetta, Ling and Kin belonged to 
the first type while Yee belonged to the second type. In LaBoskey's 
temiinology(1993), Jermy, and her group belonged to t h e � A l e r t 
Novice' while Yee belonged to the�Common-sense Thinkers' group. 
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5. Becoming a' reflective practitioner' 
It was quite stimulating to fmd that most of the subjects showed 
. potential in becoming reflective practitioners. They gradually 
developed reflective qualities such as inquiry-oriented, open-
mindedness, wholeheartedness and responsibility. The following are 
two most outstanding examples from the post-PTP interview. 
Ling was the first noticeable example. 
^ 5 
Liner's reflective outlook was clearly shown when she said, "Teachers & 
should be open-minded enough to correct, adapt and changefor the benefit 
of students. “ lt was quite obvious that Ling had established herself as a 
�reflective practitioner' as she claimed, 
"We could not routinely finish our Job, teach all textbook 
contem....Teachers have not yet fulfilled their responsibility 
M,ithout sincere consideration oftheir students' learning needs.“ 
- (Interview II) 
She explained that she experimented, reflected and consolidated the 
concept of ^smdent-centered' leaming taught in College through actual 
teaching experience and constant reflection dunng teaching practice. Ling 
again showed her advancement as an open-minded ^reflective pmctitioner’ 
when she said, 
"Children are honest and direct. If they don't understand M)hat 
you are trying to teach they cannotfollowyour instruction. You 
should onIv admit failure and tryagain patiently.“ 
一 (Interview lb) 
Ling has developed another valuable professional quality—-
Tesponsibility'. She said that student teachers should not take for granted that 
the theory taught in College was inclusive. They should take the 
responsibility themselves to develop a personal theory towards teaching. 
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College theories could act as�back-up’ that "should be followed by self-
implementation, trial, adjustment and reflection. "(Interview II) 
Facing an uncertain future, Ling speculated that she would modify her 
philosophy towards teaching. When asked if she had confidence to face the 
changes, in the teaching environment for example, Ling proclaimed that "the 
preparationfor change is necessaryfor every teacher. This is a must ifwhat 
I want to do or change is for the sake ofmy students. “ (Interview II) 
Wong was the second outstanding example. 
"A teacher should be willing to leari..She must not view teaching as 
a job that can earn salary. She should be willing to reflect and 
improve. "(Interview II) From this, the researcher noticed Wong's potential as . 
a lifelong ^reflective practitioner'. This is further verified by Wong's 
wholeheartedness' as she said,"A a teacher, Ishould be sincere and try to 
he concerned about every child no matter with their achievement or attitude 
(Interview lb ) r Wong is willing to treat a class not as a group but as thirty_ 
five different ^individuals' who have different needs and characters. Wong 
took action as she said. During teaching practice, she experimented with 
various ways to show this concern by approaching children dunng recess 
time, for example: 
Wong further clarified her personal theory for teaching. She said that a 
teacher should�bear the responsibility to seek for professional knowledge or 
to develop a suitable professional attitude'. She emphasized that this is the 
Vesponsibility' of oneself. 
"One has to have the intention to improve, then try to read more, 
study more by oneselfin order to grow. One shouldfeel that one 
is inadequate...to evaluate oneselfcontinuously; and then seek 
waysfor empowerment and improvement.“ 
(Interview II) 
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Wong's reflective teaching quality is further shown as a reflective 
practitioner should possess the quality of wholeheartedness', Responsibility' 
as well as ‘ open-mindedness'. 
6. Wiilingness to become a 'Student of Teaching, 
as a lifelong career orientation 
There is evidence to show that the six student teachers did 
internalize the strategy of reflective thinking and have established the 
habit of inquiry as a lifelong career orientation. All of them said that 
their change in perception of teaching and personal theory after PTP 
was the result of experience as well as reflection during teaching 
practice. They proclaimed that they would retain reflection as a way of 
leaming throughout their career: 
Ling spelled out that teaching should be "love, positive thinking and 
attitude, open-mindedness and patience....never give up...Be eager for 
, improvement. Develop farsightedness, never be busy only with >outine 
• ^ ” ( I n t e r v i e w II) Ling implied that these reflective qualities would be 
useful for lifelong professional growth. Obviously Ling was sincerely willing 
to be a reflective teacher, a student ofteaching (Cruickshank, 1987) for her 
whole teaching life. Ling concluded, "That would be useful even for my 
whole teaching life. "(Interview II) 
Yetta felt the importance of thinking and reflection, not only to 
teaching, but to personal life. It was most delightful to find that Yetta has 
tried to incorporate the element of�reflection, into her 0糧 moral education 
for children. She revealed in her interview that she taught some religious 
stories with her primary six classes. In the lesson she asked them to write 
down some reflections on a worksheet about their attitudes towards 
friendship. The practice was followed by discussion. "I found that as I 
reflected, this above idea came to me; then I tried it out on my 
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children. "(Interview II) It seems that she felt it was her mission to protect 
her children against the pervasive influence of mass media by leading them 
to "take a positive role to reflect" by taking opportunities to think and reflect 
about their moral conduct. 
Wong also emphasized her wish to become a lifelong student of 
teaching when she said. “ The PTP program has confirmed my choice to 
become a good reflective teacher. I find that I'm going to devote my life to 
the teaching profession ".(Interview II) 
Jenny was eager to confirm that she was willing to be a reflective 
teacher in her future teaching career. "Teach without reflection seems lifeless. 
I think a reflective teacher would be able to maintain a lifelong enthusiasm 
for her profession, “ she concluded (Interview II). 
Kin, was a bit arrogant but he revealed his belief that reflection was a 
valuable lifelong way ofteaching when he said, "Theories taught in College 
is useless and silly, the only thing a good teacher should do is to reflect 
constantly and then develop�refine and redevelop personal philosophyfor 
teaching that he thinks most suitable to himself "(Interview lb) 
Yee's attitude towards lifelong reflection was not so positive. “ To a 
certain extent Ifeel unsure ifI'm suited to a teaching career, "(Interview Ib) 
hence she felt unsure about her own direction towards life. 
It was noticeable that most of the six subjects had adopted the 
idea o f � s t u d e n t of teaching' as a lifelong cajreer orientation after PTP. 
The only deviant case is Yee. This might be attributed to the 
individual difference' among the student teachers. Since her 
orientation and attitude towards teaching as her choice of profession 
remains sterile, it was understandable to see that her response was not 
positive. This again confirmed the findings of Zeichner (1987). He 
indicates that student teaching did not result in ” a homogenization of 
teacher perspectives". Student teachers came into the experience with 
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different teaching perspectives, and these significant differences 
remained at the end of the semester. From Yee, the researcher observed 
the powerful effect o fhe r personal preconceptions. Some other kinds of 
attitudes and emotions might be affecting her orientation towards 
teaching. Her lack of self-confidence was seen in her rather poor 
teaching performance, unsatisfactory classroom management, post-
clinical supervision interviews and the post-PTP interview. Such a 
serious deficiency might be an overwhelming factor that retained her 
reflectivity as well as personal growth. 
Yet findings show that most of the six subjects adopted the idea 
o f � s t u d e n t of teaching' as a lifelong career orientation after PTP. This 
subsequently demonstrated their interest in reflection on teaching, as 
opposed to merely performing routines in the classroom. This is one of 
the most stimulating outcome of the PTP program. 
7. Conclusion 
In previous sections, the researcher analysed what was really 
happening in the PTP programme. To what extent were the programme 
objectives attained? The researcher would use the following concluding 
remarks to summarize the consequences and effects o f the programme: 
Findings indicate that the six student teachers under study had 
matured professionally to a certain degree after the PTP programme. 
According to the original programme plan, they had grown in self-
understanding and self-awareness. By practising the various 
components in PTP, they became conscious of their personal strengths 
and weaknesses in teaching. Kin knew that he had to work hard to find 
the most effective method for managing disciplinary problems, Wong 
was informed by self-reflection that she had to enrich her content 
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knowledge. Yee discovered that she had to improve her method of 
engaging student participation. 
ln one way or another the PTP was helpful to the six student 
teachers. They were enlightened about their own teaching character and 
style as well as personal philosophy in teaching. Some of them 
confirmed and reinforced their personal beliefs towards teaching while 
some of them developed clearer and more concrete personal meaning 
from their teaching and leaming experiences that gave them directions 
for their future careers. 
The personal theory on teaching and leaming that the six student 
teachers developed at this preliminary stage might need farther 
experimentation and refinement. The cycle of reflection should 
continue to function throughout their entire teaching career. They 
seemed to accept this important outcome. Actually, most of them 
showed a clear interest in reflecting on teaching，as opposed to merely 
performing as teachers. This was shown by simple statistics as well as 
interview data. Most of the student teachers indicated that they would 
adopt reflection as a lifelong way of teaching. The researcher found this 
outcome stimulating. 
Apart from the personal theory, the PTP helped the student 
teachers to develop reflective thinking. Findings from simple frequency 
tables and various reflective instruments such as self-evaluation reports 
demonstrated that they were able to practise the key thinking processes 
in critical reflection. However, it should be made clear that most of 
them, except Kin and Wong, were only able to exercise the first three 
key practicum behaviours only, they were: 
1. identify a (teaching and leaming) problem; 
2. formulate ways for improvement; and 
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3. experiment with ways for improvement. 
For many times, they could not experiment with the formulated ways 
for improvement. Nor did they show their abilities to: 
4. discover the consequences and implications of various solutions; 
5. examine the intended and unintended consequences; 
6. evaluate the solution, and 
7. reframe the solution. 
This implies that the PTP was weak in enhancing student 
teachers' reflective quality to more complicated conceptual levels. 
Notice that variables (4) to (7) above represent willingness and abilities 
to analyze a problem from multiple perspectives and use new evidence 
to reassess professional judgment. This quality of reflection would be 
most valuabie for professionalization of the six student teachers. A 
possible reason for this deficiency might be that the PTP period was 
too short. In the next section the researcher anaiyses the influence of 
context. 
Reflective content is another significant aspect of reflective 
thinking. Findings from this study disclosed the kinds of reflective 
content of different student teachers during the process of reflection. 
Almost all the student teachers reflected from a cognitive approach 
about some common technical issues such as classroom management 
and teaching skills. This approach was adopted right at the beginning 
ofteaching practice. This could be attributed to their search for survival 
at that critical moment. They were eager to reflect as instrumental 
mediation of action. Theories leamed in the College acted as a 
powerful source of knowledge that was used to direct or control 
teaching practices. 
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Starting f rom the second week, individual discretion could be 
observed. Certain student teachers were capable of widening not only 
their outlook but also their perspective of reflection. Yetta was one of 
the examples. Her level of reflection developed from an occupation 
with survival, to procedural strategies and then to critical pedagogy. 
Her purpose for reflection progressed from purely instrumental to 
deliberative, then to transformative. Yetta reconstructed her experience 
to a new understanding of herself as a teacher. She believed that a 
teacher should bear the responsibility for moral teaching. Ling was 
another example. She reflected from narrative and critical approach 
after PTP. She reflected narratively as she had developed her own 
'appreciation system’ for teaching lower primary children. She 
reflected critically about the unstable political and teaching 
environment in the fature. Likewise, Jenny, Kin and Wong all showed 
a satisfactory degree ofimprovement in reflectivity during the PTP. 
Furthermore, it is quite stimulating that most of the subjects 
showed potential in becoming reflective practitioners after the PTP. 
Reflective qualities, as Dewey mentioned, such as inquiry-oriented, 
open-mindedness, wholeheartedness and responsibility gradually 
developed in their mind. 
Hence, it was quite encouraging to fmd that most of the six 
subjects had grown professionally. This was most obvious with Yetta, 
Ling, Wong, Kin and Jenny. There was only one particular case, Yee 
who showed little advancement. This case bears out earlier research 
findings (Argyris & Schon，1976; Calderhead, 1992; Zeichner et 
ai. . i987; Zeichner & Grant, 1981) which stated that students' 
prerequisite beliefs and attitudes towards teaching are determinative. 
Yee remained�sterile’ after the PTP program. This might confirm 
the theory of some earlier researchers. The discrepancy between Yee 
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and Jenny might further confirm Zeichner's (1984 and 1987) study 
findings that individual differences in student teachers' previous 
assumptions are very influential; and that reflective teacher education 
programs might not change student teachers but could enable them to 
clarify and elaborate their own personal perspectives. Kin's case also 
illustrates this phenomenon. Kin's development reflects his strong 
character, ambitious resolution and innovative ideas towards teaching. 
Although student teachers' prerequisite qualities and pre-training 
influences are influential, the researcher would not totally agree with 
Zeichner and Grant's explanation that teacher education programs are 
� low-impact enterprise' which have little effect in changing student 
teachers' previous assumptions established from their pre-training 
influences. Evidence from the study showed that some cases who held 
adverse beliefs towards teaching and reflective practices changed 
during the teaching practice: Kin actually became a keen reflective 
practitioner during PTP. He launched into the various components 
eagerly and developed a brilliant personal theory. Even though Yee's 
growth was slower and was comparatively minor, we could see that she <^  
also acquired some kind of personal meaning in her chosen career. 
The researcher would rather accept the positive suggestion of 
Calderhead (1992) who claims that�individual differences' should be 
taken into account when developing any teacher education program to 
foster reflective thinking of student teachers. It is obvious that teacher 
education carmot change student teachers but could help them to clarify 
and elaborate their own personal perspectives. Greater self-knowledge 
of the personal theory of teaching could enable student teachers to 
compare and contrast theirs with public theories leamt in College or 
other institutes of teacher education. The consequence would enable 
individual student teachers to acquire theories of teaching from 
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reflection in their own way, according to their own style and at their 
own pace. 
In this study it was clear that each student teacher adopted his 
own personal philosophy of teaching: Yetta advocated moral education; 
Jenny's humanistic child-oriented belief coincides with Kin's somewhat 
grand and ambitious ideal. Even Yee developed certain kinds of 
philosophy. There is no need to compare their achievements, what they 
said was truly their own thoughts and feelings. To a certain degree the 
PTP was successful in helping them to develop new individual insight 
and professional thinking towards teaching and leaming. It could be 
concluded that student teachers with different beliefs and perceptions 
could be guided to develop reflective thinking. All of them were able to 
extract personal meaning from their teaching and leaming. 
Once again the researcher has to emphasize that this outcome was 
the consequence of engaging student teachers at a personal level By 
various reflective processes such as self evaluation, clinical supervision 
as well as personal interviews, student teachers were able to connect 
personal thought with public knowledge leamt in College. 
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III. Influence of Context 
(Quality of the Programme) 
It has been reported in previous sections that the research 
outcome showed that the PTP programme had attained its objectives to 
some degree. The researcher found that the programme had been fairly 
successful in helping the six student teachers to enhance the quality and 
content of reflection. Moreover, though all student teachers were able 
to develop personal theories, there seemed to be room for improvement 
in this respect. There were certain kinds of hindrance that interfered 
with these student teachers from fully developing their potential to 
reflect. Then, what were the factors, if any, that influenced individual 
student teachers' implementing the program's reflective propositions? 
The various types of data collected in the study, including lesson 
for analysis observation reports, self-evaluation reports and peer 
observation records written by student teachers, transcription of 
Interview (I), teacher training syllabus, relevant internal minutes and 
documents in the college of education under study, were analysed to 
answer this question. Moreover, information from “casual talks" with 
colleagues in College was also used to supplement the analysis. 
The defects of the design of the PTP program was the first 
influential factor. In the programme, student teachers were asked to 
reflect on questions like :Was the class under control? Am I conducting 
classroom discussion fluently? Was my presentation systematic and 
clear? The scope was narrowed to merely technical questions. Student 
teachers were not encouraged to question deeper issues such as the 
value of the existing curriculum or was there anything wrong with the 
existing education system. 
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To verify this viewpoint, let the researcher briefly analyse the 
effects of the four main components of the programme. They were: (1) 
lesson for analysis; (2) peer observation; (3) self-evaluation and (4) 
clinical supervision. 
1. Lesson for analysis 
A lesson for analysis was the first component of the PTP program 
that student teachers had to attend before teaching practice commenced. 
After observing a demonstration lesson, student teachers were required 
to complete an observation report form. 
The purpose of this report was to guide student teachers to study 
a demonstration lesson systematically and analytically. Lessons of 
various subjects were prepared by College tutors and novice teachers. 
These lessons were usually well-prepared and well-planned. The 
observation reports completed by the student teachers were designed so 
as to encourage self-evaluation and self-reflection. The practice was 
supposed to be of value to student teachers during their own teaching 
practice However, during record analyses of observation reports 
written by the six student teachers, the researcher found that these 
original objectives were only partly achieved. 
Observation reports written by the student teachers were general 
comments with little in-depth analytical reflection as shown by Ling's 
report during her evaluation of an Art and Design demonstrated lesson 
(Table 5.21). Actually, these student teachers had experienced many 
tryout lessons in College training before this practice session. They had 
undergone a great deal of simulated teaching experience in College and 
hence should have made more insightful and in-depth comments for 
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these demonstration lessons. However, the reports they wrote could not 
show this. 
(Table 5.21) Lesson Analysis observation report - Ling's 
Ling (28 April) • “ 
L.A. / Social Studies 
The Teacher: 
Good points- voice & speech�adequate' Weak points- Nil 
alermess good 
manner & attitude fme 
Preparation: 
Goodpoinis-planning 'systematic & logical' Weakpoinis- Nil 
Teaching aids well-prepared 
Teacher's performance: 
Goodpoints-effecth>e use of teaching aids Weak points- Nil 
interesting ^motivation ‘ 
fme ^consolidation' 
Management: 
Good points- class discipline good Weak points- Nil 
learning environment fme 
students active 
Teacher-pupil communication good 
Comments written by student teachers usually were positive ones 
with little or no negative criticism (see Table 5.21). This phenomenon 
was neither strange nor surprising since all demonstration lessons were 
�well-prepared perfect' lessons which were designed carefully by tutors 
and demonstrated by novice teachers. 
Moreover, evaluation feedback written by the student teachers 
was similar. This could be easily observed by comparing the reports of 
different students. For example, Ling's report of a Social Studies lesson 
is similar to that ofKin ' s report(see Table 5.21 and Table 5.22). 
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(Table 5.22) Lesson for Analysis observation report -- Kin 
Kin (28 April) ~" 
L.A./ Social Studies 
The Teacher: 
Goodpoints- clear voice and adequate speech weak points- speech 
not fluent enough 
alermess good 
manner & attitude fine 
Preparation: 
Good points-planning ^systematic & logical' Weak points- Nil 
Teaching aids well-prepared ‘ 
Teacher's performance: 
Good points-effective use of teaching aids Weak points-




Good points- class discipline good Weakpoints-learning 
environment not good enough 
Furthermore, similarity existed also among different subject 
lessons. For example, Kin's written comments of two subject lessons --
Physical Education and English, showed no difference at all. 
Reading carefully the content of evaluation records, the 
researcher found that the student teachers usually reflected with 
cognitive approach, focusing plainly on reflection of teaching skills, 
strategies and methods observed in the demonstration lessons. These 
teaching strategies such as General Methodology (Core curriculum 
Areas) and subject teaching methodology (various Elective subjects) 
were leamt during course work in College. We could easily observe the 
fo l l owing�common terminology' used by student teachers in their 
Lesson Analysis Observation reports: 
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The teacher: Preparation: 
speech, voice, attitude, manner teaching aids, lesson planning 
Teacher's performance: Management: 
motivation, development, consolidation, classroom atmosphere, 
verbal and non-verbal communication, teacher-pupil interaction, 
individual help, individual difference, classroom discipline, 
teacher-pupil relaticmship. pupil participation, 
learning activities, learning environment, 
blackboard arrangement. student behaviour, 
instruction and guidance, 
systematic presentation 
These usage of common terminology seemed clearly 
consolidated or reinforced in the�Observa t ion Report Form'. The 
design o f t h e report form (Table 5.23) provided guidance for student 
teachers to write down comments. This guidance limited the content 
and quality of student teachers' reflection to technical terminology: 
(Table 5.23) Observation Report Form 
Good points Weak points — 
A. The teacher: manner & attitude，voice &，alertness 
speech 
B. Preparation: lesson plan & aids prepared 
C. Teacher's performance: set/ motivation, ^~"^~~~ve rba l~~&"""non -ve rba l 
communication, use of aids & 
blackboard, development & 
consolidation, individual help/support to 
pps. 
D Management: teacher-pupil interaction, |classroom~~behaviour,~~safety/class 
routine, leaming atmosphere 
Student teachers rarely wrote down suggestions for improvement 
in the co lumn�other suggestions: alternative approaches' provided at 
the end of the record form. Nor did they write any additional points 
gathered at the�discussion session'. 
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• 
The student teachers also spoke about their discontentment 
during Interview (I) with this reflective exercise, for example: 
Kin: Meaningless. Because student teachers are unwilling to observe, 
many try to run away...You can see that the evaluation questions 
set in the observation forms were the same for each L.A. lessons 
(i.e. Lessons for analysis). That seemed careless and irrelevant. 
Yee: I could only evaluate impersonally by following the guidelines set 
in the evaluation form. 
Jermy: Asyou see in those observation forms our written reflectionfor 
LA. lessons are similar. That 's because the L.A. are perfect 
lessons prepared by lecturers and bright novice teachers. 
Yetta: It 's boring. The questions set in the form are too restrictive. I 
would prefer blankforms with only a few questions. 
The only function these lessons could serve is to show student teachers 
how to conduct a good lesson: 
Ling: Lessonsfor analyses usually are too 'grand'! Certainly we would 
notfollow exactly the way 'model teacher'prepares and 
conducts a lesson. Iwould learn the method ofteachingfrom 
these L.A... 
Yet, this function could be another obstacle to professional growth, as 
Wong said, 
Wong: To a certain extent it sets a kind of 'limit'for us when we 
plan our own lesson-it seems that we have tofollow its mode. 
Hence, it was obvious that Lesson for Analysis was not able to 
help student teachers to identify and subject their belief and actions to 
inspection and evaluation; nor could it direct student teachers to 
formulate ways for improvement. Least of all it could hardly help 
student teachers to grow in self-understanding and self-awareness. 
Neither would it enrich the content of reflection of the student teachers. 
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This is due to the fact that the design of this component in many 
aspects limited the reflection of student teachers. Demonstration of 
'perfect lessons' could only set a mode for student teachers to follow in 
their planning and designing of lessons. The observation form was 
designed in such a way that questions set in it limited to reflective level 
of student teachers. The lack of follow-up discussion and compulsory 
observation of all lessons also reduced their effectiveness. 
2. Peer Observ ation 
The student teachers showed evidence of interest in reflecting 
carefully on teaching by peer observation because they thought that it 
could help self-reflection by observing peer teaching in a natural and 
comfortable way. They said in interview (I), 
Ling: I very much appreciate this practice. We observed, discussed and 
gave advice to each other for improvement. 
Wong: I got a lot of inspiration when I observed peer teaching. 
Yetta: Ifound it useful to observe other people 's failures and 
success. 
However, by careful inspection of the Peer Observation Forms 
completed by student teachers, the researcher identified certain tangible 
patterns which are summarized in Table 5.24. 
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(Table 5.24) Summary of Peer observation reports of the six student teachers 
Observer Teacher Dateof Subject Key Content of comments and reflection 
*P.O. suggested 
i^Iiir Jermy 28/4/94 Chinese, Leaming activities (group work, 
Ling 3/5/94 Art & questioning, story-telling, singing) 
Yetta 6/5/94 Design, Blackboard usage 
Music Leaming atmosphere 







Ling Yetta 18/4/94 Social Leaming guidance 
Yee 23/4/94 Studies Role play as a leaming activity 
Kin 4/5/94 Discussion as a leaming activity 
Use of pictures as teaching aids 
Using worksheets as teaching aids 
Preparation of wordcards as teachmg aids 
Classroom discipline 
Yet Ling 14/4/94 Maths, Managing students' leaming procedures 
Yetta 9/5/94 Chinese Discussion as as a leaming activity 
Caring about students' individual difference 
Questioning skill 
Using various elicitation 
techniques(teaching methods) 
Leaming atmosphere 
J ^ ^ Yetta 14/4/94 Social~~ Teacher's voice, speech, pronunciation 
一 Kin 18/4/94 Studies, Teacher"s content knowledge 
19/4/94 Chinese Teacher's verbal and non-verbal 
11/5/94 communication skills 
Questioning skill 
Skill of managing discipline in classroom 
Teacher's instruction and guidance 
Timing 
Use of teaching aids (wordcards) 
Organization of teaching activities (e.g. 
classroom discussion, presentation) 
Individual help provided for students 
W ^ Iemw 25/3/94 Science, Experimentation as a teaching activity 
Yee ‘ 11/4/94 Social Classroom discipline and teacher's managing 
19/4/94 Studies, skills 
Chinese Teacher's voice, speech and non-verbal 
gesture 
Teacher's explanation skills 
Teacher's subject content knowledge 
Blackboard writing and blackboard 
arrangement 
Teacher's guidance and instruction 
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Yetta ienny |14/4/94 |Health~~|Blackboard arrangement 
Ling 26/4/94 Educate Leaming atmosphere 
Kin 5/5/94 -on， Teacher's voice, speech and instructional 
Yee Social delivery 
studies, Teacher's non-verbal conununication 
Maths, techniques 
Teacher's alertness 
Teacher's concem of student needs 
Teacher's pedagogical content knowledge 
Teacher-pupil relationship 
*P,0. — Peer Observation 
The categories set out in the above table showed that the content 
of reflection fell mainly into the traditions o f � s o d a l efficiency version' 
(Zeichner, 1991) which means that the student teachers focused upon 
evaluating teaching strategies and practical issues in classroom 
teaching. Certainly this PTP component enabled them to analyze, 
discuss, evaluate teaching practice and could thus adopt a more analytic 
approach towards teaching. Yet such format of the Peer Observation 
Form limited the student teachers' reflection to a technical level. 
Consequently, the students' reflection fell mainly into the five areas 
proposed by the Peer Observation Fomi (A) to (E); v i z . � l e a m i n g 
activities',�teacher’s voice, speech, intonation, communication skills', 
^teaching aids', ^blackboard usage', �teacher-pupil relationship', 
'teacher's elicitation and instruction'. 
The student teachers, too, felt that it was undesirable to limit 
observation to the five areas. "Lesson observation should be holistic". 
They felt that the design "limits the focus of observation to certain 
aspects only". Their unfavourable opinions towards the design of its 
format were clear even from Interview 1. The followings are two 
examples: 
Yetta: The questions set in the peer observationform are too 
limiting. I don ‘t like to limit myfocus ofohservation to 
certain aspects only. An observation form with a more open 
format would be adequate. 
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Jenny: Its design is bad because it asks us to observe and criticise 
a lesson from one perspective at a time. I found that I 
could not do so. Teaching should be viewed as one whole 
picture. 
3. Self-evaluation 
The next component of self-evaluation did, to some degree, 
attained the objectives of the PTP program. The student teachers 
appreciated the practice. They said in Interview(II): 
Wong: I think that the questions set in the self-evaluation did guide 
us to analyse our lessons. It was most useful in that it asked 
us to think of ways to improve our next lesson. Thisforces 
me to reflect and improve. 
Ling: Self-evaluation is good in that it forces me to look 
back into my lessons and reflect for improvement. 
Yetta: Itforces me to think of ways of improving my lessons. 
Jenny: It 's helpful ifwe try to reflect upon our teaching behaviours 
for every lesson and search for ways to improve our next 
lesson. We could grow professionally in this way. 
Kin: It could guide us to analyse the lessons we conduct and 
stimulates us to improve and reflect on our work. 
The self-evaluation exercise has potential to promote reflective 
thinking in student teachers. This was also acknowledged by most of 
the six student teachers. It involved student teachers in writing and 
talking about their own teaching. It could be an illuminating process 
whereby student teachers develop a sense of responsibility as learners 
as well as teachers. 
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Nevertheless, this practicum exercise was still not effective 
enough. As indicated in the self-evaluation reports, the student teachers 
could identify problems in their lessons. Their problems were mostly 
'classroom management', 'teaching methods' and 'subject content 
knowledge'. They were willing and able to formulate methods of 
improvement, for example, �change my style of classroom 
management', 'provide students with individual guidance'，^improve 
the procedures of leaming activities'. However, the student teachers 
seemed less able to discover the consequences and implication of 
various solutions, to examine the intended and unintended 
consequences and to evaluate the solutions. This might partly be the 
result of the constraints of the evaluation form. The format of the 
evaluation forms is shown on Table 5.25. 
Table 5.25 Questions asked in self-evaluation form 
Answer the following.... 
1. Do you think the lesson was successful? Why? 
2. What, if anything, would you change about the lesson? Why? 
3 • What, if any, unexpected leaming outcomes did you fmd from 
this lesson? What would you do in the following lessons? 
4. Can you think of another way you might have taught this 
lesson? 
5. What did you fmd the most interesting and rewarding in this 
lesson? \Vhat would you do in the following lessons? 
6. What did you fmd the most difficult and challenging in this 
lesson? What would you do in the following lessons? 
The form asked overlapping questions that limited the students' 
reflection. There was no device to encourage or facilitate the reflective 
cycle. The quality and level of reflection would thus be limited. 
Furthermore, the self-evaluation report form was so designed that 
student teachers were confined to another set of mechanical routine. 
Student teachers had discovered this problem and pointed it out in 
Interview (II): 
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Jenny: I think the questions set in the self-evaluation form are 
confining. They would limit our reflective thinking. We 
would feel morefree to evaluate on a blank format. We 
could evaluate ourselves in various perspectives when we 
are allowed to write freely. 
Yetta: It becomes more and more boring. I hate the questions set 
in self-evaluation form. I'm tired of answering the same 
set ofboring questions every lesson. 
Wong: Ifeel that the questions are overlapping. 
Yee: I don 7 like the form; it is like a test paper. I have to answer 
the same questions in this 'testpaper ‘ after each ofmy 
lesson. Furthermore the questions are badly set. Iprefer an 
openformat where I can write freely for self-evaluation. 
They protested that the practice seemed like homework or a test 
which asked the same questions every time. They had to reflect at the 
technical level on teaching performance and leaming outcomes. They 
had no opportunity to reflect at a higher level or wider perspective. The 
questions so set confined the student teachers' reflective content merely 
to a cognitive level, relying on College-leamt knowledge as the chief 
external authority that directed and controlled teaching behaviour and 
thinking. This was another inadequacy of the practice which reduced 
its capability to help student teachers to mature in their professional life. 
4. Clinical Supervision 
Clinical supervision was probably the most powerful components 
in the PTP program. When other reflective tools of the PTP failed, 
clinical supervision was successful in helping student teachers to 
function conceptually at a high complex level. It helped student 
teachers to identify problems, formulate ways for improvement, 
discover and examine the consequences and implications of various 
solutions as well as to evaluate and reframe the solution. Examples had 
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been shown in previous chapters. Ling, who could only reflect in the 
cognitive approach during whole period of teaching practice, set the 
most outstanding example when she showed her ability and willingness 
to deliberate her reflection among competing views of teaching in the 
clinical supervision on 9 May 94. She could also take 'context' 
(leaming characteristics of her students) into consideration. Her 
experience, together with those of Yetta, Jenny and Wong, verified 
Grimmett 's (1984) saying that clinical supervision could promote 
reflective thinking. 
All the student teachers liked the clinical supervision; they said in 
interview(I), 
Yetta: Iprefer this type of supervision because I would have 
a chance and right to spell out my own opinions. 
_ Ling: Clinical supervision lets students and tutors 
communicate ideas on the lessons, then discuss and 
find out ways for improvement. 
Kin: Iprefer clinical supervision. I could talk, search and 
reflect. The other forms of supervision wouldforce us 
to listen and accept.“ 
Their view was that clinical supervision helped them to reflect 
and find out difficulties for themselves. This kind of supervision was 
more comfortable; giving them a chance and right to voice their own 
opinions. Indeed their feelings about clinical supervision were true. 
Good clinical supervision allows the supervisor and students to 
exchange views freely and regard feedback as a source of information 
to be evaluated critically (Grimmett, 1984). Yet，the clinical 
supervision for PTP could fairly attain such objective, just as student 
teachers said, 
Jenny: Different supervisors had their own styles of 
supervision. Only two of them implemented clinical 
supervision. 
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Kin: Most supervisors talked a lot, as soon as we leave the 
classroom. They loved to criticise us directly. Usually we 
/zove to listen passively. To survive, sometimes we could 
only choose to listen quietly. 
Yetta: Some tutors did not have enough time to discuss at any 
depth with me after supervision. Usually the 
conwjunication was one-way. 
Wong: To some supervisors, we would he willing to reflect our 
opinions but dare not say a word to others. Tutors are our 
supervisors and assessors. 
It was obvious that only a few supervisors implemented clinical 
supervision. This might be due to the problem of time-constraint and 
heavy workload. In fact each tutor had to pay thirty-nine to forty-two 
visits during teaching practice (PTU Workload Distribution, 1993-94, 
SRBCE). The habit of supervision was another possible reason. 
Supervisors were too accustomed to the traditional style to accept a 
new style. Furthermore, the need to assess the teaching performance of 
student teachers also pressed tutors to supervise directively instead of 
clinically. All these problems from the context exerted a negative 
influence on the implementation of reflective propositions of clinical 
supervision. 
Through an informal survey, the researcher found that most 
supervisors in College utilized a directive or informational type of 
supervision. This type of supervision would rely mainly on the 
expertise of supervisors as the chief source ofknowledge. 
Ling explained the problem of directive supervision, 
In order to get more satisfactory scores during teaching 
practice, I have to follow the advice of supervisors. I have 
to plan my lessons and teach according to the expectation 
of different supervisors. 
(Interview II) 
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The sole concem of directive supervision is improving student 
teachers' classroom instruction (Glickman, 1990). While clinical 
supervision is developmental with long-term benefits for student 
teachers, directive supervision was supervisory with short-term 
objectives. For this reason, the reflectivity of student teachers could 
hardly be promoted. With few chances to experience clinical 
supervision, the student teachers remained at the instrumental and 
technological level of reflection. 
If analysed by Tom's notion of arenas of the problematic(1984), 
the design of the PTP program fell chiefly into the arena of ^teaching-
learning process'. As reflected by student teachers' leaming outcomes, 
their focus was mainly ^instrumental' and technological. They could 
scarcely had the opportunity to develop their potential to reflect at a 
higher level. Technical approaches have been criticised by teacher 
educators as narrow in scope. It was unable to lead student teachers to 
move towards deliberative and dialectic modes of reflection. 
For future development, the PTP program should move from a 
strictly technical orientation to broader orientations such as educational, 
political and ethical. In the Feiman-Nemser (1990) loci for reflection, 
‘ the content of reflection that any future reflective teacher preparation 
program should consider would be towards� the academic orientation', 
� t he personal orientation' a n d � t h e critical orientation'. 
There was another drawback in the existing PTP programme. The 
programme took a somewhat�process' approach that focused on several 
reflective strategies or instruments such as lesson analysis, peer 
observation, self-evaluation and clinical supervision. The 'content' and 
^context' of reflection was neglected. As a result, we could see that the 
importance ofTorms ' and ^tools' was so overwhelming that they tended 
to become� the’ goals of the programme. On the other hand, the more 
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important issue---the question of reflective quality and content was 
ignored. 
The Primary Training Programme’ like most inquiry-oriented 
teacher education programmes in other countries, had sought to prepare 
reflective teachers by altering specific programme components within 
an overall teacher education programme context which remained 
unchanged. This brought forth a critical problem that the programme 
could not attain genuine ideal reflective teacher education objectives. It <^  
was clear that the PTP was not organized well nor was it devised in a 
coherent and systematic manner that was consistent with and valid for 
improving student teachers' reflectivity. The context of reflection is 
very important. The teacher education curriculum in the college of 
education (SRBCE, 1993) was planned in form of Zeichner's (1983) 
'behaviouristic paradigm,. The curriculum remained focusing upon 
training teachers who could carry out the prespecified competencies 
and principles of effective teaching. The entire effort was devoted to 
input teaching theories and skills for student teachers. General 
Methodologies, Elective subjects and Educational Technology in the 
college syllabus illustrate this emphasis. Without compatible and 
relevant support, the PTP restricted the focus of reflection to means. In 
doing so, the means became ends in themselves. Even the student 
teachers apprehended this kind of hindrance: 
Wong said during interview (II), 
There 's hindrance from the requirements ofthe College. To 
a certain extent college training always expect us to 
implement certain fixed formats of teaching. You know, no 
one dares to change or improve on thoseformats. 
Kin said rather ruthlessly; but with certain implication, 
College knowledge is useless. In the actual classroom 
situation, Ifelt short of the necessary knowledge. Ifeel that 
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I cannot grow professionally merely by relying on college 
theories--they were too vague and unrealistic! 
Reflection for its own sake might be unconstructive and even 
damaging, lf the student teachers do not possess the skills, knowledge 
or dispositions that are essential for the partial success of the 
programme, the original objectives of PTP could never be achieved. 
The researcher speculates that the College had not fully considered this 
before the planning of the programme. Under such circumstances, how 
could the student teachers enhance their reflectivity to a critical 
academic or narrative approach when the 'public knowledge' they 
received in college remained 'technologically oriented，？ 
Furthermore, the teaching practice appraisal system was not 
compatible with this reflective programme. According to the 
regulations for teaching practice supervision (Teaching Practice 
Supervision—Guideluies for Lecturers 1993-94, SRBCE), lecturers 
have to supervise each student teacher's performance and progress in 
teaching practice. Afterward, the supervisors must complete 
a 'Teaching Practice Appraisal Form' and give scores for overall 
appraisal. It is reasonable to require teacher educators to encourage 
student teachers to leam to be reflective but at the same time be 
concerned with assessments. As a matter of fact, a reflective teacher 
education programme should involve a developmental type of 
supervision such as clinical supervision. Glickman (1990) explained 
the implication behind this point rather clearly when he said, 
Developmental or growth-oriented (supervision)...increases 
teacher 's choices, stimulates teachers， thinking and 
encourages action. 
(p.425) 
Thus one meaning of supervision as developmental is the 
strategic movement from persuasive to reeducative to 
facilitate change. The other meaning of supervision as 
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developmental is responding to teachers as growing, 
dynamic professionals. 
‘ (P. 425) 
There was one more threatening disjoint existed in the context. 
Regular teachers and schools holding opposing dispositions would be 
hindrance towards the aims. The six student teachers had encountered 
this problem during teaching practice. Ling's feeling was: 
I could not reflect freely. ‘Environmental influences' 
inhibited mefrom trying a better method ofteaching; 
.".these influences include old habits adopted by regular 
teachers in schools. When self-reflecting, I always see the 
gap that I could not conquer. Even i f I want to improve, I 
can 't do so because of certain kinds of hindrance from the 
practising school. 
(Interview II) 
Thus role of teacher educator, mentor, etc. is important and 
coherent effort involving all concerned should be taken to enhance any 
reflective training program. This may include conducting compatible 
inservice teacher education programme or some kinds of reeducative or 
persuasive activities for teachers, headmasters and parents of the 
serving schools. 
The heavy workload of student teachers is the last problem the 
researcher would like to mention. Yetta and Jenny could explain this 
point quite clearly in Interview (II), 
The present design of the PTP forces us to concentrate 
only on technical practice. I have little time to carry out 
spiritual work such as thinking and reflection. 
Many times I had to hurry to write lesson plans, to prepare 
teaching aids and to mark children 's textbooks. I feel 
constrained by time to do self-evaluation satisfactorily. 
(Interview II) 
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The heavy workload of student teachers is the last problem the 
researcher would like to mention. Yetta and Jenny could explain this 
point quite clearly in Laterview (II), 
The present design of the PTP forces us to concentrate 
only on technical practice. I have little time to carry out 
spiritual work such as thinking and reflection. 
Many times I had to hurry to write lesson plans, to prepare 
teaching aids and to mark children 's textbooks. I feel 
constrained by time to do self-evaluation satisfactorily. 
(interview II) 
Each Student teacher had to teach fourteen to sixteen periods per 
•-身 
week in both lower and upper primary classes. They had to teach 
elective and non-elective subjects. Each of them would be supervised 
by seven to nine different supervisors (Arrangements of Teaching 
Duties for two-year course full-time student teachers 1993-94, SRBCE). 
Their duties during teaching practice period included lesson planning 
and teaching, preparation of teaching aids, marking of textbooks and 
exercises, keeping various records such as Scheme of work, Weekly 
record of work, etc. They had to carry out other school duties such as 
duty during recess, participating in extracurricular activities, acting as 
temporary teacher for on-leave regular teachers, too. All these tedious 
practical duties would certainly exert pressure on these inexperienced 
'teachers'. Without appropriate time allowance, how could they reflect 
effectively? The college could consider carefully Kin's opinions in this 
aspect: 
Ifthe periods for teaching practice could be reduced to ten 
or less, we could have more time to implement self-
evaluation, or team-based reflective discussion. For 
student teachers who are learning to teach, reflection is 




In Dewey 's theory, leaming through experience is neither 
effective nor adequate for ideal professional growth in student teachers; 
they need to leam how to process their experiences. It is undoubtful 
that the PTP was able to provide sufficient opportunity for the six 
student teachers to leam to be reflective. Individual student teachers did 
bring their knowledge, theoretical principles and alternative 
interpretations to analyse the experience they received in the teaching 
practice. In fact, the six subjects also acknowledged this view : 
Yetta: It(the PTP Programme) helped me in my professional 
development. The components taught me how to 
think.... Well, I did find that as I reflected on my teaching, 
the ideas (personal theory) came to me; then I wouldtry it 
on my children. College theories were useful during 
teaching practice when I was experiencing what it really 
means to teaching....GraduallyIdiscoveredmy own 
philosophy of teaching. 
Kin: College theories are irrelevant and silly! My personal 
theories develop solely from my own experience and 
constant reflection during teaching practice. 
Wong: The theories learnt in College could serve as a guide 
for us to develop our personal principle for teaching. 
During teaching practice, I continually experimented with 
the theories reflected, verified, improved and learntfrom 
this experience. Through this program, the College has 
gradually taught me to reflect, rethink and consolidate my 
personal philosophy of teaching.. 
Jenny: Sometimes Ifeel that the theories taught in College are too 
theoretical It was only through action and reflection 
during teaching practice that I would test the theories 
learnt in College... I think that PTP has helped me to form 
the habit ofthinking, trying, reflecting and re-evaluating 
my own methods of teaching. 
(Interview II) 
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It is clear that the PTP was a good instrument to empower 
individual student teachers to be mindful, to make sense and to reflect. 
However, from the fmdings shown in the above sections (Ch. 4，section 
II), the researcher could draw a conclusion that the design of the PTP 
was not really appropriate for the purpose of preparing authentic 
reflective practitioners. It was able to stimulate student teachers to 
recognize a teaching dilemma, to frame solutions but it never 
succeeded in enlightening student teachers to experiment, to examine 
nor to reframe such solutions. Furthermore, it failed to enhance the 
range and depth of knowledge in each student's appreciation system. 
Schon (1983) stresses that reflective practice is grounded in the 
practitioner's appreciation system including such factors as repertoire 
of values, knowledge theories and practices. But because of basic 
defects in the programme design, students undergoing the PTP were 
unable to achieve the objectives set. Despite the fact that Liston and 
Zeichner (1987) stated clearly that teachers must use not only 
educational but also moral criteria to examine the consequences o f t h e 
solutions implemented, PTP was successful only in imparting a few of 
the elements of the reflective process to the student teachers of the 
study. As regards helping the student teachers to reflect with multiple 
perspectives, it could hardly be said to have been successful 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Regardless of the degree of effectiveness the PTP had 
accomplished, it was quite an admirable attempt to help student 
teachers leam to be reflective in their professional life. PTP 
demonstrated an effort to cultivate student teachers as central agents of 
their own leaming and knowing. The effort also introduced the concept 
of promoting preservice teacher's self-responsibility as leamers of 
,. teaching through the reflective process. In this one attempt, it was 
revealed how a reflective approach helped some student teachers to 
identify new directions or goals for their teaching and leaming. In this, 
the theory ofreflective teaching is verified to a certain degree. 
There was one special theoretical implication derived from the 
study. Although the PTP had many defects in its design and planning, 
it demonstrated how the�individuality’ of student teachers could be 
dealt with by reflective effort. Reflection, thus, can focus more on the 
individuality of the teacher than on such conceptions of reflection as 
proposed by Zeichner (1983) who emphasizes the need for inquiry into 
the contexts in which teaching takes place, and the ethical, moral and 
political issues that influence one's teaching. This study brought forth 
implications which might be in accordance with Korthagen's(1993) 
discussion in which he pointed out that "an integration ofreflection on 
rational and non-rational processes" is important for teachers (p.324). 
The latter shared the viewpoint that reflection might not only consist of 
step-by-step analyses of teachers' own teaching and the contexts in 
which that teaching takes place; some other non-rational processes 
which focuses on individual 'gestalt' such as ‘guided fantasies, 
drawings, etc.'might also be meaningful. 
\ 
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Moreover, the fmdings in this study imply that student teachers 
could all engage in reflection in differing degrees of thoroughness, 
perspectives, levels and personal meanings, all depending on the 
context and the teachers' individual liking or tendencies. The quality of 
programme was also a significant factor. From the discussion in the last 
sections (Chapter 3, section II), one could observe that the PTP 
program as a significant factor from the context had restricted the focus 
of the students reflection to ‘means，，that is, methods for achieving 
prespecified goals. In so doing, the means became ends in themselves. 
Such a focus on means was technological and fell into the 
behaviouristic paradigm of teacher education (Zeichner, 1983), 
Obviously this was not an ideal type of reflective teacher education 
programme. Programme designers and planners should consider the 
points described below for future improvement. 
For any inquiry-oriented teacher education programme, the 
designer has to consider an important question "What should student 
teachers reflect about?，’. The nature of the PTP programme was self-
evidently limited. Its orientation was clearly technocratic and 
instrumental, where teaching was plainly understood as involving 
problem-solving objectives by applying teaching theories and 
techniques leamt in College. Its major concem was, without doubt, to 
develop teachers who were capable of carrying out the technical skills 
of teaching but without keen consideration of other important variables 
such as context, purposes, values and goals of schooling, etc. This was 
one o f t h e most critical reasons why the six subjects were hardly able to 
reflect to a higher loci or wider dimension after participating in the 
programme. Technical approaches are overly narrow in scope and 
generally rely too much on external authority such as educational 
research knowledge. This contrived nature of the PTP programme 
might，to a certain extent, inhibit the development of teaching which is 
genuinely reflective. Hence, to help student teachers to become 
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Dewey's (1933) faithful notion of reflective teachers who can reflect 
with an opemninded, responsible and wholehearted attitude, the 
researcher suggests that any teacher education programme could not 
depart itself from ethical, social and political dimensions, etc. Instead 
ofrestricting it to the act ofteaching, student teachers should be helped 
to consider subject content knowledge, social issues, ethical and critical 
principles of teaching, educational problems, etc. That is to say, Tom's 
four arenas of reflective education (1985) should be included for 
consideration during the planning of the programme. 
A careful study of the objectives of the PTP would show that 
they are inadequate for helping student teachers to become truly 
reflective. Calderhead (1993) had listed key aims which were 
significant for any reflective teacher education programs. The PTP 
might have achieved two of these aims. These were “to enable teachers 
to analyze, discuss, evaluate and change their own practice, adopting an 
analytic approach towards teaching." and “to facilitate a teacher's 
development o f h i s own theories of educational practice, understanding 
and developing a principled basis for his own classroom work” Qp.2) 
However, the PTP planners seemed to have skipped over other 
noteworthy aims; these were: 
• to encourage teachers to take greater responsibility for their own 
professional growth; 
• to empower teachers so that they may better influence future 
directions in education and take a more active role in educational 
decision-making. 
The PTP retained the conventional approach that disregarded the 
importance of developing greater teacher autonomy, and promoting a 
self-initiated participation in decision-making in democratic 
educational affairs. I f they want to promote full professional growth in 
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preservice teachers, planners should not neglect these important 
directions in future. 
One of the reasons for the deficiencies in the PTP programme 
could be attributed to its close relationship with assessment of teaching 
performance for preservice teachers. To help student teachers to 
achieve genuine reflective thinking, an easy and free environment 
without pressure nor fear of assessment or backlash is essential Only 
in such an environment could student teachers feel free to experiment, 
make mistakes, then reflect and reframe. And also, it is only in such an 
environment could student teachers openly communicate their personal 
private dilemmas and viewpoints. This was exactly what Schon (1983) 
pointed out. By voicing their private knowledge, student teachers could 
"subject their conflicts and dilemmas to productive public inquiry" 
(p.333). 
How to bridge the gap between private knowledge and public 
knowledge has been a troubling issue of many planners of reflective 
teacher education programmes (Calderhead, 1991). They should take 
this meaningful question into keen consideration. Experiences of some 
foreign programmes, especially the elementary student teaching 
program at the University of Wisconsin ( Zeicher & Liston, 1987) 
would shed some light on the subject. Certain kinds ofinquiry-oriented 
practicum exercises are significant in this respect. The five curricular 
components ofWisconsin 's programme are worth considering: 
1. “teaching，，that focuses on instruction and classroom management, 
etc.; 
2. "inquiry activities" such as observations, action research, 
curriculum studies and ethnographic studies; 
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3. "seminars" that focuses on analysis of teacher development, 
classroom actions, and educational components in the light of 
diverse conceptual frameworks; 
4. "journals" as a vehicle for systematic reflection of teaching and 
self development as teachers, and as a means to communicate with 
the supervisor; 
5. “supervisory conferences” that focus on rational analysis of 
classroom behaviour, of the relations between social contexts and 
behaviour，applying three kinds of criteria: technical, educational 
and ethical. 
Programme planners should study these valuable experiences 
carefully before planning a suitable reflective teacher education 
programme for student teachers in Hong Kong. Remember that the 
context and culture in Hong Kong should be taken into account. This 
includes all the historical, political social and educational 
characteristics of Hong Kong. The background, abilities and learning 
needs of our student teachers would be another of these factors. 
Cultural influences in various settings such as that of schools, 
traditional belief of college tutors, collaborating teachers or mentors 
could be other significant considerations. 
Reflection for its own sake could be unconstructive and even 
negative; structural and curricular changes in teacher education 
institutions should accompany with reconception of teacher education. 
Without such vital changes in context, any reflective teacher education 
programme will only be superficial and ineffectual. This section has 
dealt with some means of curricular change. The researcher wishes to 
list three more crucial issues for programme planners to consider: 
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Firstly, there appears to be a developmental process in becoming 
reflective. The different levels ofreflection appear to occur only over a 
fairly lengthy period of t ime. The experiences of the six subjects in this 
study suggest this. In the case ofLing, Yetta and Kin, they managed to 
enhance their personal reflectivity to a higher level over the period of 
teaching practice. It now appears that most of the subjects would have 
attain'ed some higher degree ofmaturity i f the PTP had extended over a 
longer period of school-based practice teaching. The student teachers 
expressed this view during Interview II: 
Wong said, 
If the teaching practice had been longer, I think I would 
have developed my reflective skill even more. 
Kin said, 
I think that the PTP was the most valuable experience I had 
in my tw'0 years of study. In those five weeks, I was able to 
mature more quickly than at any other time. I wish I didn ‘t 
have to waste my time in College and instead used the time 
for a longer teaching practice. 
(Interview II) 
This feedback from the students is supported by such researchers 
as Wedman, Mahlios & Whitfield (1989) who have suggested that to 
develop productive reflection requires 'opportunity, time, and 
assistance from others'. This point should be taken into consideration 
by reviewers o f the PTP. 
Calderhead has raised another question, “Do student teachers go 
through a phase of developing a 'taken-for-granted' routines before 
they aie in a position to analyze and critically evaluate them?”（1993, 
p.2) It would be advisable for programme designers to contemplate this 
question carefo]ly before planning future reflective teacher education 
curriculum. The researcher recommends in the development of such a 
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curriculum, a probable process of growth towards reflection should be 
worked out for the subjects. This could be done through researches or 
careful studies. It would then be necessary to fmd out whether the 
student teachers possess the essential skills, attitudes and dispositions 
to develop reflection. The next question would be, what is a suitable 
starting point for the majority of the student teachers? How and where 
(or which level of reflection) should one start? What should be the 
target for reflection? Which kinds of content and context of reflection 
is most appropriate? And last, but not the least in importance, how does 
one cater for individual differences in the process of development? 
Secondly, the role of mentors or change agents is important. To 
achieve full success in any programme it must be recognised that 
external factors can significantly influence the development process. 
Hindrance or interference from practising primary schools was a 
negative factor for ideal success - this was proclaimed by some 
subjects. School-based practice teaching could be a positive support for 
ideal reflective teacher education. Therefore, to modify the existing 
culture of primary schools was a prerequisite to success. Then, close 
and understanding relationship should be maintained. It would also be 
necessary to organise coherent inservice teacher education programmes 
to refresh old concepts. To put it simply, teacher education institution 
should be ready to carry out measures to instill a cooperative and 
encourage positive backing from primary schools. Closer linkage, 
inservice refresher programmes on reflective teaching, collaborative 
training schemes might be some o f the practical suggestions that could 
be recommended to programme designers in College. 
Thirdly, the role and attitude of teacher educators also influenced 
the success or failure of a progranune. It is their responsibility to work 
continuously to transform and improve teacher education. In doing this, 
it would be necessary to reflect on their own practices as teacher 
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educators, critically question themselves as well as the programmes 
which they teach. In order to help their students to reflect on their own 
work, teacher educators must first possess the characteristics of 
reflective practitioners which are openmindedness, responsibility and 
wholeheartedne s s. 
Furthermore, from the findings of this study, the researcher 
would like to propose a few more recommendations for further studies 
in related field. 
The agenda of 'individual difference' in reflective teaching has 
been studied in the research. Ideas of some researchers such as 
LaBoskey and Zeichner concerning the issue have been examined. The 
researcher proposes that further study be carried out to clarify the 
relationship between reflectivity and leaming orientation, values 
systems and teaching effectiveness of student teachers. It is a fact that 
future development ofreflective teacher education programmes need to 
be informed by a more soundly established theoretical definition of 
reflectivity. 
The definition of reflection in preservice teacher education is 
quite complex. As Calderhead (1989) observes, the expressions of 
reflection in professional development "disguise a vast number of 
conceptual vaiiation"(p.2). Hence, the researcher feels that it is 
appropriate as well as salient to try clarifying the concept in this 
concluding paragraph. According to Dewey (1910), reflection is: 
the active, persistent, and careful consideration of any 
belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the 




According to Dewey's definition, one must never accept 
suggestions uncriticaUy and must always retain the attitude of inquiry. 
Preservice teachers should be encouraged to become "thoughtful and 
alert students ofeducat ion "(1904, p.l51). Unless a teacher is reflective, 
he may survive in the mechanics of school management, but can never 
grow ‘as a teacher, an inspirer and director of soul-life, (Ibid.). 
Dewey's original definition seems to be calling to teacher 
educators' attention to a distinctive conceptualization which could 
help to empower teachers with a perspective of life-long leaming 
orientations. Yet, most researchers or programme planners, including 
those of PTP, articulate reflection to be one of a 'technique'. A 
rethinking or redefming of the conception is a prerequisite for any 
successful attempts in the future. 
Clearly, more and more reflective teacher education programmes 
are being developed. But the researcher has observed that most of them, 
including the PTP, lack a very thorough understanding of the original 
rationale behind reflective teaching. Dewey has warned that reflection 
should be generated from or are grounded in theories, assumptions, or 
research findings which are explicitly held and understood by the 
practitioner (Dewey, 1933). Hence, the effective development of 
reflective teacher education programmes is a worthwhile agenda for 
study to look into ways and means of producing well-designed and 
well-structured materials. For the successful achievement of 
programme objectives, it is vital for student teachers to be aware o f t h e 
underlying principles and objectives of reflection before training in the 
skills and attitudes of reflective thinking. Enhancement of relevant 
knowledge and self-awareness are other possibilities. All these 
alternatives need clarification or verification by further research. 
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Appendix A List of researches: Reflective Teaching in 
Preservice Teacher Education 
Searching Uirough ERlC, 131 documents andjoumals regarding to 
the issue are recorded. The researcher has quoted some relevant ones 
in the thesis proposal ； here listed below are some other mterestmg 
pieces of research reports: 
Baird, J.R.. e! al. (1991) The Importance ofRefleciion in Improving 
Science Teaching and Learning. 
Bennett, C.K. (1994) Promoting Teacher Reflection through Action 
Research: What Do Teachers Think? 
Beyerbach. B.A.. et al. (1990) Using a Computerized Concept 
Mapping Program to Assess Presei^ice Teachers，Thinking about 
Effective Teaching. 
BuTStein N.D.. et al. (1989) Preparing Teachers to Work with . 
_ — . 〜 一 
Cruickshank. D.R., et al. (1993) Improving Preservice Teacher 
Assessment through On-Campus Laboratory Experiences. 
Fiiich, M E . � e t al. (1992) Preparing Preservice Studentsfor Diverse 
Populations. 
Herrmann，B.A.. et al. (1993) Restructuring a Preservice Literacy 
Methods Courses .' Dilemmas and Lessons Learned. 
Hines- Constance V., et al. (1985) Teacher Clarity and Its 
Relationship to Student Achievement and Satisfaction. 
Lemlech, J.K.，et a/.(1990) Learning to Talk about Teaching : 
Collegiality in Clinical Teacher Education. 
Ma，L. (1992) Discussing Teacher Induction in China and Relevant 
Debates in the UnitedStates with a Chinese Teacher •• A 
Conversation with Yu Yi. 
McAllisl, E.A. & Neubert，G.A.(1995) New Teachers Helping New 
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Teachers: Preservice Peer Coaching. 
f Ross, E.W.，er o/.(1986) Practicing Critical Theory in Social Studies 
Presei^ice Education : Reconsidering the Role ofReJlective Inquiry. 
Shapiro, B.L. (1991) A Collaborative Approach to Help Novice 
Science Teachers Reflect on Changes in Their Construction ofthe 





Appendix B Lesson for Analysis—Observation Report 
Primary Training Unit 
Lesson for Analysis 靜 Observation Report 
course/Year: Class observed ： 
Reg. N o . subject: 
Name: ： Topic: ' 
Team: Date: Time: 
1. The purpose of this report is to guide student 
t e a c L r s to have a systematic and analytical study 
of a lesson. It would also be of value to student 
teachers in the s e l f - e v a l u a t i o n o f their performance 
in Teaching Practice (TP). 
2 .qf_ndPjt:s Should o b s e r v _ e _ ^ ^ e s s o n s .for analysis 
‘ ^ - ^ ^ o n s a n d T ^ ^ I ^ t h e ^ i ^ g H ^ ^ a ^ p ^ ^ n ^ 
i ^ h ^ l e d . The form should be ccnipleted during the 
f S S ^ e r v e d so that student teachers can make 
i s l o ? the points entered for the discussion session 
that follows. 
3. The coir.Dleted form should then be submitted to the 
tutors in charge of the discussion s e s s i o n s u a r o u g h 
t L i r teani representatives. I ] m _ r e p o r t s , v Q j l _ ^ 
= s e d _ ^ _ ^ _ f e ^ ^ ^ I L _ ^ 3 ^ _ ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; f f f f f f ^ 
^ ; : ^ ^ ^ r r E ^ v / i l J _ f ^ m _ P ^ X ^ ^ _ Q _ f _ j y L e a s s e s s T O e n t _ X o r _ T P 
Preparation^ . 
4. The forms will be reuurned to students during the TP 
Preparation period. 
5. student teachers would analyse the lesson according 
to the following guidelines: 
a. points considered good and worth others to follow in 
subsequent teaching. 
b. weak points 七〇 be avoided/ improved. 
c. other suggestions including alternative approaches. 
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Appendix C Teaching Practi ce Peer Observation Exercise 
\ . . 
(Form A to Form E � 
Form A Teacher: ^r： '^^me of Observer: 1r: 
School: Class: 
Date : Tiine: No, of pupils : 
Subject; 
Lesson Objective(s): 
O b s e r v a t i i o n P o i n t . : TEACBING ^ L E & R H I B G A C T r V ^ I T I E S 一 ~ 
； W e r e t h e ^ . e r j i a ; c k s ^ C o m m e n t s . t 
^ Teaching & Learning Activities: 1 | 2 i3 4 
丨 一 , J . . . . , i „ _ ^ _ ^ 
•I • _ I ••_ _ • 一 •••• •• ‘ “ ‘ - - * • • _ ^ - i ^ * " ^ ^ " > < ^ * ^ - i ^ - ^ " ^ - * * ^ ^ * ^ " - • 1 
1) objective^related? I 
f 、 . . 1 • i 
1 
H 2〉 pupil-centred? 
i % 
\ I I 3 � i n t e r e s t i n g ? i 丨 
I 1 i I I . i I 
I 4) interactive? ！ | 
L ‘ •: 
r I 1 
‘ ' 
t 5} suitable? 1 1 
i 
「 1 





) • i - - - - - - -
: Overall comKients o l fae lesson; 
NOTES: 
-k 1 二 Not satisfactorv* Try i:iarcier 3 = Good 
2 = Airiaht ^ 4 = Well-done 
I # i N Q t e d o v n e x a i r . p l e s o b s e r v e d t o j u s t x f y y o u r r e m a r k s & m a k e 
j alternative sucgestions, if possible. 
Use the bac"Kside of the form if you need more spaca. 
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[‘ . . 
^iK\ajry Training Unit 、 
Peer Observation Form (B) 
K a m e of Teacher: 1卜' Name of Observer： 1ri 
School； Class; 
Date: Time : N o . of pupils : 
Subject: 
Lesson Object;ive(s): 
C^bservatiiou Point: TKACH:DK^ AXDS 
Wer_e .tJt^,e R ^ a r k s * , ComrogntS_i 
Teaching a,ids ： | 1 2 3 4 
- • •• i 1 
( 
1) appropriate? - 一 .… - 一.-… 
2) effective? 
‘ • . 




Overall comments of the les$on： 
N O T g ^ - - "" “ 
• 1 ==- Not satisfactory. Try harder 3 - Good 
2 = Alright 4 - Well-done 
# N o t e down e x a m p l e s o b s e r v e d to j u s t i f y your reraarks & w a k e 
alternative suggestions^ if possible. 
U s e the backside of the form if you need more space. 
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'prisary Training Unit 
P_eer Observation Forni [C) 
l>3aroe of Teacher: 1 。 Nanie of Observer: 卞: 
School: Class: 
T)ate : Time ： No, of pupils: 
Subject: 
Lesson Objective(s): 
O b s e r v a t - i o n P o : u i t : : C I a s s r o c s a B a B a g e s s e n t : 
Observe k comment . F.ernarks-> , Conuuentsl 
£：!£ ;^he followiB.Q： ^ . ^ ^ ^ | 
！ . 
1) Blackboard writing ‘ 
2 ) B l a c k b o a r d a r r a n g e m e n t i j 
z 丨 
\ 
3 ) C l a s s d i s c i p l i n e / 
l e a r n i n g a t j u o s p h e r e 
4) Instructions , 
4 
5) Elicitation techniques | I 
- 1 
t i 
6) Pace & timing 
. 
7 ) O r g a n x z a t i o n o f a c t i v i t i s s / | | 
d i f f e r e n t s t a g e s o f t : h e i e s s o n ! | j 
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P.riniary Trainina Unit 、 
Peer Observation Forro (D) 
5ame of Teachert 1“ i<ame of Observer: ’广-
School; Class: 
)ate: Time: No. of pupils: 
5ubject: 
Lesson Objective(s): 
O b s e r v a t u . Q r t P o x a t ^ : T e a c h e r “ s P e r s o n a l Q u a l i t i e s 
Observe S co.niznentL. ( Remarks^ Commentst 
on the foIIowinQ: 1 2 j 3 4 
： ！ _ u ^ 
I • • 11 ‘ I 厂 < I 
. _ I 
1)" Teacher ‘ s v o i c e - j 
(Audible? Normal speed?) | 
t I 1 { 
2) Teacher ^ s rapport wirh pupils j 
, 一 ( i I 
4 
3) Teacher •‘ s sensitivity to 
pupils‘ needs 
！ 
- , ！ i 
4) Teacher‘n n c n - v e r D d X .丨 j 
co32T^unication techniques i 
1 . ！ 
5) Teacher‘s knowledge 
about the subject/topic | 
! 1 � ( ‘ i — 
Overall c o n u r < e n _ t , s o f . the lesson: 
NOTSS: 
• 1 = Not ssrisfactory, Try harder 〒 二 C^ o〒$ 
2 = Al-^qht 4 = Well-done 
择 N o t e d o v n e x a m p l e s c b s e r v e d to justify your r e m a r k s & m a k e 
alternative suaqestions； if possible* 
5 s r t h r b a c k I i d e of 4he form if there is not enough space. 
• 2 0 0 
T 
. « 
• z _ 一 
? r : ^ r y Trainir).q Ur>it 、.、 
V_eex Observation Form (E) 
;^ame of Teacher; 》•• Name of Observer: 卞: 
liSchool: Class: 




I Observation Point: Pupxls ‘ Paxt:xcxpat;ioB. 
T 八 
>_j . • • ‘ ” • ~ " 
|vvere the pupils: Reroarks* Comments# I 1 1 2 3 4 • - ： i — 
I . I . - . -
I 1) att-entive? : j 
2) interested? 
：： i _ . \ \ 
: 3 ) r e s p o n e i v e ? j 
i 
4) following the lesson? . j 
> 
： 5 ) learning? 
• -•- -- • 
i • , I /^ I r i - - — — - - '•- ' • ~ ' " — 痛 wm^^^mmm i 
「 O v e r a l l comriierrts of tne lesson: 
! j — g J^JQX^S , j 
-^  ^ ^ ' N o t Satisfactor,^. Try harder 〗 ： ^ ^ ^ d o n e 
- ^ lo'tJ d o w n % x a m p l e s observed to justify your remark3 & niake 
: a l t ^ A 7 g ; = � : U c g k f = l i O o ? s “ f f r r r g l e r e i s n o t e n o u . h s p a c e . 
1 
^ -
� ‘ \ ‘ • • 
r 2 0 1 I . , ； • j ‘ 
I ‘ 
5 I . 
i » ‘ H 
APPENDIX E 
THE PELOT CASE STUDY REPORT 
The pilot study was carried out during the school attachment week prior 
to the commencement of teaching practice. Four student teachers m a 
pnmaiy school were invited for the purpose. Feedback from these four 
student teachers are contributive. Much insights and lessons could be leamt: 
Firstly, concemmg with the student teachers' wiUingness to unplement 
the PTP program，the researcher got both positive and negative feedback. 
The student t e ache r s appreciate much the program onentatioR, but on the 
other hand feel constrained and lack of confident to carry out the mitial 
objectives of the program. Prelmmary study suggested that mformal 
structural forces as well as the pressure/nature of supemsion might be an 
u^uential factor. Thus, context mvestigation should be maugurated mto the 
research. 
A more mportant mpUcation also resulted from this pUot study. Close 
contact and communication with these student teachers disclose a cntical 
factor that most probably might mterfere with the findmgs of this research. 
This is the difference m beUefs, attitude and perception of teachmg among 
the student teachers. This vital message venfies Zeichner's conception that 
mdmdual difference among student teachers is an mevitable vanable for any 
kmds ofteacher trammg effort. Further literature reviewjustifies the need to 
reframe original research questions ofthe study. 
Thjirdly, it was discovered in the�pibt ’ that responses and emotions 
towards different c o m p o n e n t s of the PTP program was different. M of the 
four student teachers appreciate the practise of self-evaluation and peer 
202. 
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observation, however, dislike the Lesson Analysis observation report 
exercise. This seemingly contradictory viewpoint impUes the need to design 
the Case Study into embedded type (Yin's type 2 case study design) wherein 
the various components of the PTP program deserves discrete investigation 
as subunits for analysis. Studies of subumts surely is significant for 
assembHng hoUstic analysis ofthe Target case program. 
The four student teachers loved to have the opportunity to observe 
beginning teachers' demonstration, to think and to evaluate; but faMy Hked 
to write observation report or evaluation records. This fourth findmgs need 
to be further validated m the Case Study, ff smilar pattem' appears, the 
reasons behind should be discussed. 
The student teachers would be quite busy when teaching practice starts. 
They would be�foUy occupied ‘ by vanous regulated tasks such as wntmg 
lesson plans, prepanng teachmg aids, canymg out school duties, receivmg 
lecturers' supervisioa, etc. The four student teachers complamed that aU 
these routimzed, techmcaI requirement might interferre their effort and 
outcomes of reflection. Hence, the influence of the conceptual nature of 
supervision and teachmg practice on effectiveness and content of reflective 
teacher education also merits consideration. 
FinaUy but similarly important; the four student teachers also honestly 
gwe the opmion that instructor effect, though mevitable, could be reduced 
by trust and rapports developed between the researcher and the student 
teachers. Besides，they suggest that more satisfacatory and vaM outcomes 
wouM be got if purpose of the study is understood and appreciated by the 




APPENDIX F An Overview o f the Research Design of the Study 
1 Research Questions Target of Study/ Major Research 
Source of Information Procedure 
l(a).Do studentteachers give student teachers interview(I)&(II) 
|evidenceof interest in reflecting 
|careMly on teaching? I 
l(b).Are student teachers able t o ~ ~ student record analyses 
identify and subject their beUefs and teachers' responses of: 
|actions to inspection and on: 
evaluation? How, and m y ^ Lesson analysis 
Lesson analysis observationreports, 
l(c).Are they able to fonnulate ways observation, self-evaluation records, 
f o r i m p r o v i n g t e a c h i n g a n d self-evaluationpractice, peerobservationrecord 
. . l e a m i n g ? How, and Why^ peer observation exercise forms 
and ^ d 
l(d).How far did they grow in self- clinical supervision pre-conference and post-
Lderstanding and self-awareness? conference 
tape-record 
1 (e).To what extent are they able to 
jextract personal meaning from their 
teaching and leaming experiences? 
l(f).What kind ofpersonal theory to student teachers interview � 
teaching and leaming did they 
develop? 
l(g).To what extent are student " 
teachers with different beliefs and 
!perceptions towards teaching and 
leaming helped to develop reflective 
thinking? L 
^ w h a t e x t e n t t h e c o n t e x t a n d context interview(II) 
otherfactorsactonthe O^TPdesign) contentan^yse^of 
consequences and actual effects of vanous reflective 
� instruments ofPTP 
the programme? 
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A P P E N D E K G Key self-Evaluation behaviours of the six student teachers in PTP 
Key Practicum self-evaluation behaviours 
(a) identify a problem 
(¾) formulate ways for improvement 
^ experiment with ways for improvement 
^ discover the consequences and implication of various solutions 
^ examine the intended and unintended consequences • 
^ evaluate the solutions ___»««_«_>»««_«~«~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~— 
(Table 1) YETTA 
_ _ _ l l _ _ _ • _ _ _ • • ,• •••••• I I B I I I I B B I U J M 1 i n i i r W l f l l i l i a B > i > " " ' " " - M I I " " " " " ^ 
Key Practicmn i ! , . \ 
sdf-evaluation| ^veekl 丨 week2 week3 weeK4 | 
behaviours I j — n ：~~： \ 
广厂「 - ~ ~ ^ rp~~---content f content . f J oomtm | 
(¾ t l ' T d ^ i ^ ^ i i m rrpiS^iSiG_S^;••••••"•"b • attain teaching 0 attam teachmg j 
丨 management 丨 abstract | objectives o _ c t w e s | 
i '2. classwork 丨 1 ： 
_ c h a n g e ; ; 4 e ~ ~ ~ I 1 p r e p a r e t e ^ ^ T Nil 1 paymoreattenUon 
、） i o f d i s r o o m | aidstiassist tostudentresponse , 
I management ： learning 
1 2. simplerwork 丨 
1 to be assigned i L — — T ^ 
— 1 ^ 5；^  I 1 |payaffordto 1 tryrole-play 1 leammg activities ^ 
1 I stimulate student 
I I i participation J 
^ M ^n h successfulin U ~ ^ t r y i n g , l activitiesworth | 
i ! enagaging student successful usmg; i 
i 1 participation !• ^ I d | 
i i stimulate 5 
! I participation; | 
丨 i 2. enhance \ 
i i leaming 
i j motivation 
7；^  h ^ 5¾ h r ^ i ^ t o i r ^ ~ " ^ M ^ a f e w s t u d e n t s s t i l l 
(e) j^ i particpate dotheirownthings 
1 j actively and at 
i ! the same time | 
i i could keep quiet i \ 
h ^ ^ rb |try discussion 1 role-play activities 0 Nil | 
U I i nexttime | could engage | 
! i I student support J 
： _LU|_L 1 - ‘ ^ " i',__ ' " • J . . . " . " * J - ' ^ ^ '"."nr -,n--uuu.Tr i.rn_rr 
:__i-_-.-.-_-----Li_..r - - -�i-- ‘ - i � - - — " ~ - i * " H I , 
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^ [ (Table2) LING 
I 
III r - ~ ~ ~ _ — — » « — — ^ « » ^ ^ _ ' | | ' { , . 
• i K e y i w e e k 2 i w e e k 3 
P r a c t i c u m w e e k 1 ： w e e i c L , 
self- 1 j \ 
evaluation 丨 丨 : 
L b e h a v i o u r s ： 1 — h r ; i r ; • 
— ^ — m ~ " ^ ¾ 0 Z I ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 3 f — • 三 ? - ， 5 ! … ― : : 
\ ?aS" 3 T""clSsro^•—•••[i 'mdividual 丨2_ l.some 
‘ management I difference | s t u c ^ b 
2. student 丨 丨 二 ： 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g j 1 § r a s p e 
ofteachmg 丨 丨 、 二 ^ 工 ： 
� I ； ^ M o n d a y = t h e -
content ： i ^ , 
^ ‘ r 丨 丨 second dav 
3. accuracy of ； 丨 : , ： 
. w i o f t h e w e e k 
muscial tune •; ： ^ ' n 
I 丨 丨 2.almostall 
(Table 3) i students 
i I couldn't 
^ i i g r a s p t h e 
厂 Key j i i exact 
Practicum j | | meaning of 
1 se l f - I I i ^half-past ' 
evaluation 丨丨 丨 when 
behaviours _ 丨丨 丨 learning 
n 丨丨 丨 "time" 
“^ ： I __LJ^^£i^H^5!i£i’ 
1 " " ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ " ^ i t r ^ i i ^ ^ s ^ ; i i i T | i ^ s ^ i f r ^ 7 i i ^ r " 
I ofclassroom 1 guidance is | and use 
-； management: needed 丨 calender 
(b) 人 Q i 丨 to assist 
demonstration 1 ！ e x p l a n _ n 
• and clearer 丨 丨 : . e v e r y 
g u i d a n c e ！ | s t ^ d e m s h a \ 
3.pianoto 1 1 a c l o c k ? 
assistmuscical ) j P i a y _ h s c 
tunning 丨 丨 as to 
I 丨 i assist learnir 
" “ “ ^ " " " " r n ^ ^ s ; i ^ p n f T ^ " “ “ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
participation in 丨 ： 
demonstration | � — 
" " " " ^ " " " “ ^ ^ 1 f i ^ i I 5 S i n i ^ i ^ ^ " ^ r " f i p ^ n t s n e e c 
、乂 ^- . � , � i i clear and participate ; 丨 . 
丨 丨 patient 
__ i ： instruction 
i -
i -
‘ ^ [ ^ ~ ~ Nil i 1 l .payaf fbrd to | 3 jl.utilize 3 i same 
i control I students' life 
j c l a s s r o o m 丨 e x p e r i e n c e 丨 
丨丨 discipline 丨 2.usestory- 丨 
1 i2.teacher 丨 tellingto 丨 
I I increases her j enhance | 
1 own I interest to | 
1 sense of humor i Chinese � 丨 丨 
(d) 0 丽―… … … “ ; T T r ^ ; ; ; i ^ S r i 5 : - t r r i i I 5 ^ … … " 3 |successfal in all I 
i 丨 controlling 丨 participates ithreeaspects 
I I classroom | actively j 
1 I discipline | and eagerly | 
j |2. successful in 丨 2. student 丨 
丨丨 fostering j interest in 丨 
！丨 student 丨 CMnese 丨 
i j learning 丨 . i s enhanced 丨 
i j atmosphere | by story- i 丨丨 丨 teiling I __[ I 
— — — 7 i T — — — " | o 1 " ― ― " M | T 1 ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ - ^ I l 1 " r _ i i i S i ; ^ ^ + T " | ^ a s a b o v e 
I particpate 1 participate | 
i a c t i v e l y a n d a t 丨 e a g e r l y , t h e y | 
i the same time i would be | 
I could keep | noisy | 
i quiet i J ^ 
: ^ b ^ h l .humo7^~~~rrp"^^^^S^^ 3 |all three i 
U i classroom I should |solutions are 
丨 atmosphere 丨 enndiher ;effectiveand 丨 
丨 could helps i subject ;positive 
丨丨2 students feel i knowledge iclassroom 
丨丨 that Chinese I 2.discipline imanagment 
I i is a boring 丨 andstudent jmethods 
I subject, less 丨 engagement 丨 
丨 interested to 丨 is a dilemma- 丨 
I learn. ! - needs to 丨 
i i consider I •！ 
_ L . . ^ — — ^ - ^ ‘ ^ — “ 
20S 
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(Table 4) YEE 
— 1 j n j 
Practicum 丨 week 1 丨 week 2 week 3 丨 w ^ k 4 
self- I 丨 I 
evaluation | i i 
behaviours | j 1 , 
� ： r r content j f | content f content j f content 
^ } 1 1. student lovei 1 | l . w r o n g ^ i ^ I 1 experimentation of 
丨丨 askingtoo i measurement science is hard to 
I many 丨 aids | manage 
丨 questions 丨 1. classroom i 
j i disciplinary 
j i problem during 丨 
： i activities ……丨 
¢ ) ! l ' lT:5^"to"ei i^eT"T'^j ;^touseiosi twe""0 Nil |"…1 1. try to rehearse 
i I students in ： reinforcement j procedure 
i j learning 丨 methods 丨 o f 
i i activities 丨 丨 experimentat]on 
I i 2 . l e t t h e m ask| • i beforehand 
i 丨 questions 丨 丨 2 .checkal l 
i i durma I I instrumems | 
i I r e c e s ^ e l ， — — • � — — — — — ， — j 
• (c) j T j ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 0 ^ ' " " " nil i 0 | nil I 0 | notyet | 
i 丨 ofclassroom 丨 i | | 
i i regulations 1 ___J | 1 
— ^ — 1 ^ “ “ ^ ^ L 2 Z Z Z Z ^ ! L Z Z J 3 Z I ^ L I ~ i _ ^ J ？^ j 
i — ^ — r ^ ~ ~ ~ K ^ ~ ~ r ^ i ^ n H .^—•；..…？ — ] 
: - … … … ( f ) ' … … … … M Z ^ O H Z _ 2 i L _ J I L ^ i i ^ " " " J " " " ^ ^ " " " ^ ^ " " " ^ " ^ " " " ^ ^ i ^ ^ " ^ J 
； _ui^_l|ll '1 ‘ “ ‘ 
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(Table 5) JENNY 
Key 1 j 
Practicum I week 1 week2 week3 week4 
se l f - i 
evaluation | 
behaviours j _ ^ _ _ , 
m ~ ~ ^ ^ i u ^ ~ ~ [ 7 1 " " ^ ^ m t f | c^ t en t f I c o n t e n t _ _ | 
^ i 1 1. classroom l 4 | l . s t J t o ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 j T T e a c h e r ' s 
I management pronunciation content 
1 problem knowledgeis | 
! 2. science inadequate 
i experimentation 2. students love 
丨 i shardto toasktoo 
I manage much 
1 I 3. timing questions 
I I 4 disciplinary 3. students are i 
j I problem | ^ o bright 
I j 丨 durmg I 
I i 丨 discussion | | 
I 1 I |5. student sitat | I 丨 丨 i back d idn ' t j 
1 I i pay attention 丨 j 
7^T !"0 Nil tTT7tomirfeir………0 Nil•—— 2 {l.givestudents • 
V , I tongue 15 minutes to 
I 2 ask student at ask questions 
i back to relatedto 
： 丨 answer topic taught j 
丨 丨 questions 2. try difficult 
i 丨 I assignment 
j I I next time 
~ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ M — M — ^ ^ ^ " " : i ^ ^ E Z 3 Z t Z M Z Z ; Z l Z Z ^ E Z I ] 
r ^ ~ ~ ~ W z Z M Z Z ^ T Z : ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ; ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ 
~ ~ j k ~ ~ i T ~ " ~ " N n ~ ~ " T " " " " " ^ ^ I T " ^ Z Z E E Z Z Z J Z : ^ Z Z ] 
- • — ^ f f — … … [ [ z : : i L Z I I Z : E L L ^ Z t L J : i i L _ 2 J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i i i L ^ 
h^Tl^TT , ^ ^ r - l , , i , i n . - . - * I I . I M . W B * * W ' " " * " - " ' " ^ " * " * * " " * " " " ' " " ^ ^ 
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(Table 6) Kin 
llllll____mwWMTM"n > ^ ^ _ - ^ - - - i - ^ - ^ M ^ M I I M a i M B - - P i g P P C " ^ ^ - " " " " ^ " ^ ^ " " , l _ _ ^ _ ^ * * _ " _ _ _ l l * * " * | ^ ' 
Key ,1 i I I 
Practicum j week � 丨 week 2 week 3 week 4 | 
self- j I j 
evaluation | \ 
:behaviours 丨 — 丨 
[ f l ^i^iSiiS………T?�-i^^S^:J 1__content f content 
； ( ¾ i 2 l l . c l a s s r o o m l 0 N i l " r ^ ^ 7 e T i a n c e 1 inadequacy of 
丨 imanagement 1 on lesson plan teacher's 
i 2. student ! content 
丨 cried suddenlyi knowledge 
I in group 丨 towards 
I discussion j Chinese | 
^ l J Y f y | ~ ~ W \ r |~~try not to~~ 0 Nil j 
i |announcementj depend too 
i of 丨 mudi on 
I regulation ! lesson plan 
i before group | 
丨 discussion i 
1 12. stop group I 
丨 |activities until i | 
i |student stop | j 
I |crying | ^ 
； ^ ry | NH W~~~NU""" 1 class 1 feel frustrated | 
丨丨 丨 I disciplme of with self- | 
I i the naughtiest inadequacy [ 
； 丨 class is when facinga 
. I ！ i unstable nice class of ; 
丨 I 丨 improving 
i j i learning 
I j i condition 
顶 j o "SIi ! ' O — … … … N i i … … … i i s punishment 0 Nil 
i i or 
i 丨 reinforcement 
1 丨 more 
i i effective? 
丨 丨 Which 
i i principle 
i 丨 i should I 
丨丨 丨 choose^ 
— 7 ^ ) " “ ― i o j ~ " — w ; z M Z M Z 3 t Z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ E L Z i i i ; i O I l Z I M Z X I Z Z ; E L _ ^ ^ < ! 
u L L JL' u J Ji u u-,- jumruuuru>'> r j J J jtriar • i ir i -i'i ' * ‘ - •‘• • • >^ti<^n^ ^ ' “ *"^"*‘ •‘ •‘ »—»w^  - u u J i " . r u " . JJ_ -� 
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